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Rates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square/*
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Apparatus, Ac.,

bearing

at

solicit the trade in Maine, and on which we guarantee satisfaction in qualily and terms.
STATE.
AM, ROODS DELIVERED FREE TO AWY FART OF THE

Law,

«7

WORCESTER, MASS.

FACTORY AT

PORTLAND, MAINE.

CHARLES II. KIMBALL,

Agent for Maine.

STREET,

(Boyd Block,)

The only place in the city which you

can

FOR

Address, stating terms and location, until Wednesapr26tf
at this office, EPH KAIM HUNT.

Ul

WATER

AND

PIPING.
ar-2!

Bend

Traps, Branches,

_

NO. 16 MARKET

Residence Cor. Congress & Vaughn St

Me.

Portland

■

JylT

L. GREGG &

tf

CO.,

50.000 No. 1 I Warranted equal to any Brick
£5.000 No. £ J manufactured.
Shapes made to order from any pattern.

usual assortment made by us, and all
slip glazed outside and in. Also (warden
or Cemetery l oses, Chimney Tops,

108 WALNUT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

North End Deering’s Bridge.
dty

F. O. Box 9<J».

Express

Office at Scliuinaclicr Brothers,
DEEBIlie

5

FOE

I respectlully inform the public that I have taken
the business or Clias. J. Schumacher and will attend
I shall enpromptly to all jots entrusted to me.
deavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
has held for so many vears,
........
_„

\Vm. NCHCnACHEIt.

CARD.
A
I take great pleasure in recommending Mr. Wm.
Schumacher as one of the best house decorators ever
Schun Portland, anil have no doubt that Mr. Wm.
macher will execute all work entrusted to him duraand
sattatactorHy.
bly, tastily
^ gCH UiViACHEKi
Ecclesiastical Decorator.
no21tf

PORTLAND
Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

Engineers,

MANOFACTUEEKS OF

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTARLE STEAM ENGINES.
Alcott’s Turbine Water Wheel,
Elevators, Derricks, Hoisting
Engines, and Blanchard’s
Patent Boiler,
FOR

RUE’S

INJECTOR

215 COMMERCIAL STREET,
POETLAND, MA-INK.
FOIt SALE—One New Portable Engine, 40 hor«
power,

The

built to order.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY,
Booksellers and Stationers.
street.
HOYT, A FOGG No.Ol Middle
T. P. McGOWAN, 254 Congreww St._

WM. A,
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange
SMALL <V NUACHFOTlOj No. 55 Plan.

Street.___
Confectionery.
PERKINS mnnnfncturerofplali
and fatter Candles, *S» Congress St,
I'lft
Poi

llBMU

Carpenters and Builders.
A

MEANS, Pearl Street, op

WALTER COREY A

and Retail.
CO., Arcade,

constructed that it will never warp,
is unquestionable, and by
lor
introducing the air through the
arrangement
fire to unite with the gases on the top of the coal
produces perfect combustion, thereby saving at least

durability

Twenty-live Per Cent of the Fuel,
nud is so contrived to clean your fires without opening the Furnace doors*

Please call at the above named Office and
see tor

'a*

__

Horse Shoeing.
TIMOTHY SULLIVAN * S. YOUNG
Experienced Horse Shoers, at TO Fed

Street.__ma.10d.lm
Pattern and Model Maker.

LNITED

ALSO

To Let.
TENEMENT of 7 rooms, situated 82 Franklin

—

T T) Ti

A

-%r TT S

A

ORDER.

Store to Let.

“OLD HOUSE”
—

OF

now

ready full

line

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,
493 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND.

deowlylp

apr28

ME.

of all the leading styles of

and

Pleasure

Business

GR1SSSEEDS.
2000 Bags Herd Grass Seed
•<
Red Top Seed.
lOOO
<«
Northern New York
tiOO

CARRIAGES,
Medium Grade Work
suitable for out of town dealers and livery men
Parties living at a distance are invited to send for
my5deod3m
illustrated chart and prices.

“

500
400
200
200

“
“
44

25

“
44

400
40 0
400

44
44

200

Ohio Clorer Seed.
Pen Vine Clorer Seed.
J\ Isike Clorer Seed.
White Hutch Clorer Seed.
Millett.
Hungarian Grass.
orchard Grass Seed.
Kentuckr Blue Grass Seed.

Also large assortment Vegetable
For sale at tbe lowest cash price.

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware;

ABOUT

THEunJercdgned

C. tl.
4

FAKLEY,

Exchange Street, Portland

np29dtt

15.

N.

NOBLE,

DEALER

IN

FLOUR AND GRAIN OF ALL KINDS ’*
Also

11 cargo of C'nncnt,
lowest market prices.

Mina

PORTLAND, ME.

ap3

at

the

>'o. G1 Commercial St., Portland, M 8
“lm
pr27

<l3m

Store in the World

119 EXCHANGE STREET.
100,000 Hooks without regard to com(.

Hood

prepared

BY

Whipple & Co.,

W.W.

Cheapest Book

to furnish on t
Is now
glass, either white or enameled in any quantit
and at the shortest notice.
The workmen employed are men of experience an l
are as skilful as any in New Engladn, and all work s
warranted to give satisfaction.
Glass signs and tableware cut and engraved to an r
design of letter, name or wreath in the best manner
A variety of new and original designs lor Dooi
Ship and Car lights, may be seen at my store or ma l
be had on application by mail.
ITIy terinn nre ns low an can be obfninci
in the country.

To Eet

Watches and

Clock*,

Kepairiug

and

Jewelry cheap

Cleaning well clone and

Ag5tf

Publisher* and tflonliMellcr*.

—

HAS

REMOVED

TO

—

Company.
Fnrther particulars and forms of tender can be obtained from S. V. Wilber
Portland, or from the Company’s En
gineer, Mr. E, P, Hamm ford, Montreal.
Tenders on the printed form to be addressed to the undersigned on or bcfori
the 12tli of May.
Ovnf ini

Work Table call and show this gem of the wort.
room.
Patterns cut free Tuesday to test the system
tf
marls
__

A Oooil Solti Fountain lor Salt*.
T> It ICE $50. Cost new $250. May he seen at
X
W. F. PHILLIPS Ac CO’S
Middle Street.
my5dlw»

aiming,'!'.
api30eod5t

Monlreal, April 28, 1875.
DAILY

MADE

EDUCATIONAL.
H.

W.

TEACHER OF SINGING.

be found in this vicinity.

hand,

Flour, Com, Meal, Oats,

GROUND

Constantly

on

fresh grouni |

Housewives!

Painters and
You

can

—

If not taken the full

GOOD
at

our

wai

I

*

<JEO. II
BAYMOND,
dtf
SACCAEAPPA.
#pr29

salesroom,

STREET.

will find it to

(t

*•

full line of

a

AND

season

STREET.

of Hrowii SI.
Opposite
Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.

‘Itl

the

patrons and friends and the public
respectfully invited to call and ex-

BRANCH,

YORK

<11 w

NEW

Having opened

No. 13 Free Street,
I

am

prepared

to

receive orders for the manufacture
of all kinds of

—

June 1st,
as during

Parlor

A

VERT

order.

lUnltrsur. Wholr.nl. and Retail.
A long expoiieocc as Foreman in first class establishments in Neiv York and lloston enables me to
warrant all work entrusted to me.

rates

<ltf

WUI. S>A VEH FORT.

requires

my

OWEN & MOORE

30 days,

FIGURE,

offer

BalMggan Hose,

BED LOUNGI

AT 43 CENTS PER PAIR.
Also another lot of

IIARLOW,

10

will leave Port

Steamer

Henrietta,
m., and 3 o’clocl
THEland
Pier, daily at 6 o’olock
tor
touchiug at Long Inland

CONGRESS ST. COR. BROWN.

co.;

Edge Stones Set,Streets,Places,Sidewalk
and all kinds of paving done promptly.
at

We Call Particular Attention to

—

j

or

various dimensions suitable for slii
Also three, three and a lial
for sale low.
J. S. ROBERTS,
7 & 9 Center Street.

CARPEr

Gilt Edge,

►
*

BEATING,

CLEANING and Jobbing done by M
C. MARS. Order Slate at the Daily Pres
Olllce. All orders promptly attended to. Residenc 3
ai^rltf
at No. 15 Washington St.

WINDOW

—

Climax,

plank long and wide,

aplGdlr*

INCLUDING

Snider’s German Haxall,
Waslibnrn’s Patent,
Cream of* Wheat,
Imperial Bower,
call and examine our goods before purcbas
in all cases.
Satisfaction

Southern Pine.
pieces,
work.
LONGbridge
inch

our

STOCK OF FLOUR,

Strccf Commissioner’* Office,Port
eodtf
laud, Me.

and four

(ltf

ja!4

&
PAVERS & CONTRACTORS.

payson

<ST MOORE,

OWEN

Harpswell,

Please
elsewhere.

in*

■

guaranteed

LYNCH

&

SOULE,

DIRIGO TEA STORE,
Corner Spring and Park Streets.
<H w
luy7

I’HliVrliNt; of

executed

nt

o’cl’k A*Iff.,
candidate for

Ottapkfry is

delegate and one additional f«»r every 75 votes
Republican candidate for Governor in 1874,
A fraction of 40 votes, additional to the full number
with

James G. Blaine, Kennebec, Chairman.
WrLLiAM P. Frye, Androscoggin.
Henry O. Ferry, Aroostook.
Stanley T. Pullen, Cumberland.
A. H. S. Davis. Franklin.
Joun D. Hopkins, Hancock.
J. H. H. Hewett, Knox.
S. S. Marble, Lincoln.
Enoch Foster, Jr., Oxford.
Joseph W. Porter, Penobscot.
E. A. Thompson, Piscataquis.
F. D. Sewall, Sagadahoc.
S. J. Walton, Somerset.
Fred Atwood, Waldo.
Kelson S. Allan, Washington.

of a remedy for lung troubles, in vogue
years since, which was an extract of
onions and salt poured into the eyes of the
patients. But it is in evidence that cures
The smarting extract caused
were effected.
the sufferers to “take exercise which is quite
sublime,” as a local poet phrases it, and rapid improvement in health was the result. The

speaks
some

end certainly

John Hall, York.
Z. A. SMITH, Secretary
May 4, 1875.

erery

thia OUlce.

description

two weeks at the time of the fair in aid of the
The merit of the
Maine General Hospital.

poem justified its reprint, and there seemed
necessity of crediting it to the shortlived periodical in which it made its appearto be no
ance.
_

A marked turn of the tide in

who obtained their nominations

species of sharp practice by which
the unmistakable preferences of large majorities weie utterly ignored. Small men were
pushed to the front by interests which aroused
popular suspicion. Political quacks manipu-

throngh experience

I

of the ticket to the last name, the utmost
exercised in making the party nominations. A further illustration may be

into two discordant camps aud the declared
opponents of the governor have all been
Democratic leaders. This fact is patent to
all who have watched the contest, aud had it
not been for Republican support the governor’s demonstration would have failed from

care was

found in Michigan. Last November, a large
number of candidates distasteful to the party
at large, were nominated, relying upon the
large party prep onderance for their election.
Legislative notn inations were made to secure
The result

was

iuu

luuasca

u»u

an

election

the first.—Albany Journal.
We think we have shown it to be sufficient-

held in that state

had

popular

nomina-

present

nentl

a

Republican party

is

opposed

for fifteen years to allow the use of greenbacks as currency, and have on the contrary
stuck to gold and silver. The hopeless condition to which the state is now reduced, is
shown by some statistics as to mining, agri-

culture, and immigration now going the
rounds of the newspapers. For the first
three months of this year the earnings of
the Central Pacific railroad were tweuty per
cent, above those of the corresponding period of 1874. The Western movement of
passengers in 1874 for this period was 7,599;
for 1875, 13,920; and the rush of immigration is now so great that the Central railroad
is taxed to its utmost to supply rolling stock.
The yield of wool, wine, grain and tobacco
promises to be enormous, and mining was
at
never more profitably carried on than
present. California is, in fact, now the most
prosperous part of the country. What it
have become with a really good, elas-

their suffrages with the utmost vigilance.
If there ever was a time when personal claims, local preferences and mere
party service should be recognized in making
the

clear that the

to

demogogical trickery.—Milwaukee Sentinel,
(Adm Rep.)
The Nation very cleverly replies to Judge
Kelley’s theory that all the South needs is
more paper money, by saying: But in California they have no currency at all. The
benighted population have steadily declined

tions and the result was the old majority on
a full vote.
It. therefore, behooves the Republicans of
Maine to exercise the greatest care in making
their nominations. It is not enough that at
the head of the ticket we place a strong name.
The signal success which wo all desire, requires that every name on our county and
legislative tickets be the best possible. At all
times this should be done as a matter of principle; but just now policy demands it, for intelligent voters ate going to scrutinize the
character of the men presented to them for

nominations,

ly

third-term nomination, that President
Grant has not given any reason for us to believe that he is working for it, that in case he
is working for it he will be unsuccessful, and
that, iu short, the whole agitation concerning
it is uncalled for and simply a piece of low

uui.

that the slate ticket

was

Republicans

of the conflict in that state.

Democrat, (Rep.)
Instead of opposing Gov. Tilden the Republicans have generously and justly sustained
him. The only effective support he has had
from any organized body at ail has been from
His own party has
the Republican party.
been divided and split up into factions. He
has had individual Democrats with him, but
the party representatives have been separated

Yet with all these odds against

wuiuu

guide.

agreed by both political parties that Ohio is the great battlefield ot next
fall, and that the result of the preliminary
contest there will materially affect the presidential election of 1876. The Republicans
have every reason to be hopeful as to the isCurrent Notes.
What the Republican party must have, in
order to win, is a positive, definite, honest,
and patriotic policy, by which it means to
stand, come victory or defeat. To adopt such
a policy is to omit Gen. Butler.—St. Louis

them, the Republicans achieved a substantial victory. Why ? Because from the head

ooject

is no

It seems to be

sue

Hampshire had no cause to expect anything
but a sweeping defeat last March. The parties in that state are so nearly equal in
strength that the gain or loss of a few hunThe
dred votes brings victory or defeat.
Democrats having the legislature of last year,
had taken the most unscrupulous measures
to secure success. Frauds had been skillfully
organized; voters imported in large numbers,
and, in many, instanced ballot boxes were

certain

political af-

fairs is not to be looked for UDtil the Democratic House of Representatives has been in
session some weeks. It is safe to calculate
that the Democratic leaders can commit more
blunders in one month than aDy other political party known to history can in fifty years.
If the people are not thoroughly disgusted
with the majority before the session is half

a

stuffed.

to justify the means.

The fine little poem “Endymion,” which
appeared in the Press of Tuesday las’, was
pnblished from the author’s manuscript with
the author’s knowledge. It was originally
written for the Tonic, the bright little paper
which enjoyed a short but useful existence of

the party in dther states.
The most important of these lessons is that
afforded by Massachusetts. There can be no
doubt but that the state is as thoroughly Republican in sentiment as ever. At any rate,
Bourbonism is now no more popular in the
Bay State than it was ten or twenty years
since. Last November’s result was simply a
revolt against disreputable leadership which
the Republican masses were satisfied would
give no heed to ordinary protest. In haif the

lated caucuses and controlled nominations.
Thousands of men saw that there was no other means to shake off such candidates but by
defeating them at the polls, which they did.
Many have mistaken the significance of the
result, regarding it as a political revolution
when it was simply a revolt against the scandalous and corrupt leadership of the Butlers,
the Williamses and the Ayers.
On the other hand, the Republicaus of New

seems

The only subject which the Kentucky
Democratic State Convention deems worthy
of i's consideration is state rights. The old
heresy which came near to dividing the union, and which cost thousands of lives and
millions of treasure to put down, is advanced
with fond complacency. The platform is the
resolutions of ’98, done into modern and
somewhat guarded phrase. The Democracy
is still prowling about in the graveyard of the
lost cause and flattering itself that its fog
horn is Gabriel’s trump.

To Whom it may Concern.
At this juncture in our political affairs the
Republicans of Maine should not be satisfied
with an ordinary success in September. Our
victory should he so conclusive and complete
as to leave no doubt in the minds of any, except the ultra Bourbon, respecting RepubliSuch a triumph
can ascendency in Maine.
will follow if rve properly heed the lessons of
th«
and avoid the mistakes and blunders
which self-assumed leaders have brought to

men

nulv word t.n annlv to anv

toothache was all he desired.” But where
was the harm ? Probably that was all the
patients desired, and if the worms amused
them no injury was done. The same critic

Committee will be in session at 10 o’clock
the morning of the Convention for the reception
of credentials,
The State

on

for

an

quack; he lied,” exclaims au indignant journal; “that the steaming actually did stop the

county to which the town

belongs.

through

is a friend

them worms which he says the steam has enticed from their teeth. “Thi3 mau was a

a

actual residents of the

successor

system, and we hesitate to use it in connection with a certain “doctor” in San Francisco who steams the cheeks of patients suffering from neuralgic toothache, and theu shows

is not that season.

Above all the caucus manager should have a
The ambitions man who
season of rest.
carries over weight or is generally assumed to
do so, should keep off the course of 1875.
There was never a time when a light weight
helped a ticket. Indeed it will not do to
force upon Republican voters, by the aid of
cancus machinery, a good man who has the
misfortune to be obnoxious. There never
was a time when men whose names are
coupled with general suspicion aud whose
private and business character is under a

might

tic currency, probably
Carev could tell us.

only Mr. Henry C.

It is rumored in Washington that Senator
Pratt accepted the office of Commissioner of
Internal Revenue with the understanding
that the precedent set in Mr. Delano’s case
will be followed in his (Pratt’s) case, and
that he will be promoted before a great while
to be Secretary of the Interior.
Harper's Weekly says that whenever, on
account of the shortcomings of his party, a
“Where am I
Republican has occasion to ask
to go?” no one who loves liberty and America will answer “To the Democratic party.”
“For that is the one thing which every intelknows through
ligent man in this country
and through, and through and through it is
hostile to freedom.”

cloud, should be placed upon a Republican
In
ticket.
Massachusetts, majorities ol
thousands were lost last November by such
men as Butler and Ayer being forced upon
unwilling voters. Even Judge Poland o
Vermont who was distasteful to his constitu

jority

We invite e.pecinl attention to theae two
lota of Ooaiery na tlacy tire very much under price.

Commencing Monday, May lOth.

a

ents failed an election tvnere his party's rna
is more than 5,000. Maine is not sc

DOZEN

Extra Fine Fancy Balmoral Hose
AT 67 CTS. PER PAIR.

dtf

apia

Office

Job Lot of

15
Ladies’ Full Finished Silk Clocked

230 Federal Street—New Number,

ii.

a

DOZEN

whole attention to its manufacture.

J. B.

t.

dim

ap24

Lounges, Easy Chairs* Parlor Choir#
Parlor tiuits* &Iirror#, Sofns, Chamber
tsel#, Npriug Bed#, (Mattrcsse#,. dkc,
as the increasing demand for

EUREKA

PRICES.

Draperies, Shades and Cushions made to

My entire stock of

THE

BEDS,
AND BEDDING,

LOW

AT

CLOSING OUT.
AT

Lounges,

Suits,

CHAIRS

55

2 OO
2 30

LOW

shall keep for sale

SPRING

will be.

supplied at proportionate

—

REPAIRING !

FURNITURE

7

#1

AND

11

nominating

barely escaped defeat and only a slender majority was retained in the legislature. Last

Upholstery Work

“

the pi ice

shall close ont within

purpose

15,1875,at
of

cast the

want.

salesroom at

a

June

one

a

Oct. 1, 8-1

(t
«<

••

•«

prompt attention.
Yearly customers
my 4

Manufacturing Company

Iirml

GABNEN18.

myG

t3?*Anv customer leaving town for two weeks oi
AT THE
more at bNE TIME, by giving notice
OFFICE will be eniitled to a proper reduction.
jyNotice of CHANGE of RESIDENCE, or complaints against tlic drivers for neglect, carelessness
or any other cause, left at the office will receive

my7

D.

!

F. LATHER.

Paving Materials furnished if desired.

of cement pipes. Also contractors for constructing
Pipe
sewers, digging wells, cementing cellars, etc.
Works, Corner Fox and Cove Sts., P rtlano. Me.
Send all orders to
J.L. SMITH.
U. S. Hotel.
apr20dlf

FREE

general

Hosiery

539 Congress Street.

Little Chebeaguc. Cireat Chebeaguo ant
Consent* Island. Returning will leave Harpswel
at 8 o’clock a. m., and 5 o’clock p. m., touching a
the above name places. S. KICKER, Agt., 131 Com
my8dtf
mercial St.

DBAIMGE.

a!6

tt

a

p. m.,

BARGAINS

feb25__dtr

74

numerous
are

and

(Scuts,

amine.

a.

—

G. A. CLARK, M.

in

FOR HARPSWELL,

Henry T. Carter & Co.,

Pierce

CAPS

Our

of Maine are invited to send deleState Convention to be held in

when the

iO lb#. daily, per month,

new

AND

INFANTS’

CO.

rfp**Icewill be (delivered earlier than
and later than Oct. 1st, at the same rate
the season.

get

Brushes

Superior

PLASTER,

polil at wholesale and retail at prices
ranted to give satisfaction.

Franklin

on

(Jraliam Flour and

all 11 be

Family School
Topsbam, Hie,
Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely, D. D., Visitor. Oscar L.
Billings, B A. Rector. Semi for circular. oclOtf
Removed to

persons interested in drainage
ALLtheir
the
advantage to call

Belter Quality of

Shorts, Fine Feed and Middlings }
can

left at 156 Exchange Street.
dtf

St. Augustine’s School for Boys,

FROM

BEST MISSOURI WHITE WHEAT,

than

apr20

Corsets

and

I

STOCKBRIDGE,

to

.«

.1

n

dtf

FORMERLY CARTER, WHITE & CO.

AT

Lisk & Weston’s Flour Mill
A

Enquire

given

188 FORE

JOSEPH HICKSON,

—

16 MARKET SQUARE, OVER SWEETSIR’S APOTHECARY SHOP.
I3F“Partieiilnr attention paid to cutting ol Youths
and Boys’ garments. __ap2Sdlm
Something New.
DIES send your address to 87 Spring St„ and
LA have the agent of the Ladies’ Easy Cutting and

J

Require about half a million feet hoard
measure oi Spruce Lumber, six inches
£u<l eight inches wide, and two inches
thick; in lengths from twelve to twentj
feet, in connection with the construction
of their lieu Elevator in the city of Port'
land. Delivery to be made from the lsl
to the 30th June next, as required by th<

NATHAN GOOLD,
TAILOR.

1

--J

ALBERT COLBY’S SONS,

ten rooms

on

dtl

POBT1/AND, HE.

Warranted.

double Brick

House,
Uanfortb Street. No. 33.
ONE
Pleasantly situated
October 1st.
of S. W. ROBPossession
INSON, Real Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.
Portland. Sept., 30,1874

Rail wav f!fmiTia:nv

YORK.
SALE

FOR

130 Middle SI
J. A. MERRil.C A- CO.,

SHIP’S

To Eel.
February first the Stores and Chambers
on Union St., now occupied by Caldwell &
Hodsdon, and Wbitney & Thomas. Apply to
jalldtfST. JOHN SMITH.

Orders

JOHN JEWETT & SONS,

Jj

Inquire of SHEPHERD & CO., LAMB & FARNSWORTH, next door, or H. E. THOMPSON, Lowell,
Mass,, Box 117ja20tf

The Grand Truuk
MANUFACTURED BY

•211

a

Parasols,

Street,

SHEPHERD & CO.,
Wholesale Fancy Goods,

half of

Hisses and

Scales of Prices for the Season.

STORE

SEED
feb25

Ko. 8 Cross

Jobbing House,

Below flhe Post-Office.

AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE

for Undies,
Children.

Shades

new

—

lO Ibn. per day, from Jane 1

NOS. 121-123 MIDDLE STREET,

and Flower Seeds.

all

Also

CURTIS,

DIER

First-class

OVER

Michigan Clorer Seed.

300 DOZ. PRS. KID GLOVES

FOB THE SEASON OF 1875.

TOJLET.

_

OF

prices.

ICE!

LET!

a

at rerj low

1000 Yards real Malta and Yak Laces,
Beaded fringes and Gimps.

ill

a

presumptive

Five years hence the czar may
be a man who hates Prussia, and the neutrality of Russia is absolutely essential to the
success of the new empire. There are many
Germans tqo who will he faint-hearted in a
conflict with a power supported by the
Papacy. So it is necessary to uproot the
doctrine of Papal allegiance from the hearts
of all Germans. Herein is the explanation
of the anti-Catholic Jaws and of the menacing
foreign attitude.

Republicans

month

oc!2__dtf

Clorer

Kendall & Whitney,

NEW

—

MARKET STREET.
dim

3 Floors fitted up for

Soft Silk Scarfs for Hats and Sashes

Reduction in the Price

Room In the Second Story of the
Primers’ Exchange. with power if
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON & CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

Seed.

the product of my factory during the winter months.
All of then made in the most thorough manner arid
Also a
from the best of carefully selected material.
line assortment of

Streets._

8

SILKS

ALSO—

—

eod6m«

—

PORTE AND,
I have

Inquire

let.

TO

J. M. Kimball & Co.,

Stair Builder.

DOORS, WINDOWS,
CABINS, &c„ &c.

to

&

GROS-DE-SUEZ

Dress and Hat Trimmings.

NEW

aprlO

To Let.

apr20

for

29 MARKET SQUARE.

unfurnished. No. 4

apr24__

ROOMS

BROS.

AND

SOFT

For sale In Portland by

NUTTER

Trimmings.

lint

(FIVE HUNDRED) YARDS OF

500

front plate, and allows no dust to escape.
This Range has been thoroughly tested in every
particular, and every disinterested person and dealers will admit it to be the best Cooking Range ever
oftered to the public. Please call and examine it and
we can give you testimonials and references that will
be satisfactory to you.
Manufactured aud for sale by

BAKGOH.

RIBBONS

GB.

iti all Widths and Colon* for Sanbea and

opening

WOOD. BISHOP & CO.

or

50 (FIFTY) CARTONS OF

GR.

closet bottom keeps any dish enveloped with warm
air. The sifter is vibrated by a hanule through the

To lei

furnished

FRENCH IMPORTED FLOWERS,

features:

SILVER STREET, over Bowling Aliev, room
40 feet wide, 100 feet long, suitable storing
Sleighs and Carriages, or work shop. Enquire of
ap27dtt
N. TARBOX, on the premises.

To Let.

Successor to, and for 20 years connected with, the

Rooters.

FOR

i»iuuiv

new-

shapes.

(50) CARTONS OF

FIFTY

the outside.
In connection with the above we would merely add,
It has
that In design and linisb, it Is unsurpassed.
The
an uousual.y large oven, and extra deep flues.
so
are
preventing any
heavy,
covers and centres
warping. The broiling door is ono of the most important features in modern stoves, and is so arranged
on
in THE CLARION that broiling can be carried
successfully without any odor coming into the room.
The illuminated fire box presents a cheerful appearAre
ance, and shows at all times the condition of the
the door. Tho skeleton slide in hot
without

ON

ZenasTliompson,Jr.,

Street.
J. N. McCOV At CO., as Spring

CUT GLASS

part of a desirable store on Middle
MATTOCKS & FOX,
Inquire of
_JOO

or a

to

Street.___

Midd 1
J. TV. At H. M. MCOCFFEE,C«.
& Union Slso

half
street.
UiyiULl

est

The following are some of its special
Illuminated tire box; clinkerless shaking and
dumping grate; the best chance to broil without
odor; large ventilated oven; with or without hot
closet; portable shelf with large top surface; the best
draft cut-off ever invented; reversible collar, pipe-top
or hack; dustlesB siller and large ash pan; skeleton
grate in hot closet; heat thrown under all its six
holes; water front when ordered; it has nickel plated
knobs and is splendidly fitted up; flues cleaned from

let,
Cotton St., second door from Free Street.
ROOMS
'll 1

Real Estate Agents.
PROCTER, No. »3 Exehang

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

CONVENIENT first floor tenement on Parris
street. Eight rooms. Sebago.good cellar, all in
order, for $251) per year and water rates. Apply to
F. G. PATTERSON, dealer in Real Estate, second
myOdlw
block east of City Hall.

SHIRTS

TO

No. 2 Elm Street.

To Let.
d9m

MADE

Let.

Apply to
S. E JACKSON,

HO

Mr.

fe24

FIHTK

WHITNEY & MEANS.

myGdlw

311 Broadway, New lfork.
A

call at the house

at

Seven Octave Piano.

Anew

FAIRBANKS, BROWN & CO.
TP

particulars
To

WAREHOUSES—a Milk Street Boston.

CARRIAGES.

Plumbers.

KEITH.

For

or

my6__dtf

dtf

Street
JAMES Mll.l.EB. No. 91 Federal

.A.

Street.
A
88 Pearl St.

Miles’ Patent Alarm Safety Money

—AND—

J. 1. MKRB1L

TWO

Fairbanks’ Fostal Package Scales,

produced.

large assortment of

a

Untrimmed Hats in all the

FOB WOOD OB COAL.

ever

houses in Cape Elizabeth, and one in Doerin®
Some of these have Stables and lots ot
land connected. Just the thing for summer’ residences. Will sell any or all on easy terms. M All OCRS
my8dtf
& FOX, 183 Middle street.

and Manufacturer.

Middle Street
A. S. VATIN At CO., No. SO
J.M. I.AMKON. lg‘JMiddle St„cor.Croat

353 Fore Street, cot
B. p. I.IBKT,
Mill.
C'roHH St., in Deleno’s
& Mnpl
«. I,. HOOPER, Cor. Vorlt

TO LET.

The Illuminated Clarion ISango Is one of the most
Elegant and Economical, as we warrant it to bo the
most Compact and Convenient Cooking Apparatus

To Let.

»

Photographers.

I.o.

PORTABLE COOKING RANGE,

TWO

—

Also

peror. His
to France.

Congressional districts, the Republican voter
was required to vote for men, who, in Congress had brought reproach to Massachusetts

Pattern Bonnets and
Round Hats !

OCK NEW

pas-

Governor, and transacting any other business that
may properly come before this convention.
The basis of representation will be as follows
Each city, town and plantation will be entitled to

or

CLARION.

or a

—

LATAER’S !

eod2m

Gentleman and bis Wife can
be accommodated with first class Board and
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.myt9dtf
Gentlemen

ONE

Cor.o:
J. I. BARBOUR, 250Fore Street,
Cross, Portland._

JOHN C.

come
oc5tf

AT

—

mhl9

st.,

Saturday,

illay Glli, 7lh and 8fh,

notiee

at short

on

and

Thursday, Friday

Exchange Street,

51

Board.

n every respect worthy of the most implicit confiderce
ALSO

will take place

DEANE BROS.

at 2231 Cumberland
Also table board.

jourseives.

fe24

and side
FREE ST.

Boarding.

Boarding
Wilmot,

Krpaired
given.

Opening

OF THE SEASON

BED

BEMEMBEB THE JHJMBEB,

room

75

room

SARGENT,

Proprietor

No

WHITNEY, No. 5« Ex
ail kindi
change St. Upholstering of
order.
done to

SEOBHl

with board at
PLEASANT
marlOdtt

so

an

Old Fnrnilnre
and satisfaction

Booms To Let.

THE WORLD.

The Grandest

the market. Three months trial given, and if not
satisfactory will be removed free of expense.

in

place.___ma2tt

Monand ex-

apr6dtf

Designed for and adopted by the
STATES GOVERNMENT.

ton knows good minstrels when it sees them. Again
there were 1600 people packed in the hall.—The N.
The
Y. Herald says:—“They excel their imitators
N. Y. Graphic says :—“They are unsurpassed.”
The N. Y. World:—Finest reflections of plantation
life ever given.” H. Y. Tribune:—“Their success is
well deserved.” Reserved seats 75c at the Hall May
my71w
11, and then daily. Admission 50 and 35c.

—

SPBIIG

To Let with Board.
good rooms, connected, furnished or unfurnished, to let with board at 203 Cumberland St.,
corner Franklin, also single rooms to let at same

on

AT

even

to

Minstrel.

—

Uproarious Plantation Delineations.

—

rooms.

STREET,

my3__d2w*

Drawer.

Z.

02 FREE

most convenient.

THE

—

Park.___

Furniture-Wholesale

erai

at

Office 123 Commercial Street.

j

powite

seen

unfurnished

or

OF

the

_

Characteristic ! Unrivalled !
Original!
The Boston Herald says:—“40000people witnessed
their 4 weeks performances here. They took Boston
by storm. It was unparalleled.” The Boston Transcript say8“Their success is ext) aordinary. Bos-

OUR OWN MANUFACTURE

at

SAWYERS

CAPT.

Book Binders,
QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’.
St.

WHITNEY

to be

furnished

TWO

1

apli_

■

to

Cram’s Improved Grate Barr,
now

are

—

Minstrel.

20 ARTISTS.

Originals.

full line ot

We are also Agents for the best

THE MOST DURABLE.

'< J\

subscriber would call the attention of tho

public

PLEASANT

Paris in 1867.
Vienna, Montreal, 1873.
Philadelphia, 1874.
THE MOST ACCURATE.

COAL CONSUMERS.

This Barr ig
and hence its

MACHINEWORKS

AGENTS

apl9eod3m

BLOCK.

public

invited to call

THE STANDARD OF

good news

FAINTER,

FRESCO

«r<lcr Box a* Ea«iern

Once.

to the

a

Minstrel.

MEN,

Minstrels
Georgia FamOUS
As they appeared before Queen Victoria iu
England' and iu every principal city of the
United Slates dnring ten years.

Parlor, Hall, Library

To Let with Board.

Fairbanks’ Scales,
Highest Prizes

WILLIAM SCHUMACHER,

rooms

prepared to show

are

4 EN[J

Georgia

Pl iccs that cannot be Beat In the State

unfurnished front

FACTORY,

Office**

fel)8

P. S.—I shall open my
day, April 5lli, when all
amine them.

Georgia Southern Slave Troupe Miu.irei.

—

McKENNEY,

M.

A.

OF

We

The

gates to

in.

Spring Opening

Georgia

have.no disposition to be,
such frauds.

ADVANCE.

tive consideration of the situation reveals a
method in Bismarck’s apparent madness.
France is determined upon a war of revenge
as soon as she gets strong enough to
engage
in it. It is for the interest of Germany to
force the conflict now. At present the
throne of Russia is occupied by a sovereign
who is a warm admirer of the German em-

Republican State Convention.

Dialogues. All arc
ruyl0d3t

and

13th at 8 p.

FURNITURE I

we

delegate, is also entitled to a delegate.
Delegates are authorized to fill vacancies only

CAUENBGB’S ORIGINAL
The Great
IVIioatrelii
Georgia

—

1875

We do not read anonymoas letters and communiThe name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faitb.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

MUSIC HALL,
Wednesday and Thursday, May 12th and

iunmivui.

BOARD.

180 1-2 Congress Street.

!

Tho

Petroleum, Grain and other Charters,
Negotiated. Ft eight Fugngt tueuls made
for nil part* of the world.
Marine Insiirauee effected m reliable

My rooms are pronounced be every one that lias
examined them, the best in the State of Maine, and
equal to any in the United Stales.
The best light, and, in fact, rooms that cannot be
beaten.
My prices will be such hr will be suit the times.
Great inducement ottered to clubs.

Bbls*

ST©HE_WARE

Forwarding Merchants

Oommission &

—

XK1WUUU

.7U1IM,

nud White Sen Sniad in

Fire Brick

BROKERS.

SHIP

■'I1C

mtU

Singing. Recitation
cordially invited.
with

Georgia

money Lost.
MEMORANDUM book, containing a sum of
A money. The fiuder shall be liberally rewarded
by returning the same to the owner. ROBART M.
m?6<ltf
SKELTON, rear 53 York St.

HALL.

By special request will repeat their exhibition,
WEDNESDAY EVENING, May 12th,
at 7 1-2 o’clock.
This Band is composed ot 212 Children, who have
signed a Total Abstinence Pledge, and nre the
Hope of Portland,who will entertain the audien-

my8__d3t

of Photography, in the
Best Manner.

SQUARE,

Apply

CITY

THE

Tbe Portland Union Band of Hope,

DMNiS_ MUS

10,

cations.

Tuesday,

CITY _H ALL.

ce

—

Press, and

sively, a party

for

eod3w

MAY

Eve by regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned l>y Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat ami hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
journal, as we have information that several ‘•bummers** arc seeking courtesies in the name of the

for

when will be presented
FANCHON TIIE CRICKET!
As played bv her with great success in New York,
and the West. To-morrow evening,—Oliver I)oud
apl4tf
Byron in Aero** tbe Continent

STREET,

MORNING,

IN

Tiie request made
by Germany that Belgium should modify the municipal laws
which protect freedom of speech and of the
press is certainly a bit of national impudence
which deserves rebuke. Indeed the policy of
Germany is at first view as unintelligible as
the plot of •‘Donald M’Kay.” But an atten-

CITY HALL, PORTLAND.

Thin Monday evening. Benefit of
ALEV CHIPPENDALE,

FRIDAY

Arc.

FRESCO PAINTER,

Nurse.

Ding

Exercises to

MONDAY

Q nlnlnnlr

OPPOSITE

56.993 07

46

Lost.
afternoon a PORTMONNAIF, containing
about $25.00. The finder will lie suitably reTHIS OFFICE.
warded on leaving it at

of Pictures in the Art

Styles

All

or

LOST AND FOUND.

BEETHOVEN HALL

KELLER,

L.

W.

VITRIFIED STONE DRAIN PIPE is
now acknowledged by all Engineers as the standard
and only reliable article for perfect drainage.
We have in stock and offer for sale all sizes, from
£ to 1£ inches diameter for House drainage ; also 15 to 18 inch Pipe for Corporation, City anti Town He worn* together with

housekeeper

as

ar

r»*

Whittier’s

o’clock.

open at 6

room

PORTLAND MUSEUM.

apr2i

aprC ‘5w

I am pleased to inform my friends and the public
hat I have fitted up some elegant rooms in the old

Temple 81.,

$ Doom East of

GAS

SITUATION

A
r~a

UUIIUIU^l

W. C. CLARK,
103 FEDERAL STREET,

IT.

Wanted.

98

General Agents for Maine.

LOCAL

reach by

Refreshment

PORTLAND, ME..

Wanted.
and Travelling Canvasser, for the Light
Running Domestic in sny part of Maine or New
CARLETON BROS.,
Hampshire. Address
Gen’l Agents for Maine and N. H.,
410
Congress St., next to U. S. Hotel.
aprl4tt

ONE FLIGHT OF STAIRS.

Plans, Details, Superintendence, etc., for every de-

a

door,

store and at the

BARNES' BROS.,28 EXCHANGE

Hale’s

Senters, Schumacher’s,

WILLIAM DALTON. President.
JOSEPH B. WRIGHT, Secretary.

day 28tn,

POKTEANH, MAINE.

ll^LIUU

apr27tf

Wanted.
family of three persons, a house, with easy
access to City Hall, havingnot less tlian9 rooms,
modern conveniences and good yard or garden. Furnished or partially iumished, shades and carpets.

Photograph Gallery.

ARCHITECT,
HUDDLE

the premises.
Portland, April 26, 1875.

on

apr!2___cotl5a:l
JMJEJ VV

oc2dtf

ISO- 1-2

A

ME.

PORTLAND,

W. P. WARREN, General

(2nd door below Cana Bank,)

take the wood[department m a carriage shop at Brighton Cornew carriages
several
from
two
miles
Portland;
ner,
wanted as soon as they can be built, and a prospect
of plenty of work. Enquire of C. W. BELKNAP or

CO.,

THREAD

STREET,

EXCHANGE

lie-insurance Reserve, N. Y.
Standard. 46,367

Wanted.
wheelwright to

FIRST class

ruses.

After the exercises there will be a Promenade
Concert.
The whole affair will be under the auspices of tl:e
Ladies of the Swedenborgian Parish.
Refreshment served by the ladies in costume of the
olden time in Rossini Hall.
Tickets including a cup of tea50 cents.or three for
a dollar.
Children 25 cents. For sale at Lowell’s,

LIABILITIES.
Losses in course of settlement..$10,625 61

WANTED

we

WARREN

STREET,

84 MIDDLE

Wanted.
immediately ten Ship Carpenters to
help get out a ship frame. B. C. JORDAN,
Bar Mills, May 1st, 1875.
Enquire of L. TAYLOR,
my^11*
Port’and.

continue the manufacture of

Some of our most talented readers and vocalists
have kindly consented to take part in the exercises.
Our most popular national hymns will be sung
and the audience will he invited to join in the cho-

ASSETS.
Loans on Bonds and Mortgages, (first liens)$174,229 00
U. S. Bonds, (Market Value.). 10,635 00
Stock—United K. It. of N. J.f (Market
Value,). 12,950 00
Elizabeth City Bonds, (Market Value)....
1,960 00
Albany and Susquehanna First Mortgage
Bonds...
1,060 00
Erie R. R. Bonds.
6,060 00
Loans Secured by Collaterals.
33,735 00
Accrued Interest.
6.118 58
Net Premiums Due from Agents.
6,804 17
Cash on baud. 26,174.23.

Surplus as Regards Policy
Holders,
$222,732.91

nlw

my4

Corset Lacings,
Spool Cotton, Tarns, Manufacturer’s Threads, Boot, Shoe and
for which

ST.

FREE

5

Sc

<L

All goods are warranted by ub
manufacturing houses, where only the best of silk is demanded.
Special contracts iuado with niaiifuacturers,
name and trade mark upon each spool.
we

experi-

DWIGHT C. GOLDER & CO.,

our own

In addition to the silk

Sylvester,

Counsellors

<llw

279,725,98

$279,725

those without
not wanted*

ence

CARRIAGE.

CLOTHING,

SHOE,

0. P. BABCOCK.

d&wly

can

Experienced Saleswomen.

Application* from

CHEAPEST !

THE

IS

is pure
Our silk is manufactured from the best quality of Raw Material, upon improved machinery, and
>\ e make speela
dye, which insures the most peifect thread, andthe largest number of yards to the pound.

and other

Exchange,
5« Market
PORTLAND, ME.
(Street. Printers

STREET.

FREE

5

ni»«*

WASTED,
WHICH

Watch and Ithronometer Makers’ Tools,
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School

O’Donnell &

_dtw*

May 10, lS75;r.nMyina'™^
[ tion of the event.

$200,000.00

Cash Capital,

Tea

f Centennial

STATEMENT. Jan. 1, 1875.
Assets,

WANTED.
FIRST-CLASS MILLINER,

A

C. P. BABCOCK,
OF

man

young

Three

JOBBER,

local or travelling salesman by
of experience. Team if rejuirea.
F. L. M., press Oflice.

Ticon-

of

&32S1H
May 10, 1775 1l S"ir
Congress.

(i860.)

One Hint lias lia«l long experience
coinuiaud good pay.

uibuuuho

mylS

a

N. J.

TRENTON,

as

myG

BUSINESS CARDS.

MANUFACTURER

SITUATION

Address,

Advertisements Inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation In every part
of the Slate) for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square lor each subsequent nsertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING Co.

MODEL MAKER &

f Capture

Wanted.

a

—

Promenade Concert.

United States Hotel,
Portland, Maine.

myGd2w*

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

AND

—

bolu
without your getting down on the tioor.
Ovoelev and his agents oniv. Agents wantetl. -apGen’l
A.
Agent,
S.
GREELEY,
ply to
1

vance.

Party

Centennial Tea

IT

Terms: Eight Dollars a Year In advance. To
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in ad-

b published
ear, If paid

STANDARD

ANNUM,

—----

PEESS.

TITE

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Union
cannot be boat ! One dollar buys it. The
Carpet Stretcher and Tack Hammer ComblutM.
carper
it works complete. Stretches and tacks the

Exchange St., Portland.

At 109

TERMS $8.00 PER

i»/o._____

INSURANCE.

MISCELLANEOUS._ _WANTS.

PRESS

PORTLAND DAILY

THE

VOL. 13.

1875.

10.
lu.

a

ESTABLISHED JUNE 23, 1862.

different from the rest of New England tha
the Republicans can nominate a man who ii
distrusted or disliked by a large part of the
rank and file.
The best men must be nominated, not be
cause they will favor this or that measure^
but because they possess the confidence ol
the people for their ability, integrity am!
the
are not
These
sound

The Lansing Republican, commenting on
attempt made by the Illinois legislature
to repeal the registry law, says: “Everywhere lliD check on election frauds seems to
worry the Democracy, and they strike at it
the first thing after gainiug power.”
tbe

judgement.
usually who are most energetic in pushsuch as intelliing to the front, still they are
take pleasure it
not
only
gent Republicans
voting ibr but in otherwise securing theii
election, thus making the canvass easy and :
victory sure and emphatic. This policy ha
already been well begun for there is scarcel;
|
a doubt but that the Republican ticket wil
,
be headed by Gen. Selden Connor, win
is a conspicuous example of the men win ,
will commend a ticket to the people. Le
his name be followed by men of charade
and ability. Let the first object in selectin'
candidates be to get the best men; and abov
all, let it not occur to us to ask what claim *

men

Mr. A. or Mr. B. has for the nomination
The whole people are to be served and no t
this or that aspirant pleased.
■

News and Other Items.
The dead body of Mrs John Harrison was
found in a ditch near Candia Island, in Caudia,
N. H., Thursday night.
The striking coal miners of Pennsylvania are
now busy in attempts at bnrning railway

bridges and wrecking trains.

Sayles, contractor in the Lowell
shop, was dangerously injured Satur-

Albert W.
machine

day morning, by being

thrown

from

his

car-

riaee.
Colonel George Albert Mason, lately convicted in New York of uttering counterfeit
cotes, was sentenced Saturday to twelve years
in the penitentiary and a fine of $t.
Sixteen illicit distilleries with their contents
have been destroyed on the border of Virginia
and Tennessee, and 8 of the operators arrest'
mounted men under command of Major

ed, by

Jacob Wagner.

ly half

OCEAN STEAMSHIP WRECKED.
Loss of the Schiller

ceutury.

a

on

the

Scilly

Islands.

A paragraph is going the rounds that Mr.
Frank Mayo paid the late Frank Murdock, the
author, “$1000 for Davy Crockett, and has

Nearly

earned $24,000 upon it since last September.”
But Mr. Mayo changed the dialogue, cut out
one or two characters, worked over the piece

yere

Hundred

Two

Persons

Drowned.

experimented on it, and even then played
for eight months without making enough to

and
it

at the

Sad Scenes

pay his board bills.
Prosper Merimee’s Spanish story, Carmen,
for a
says tbe LoudonAthenmnn,has been used
libretto by MM. H. Meilhac and L. Halevy, in
four acts, tbe music by M. Georges Bizet, tbe
“Pecheur de
composer of previous operas, tbe
Perles,” “La Jolie Fille de Perth,” “Djamiieleh,” and “L’Arl«sienne.” The work was
Paris,
at the Opera Comique,

Office in

Company’s

New York.
THE NAMES

OF

THE

SAVED.

—

A

Dense

Fog the Cause ol the
Disaster.

ccntly produced

to
with success. Tbo original tale is adhered
or.e for the
n a great measure, and is a strange
Salle Favart. Carmen is a young Gypsy girl,
_.1

....

not

at an laiwnui iu

uci

.itiaLuuivu..-,

London, May 8.— Intelligence of a shocking
marine disaster has just reached that city. The
Eagle line steamship Schiller, Capt. Thomas,
whicli sailed from New York, April 28th lor
Hamburg by way of Plymouth and Cherbourg,
has been wrecked off Scilly Isles. It is believed
that 200 persons have perished.
12.30 P. M— Additional particulars thus far
received of the wreck of the steamship Schiller
show that the disaster is fully as terrible as at
first reported.
The accident occurred at 10 o’clock last
night, at which hour tho steamship struck on
the dangerous lietarrirero ledges, near Bishop’s
Rock. A fog prevailed at the time.
A boat belonging to St. Agnes, the southernmost of tho Scilly Islands, has landed some of
tile survivors of the wreck at St Mary’s Island,
These survivors were
another of the Sciilys.
picked up while swimming with the tide. They
ha 1 several narrow escapes from drowning, and
washed off a rock. They
were several times
declare that the number lost by tbe disaster is
200.
A fearful sea is raging, and it is scarcely possible for boats encased in searching for survivors to live. The Scilly life boat has put oir
for the wreck.
1 P. M.—Up to this hour five of the passengers and two of the crew of the Schiller are
known to be saved. It is known that the captain and seoond mate were drowned.
The steamship is now lying broadside on the
rocks. She is under water, and her main-mast
A steamer and several boats are
is gone.
cruising about the scene of the wreck, searching for the survivors. The disaster was owing
to a dense fog which prevailed, neither of the
Scillv lights being seen.
2 P. M.—The wreck of the steamship SchillExtras
er caused great excitement in this city.
containing all the particulars at hand of the
disaster were issued by several newspapers.
Later dispatches hold out the hope that some
persons may have escaped and reached other
ef the Scilly Islands.
A despatch just received here from Peuzance,
Cornwall, says a life boat and steamer left
The sea is
there this afternoon fey the wreck.
still rough, preventing small craft from getting
out.
The Retarriere ledge, on which the Schiller
struck, is barely a mile inside of Bishop’s Rock
and the steamship should have heard the Bish-
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she proves hy stabA young Brigadier
her
comrades.
of
one
bing
with
who is taking her to prison falls in love
her and lets her escape, a breach of discipline
for which he is imprisoned, but, ou his release,
the Bohemians, in
an 1

quarrelsome disposition,

joins

smuggler,

turns

as

her
order to be with Carmen; but ascertaining
infidelity, he stabs her during a bull-fight.
The scenery and costumes, of course, afford the
The
opportunity for a picturesque display.
mountains,
scene is first in Seville, next in the
M.
and, finally, in the square of Cordova.
is
Bizet’s score has some strong points, hut it
too labored and ambitious. Still great things
and he
are expected from this young composer,
of
received the cross as Chevalier of the Legion
Honor on the day Carmen was brought out.
Salvini’s performance of Othello before the
London actors is said to have been received
with demonstrations of approval highly flatterthe artist, and very rare in England.
ing
Four of the ceilings in the Louvre are to he
newly decorated, under orders from the governto paint
ment, by four able artists. Duran is
“The Gloty of Mary di Medici;” Fleury. “The
Giacometti, “The
of French
to

Sculpture;”
Glory
and Jules
Glory of Kubens and of Painting,”
and
Lefevre, “The Glory of Jacques de Brasses
of French Architecture.”

Clara Morris expresses the opinion that the
original material for the American drama yet
to be is in the humor of the negro and the tragof the Indian. “Let,the last of them
ic

history

all be killed,” she suggests, “and then relegate
the subject to the region of romance.”
Miss Thompson, painter of the “Boll Call,”
is to engage on a work representing the scene
at high mass at the opening of the new church
dedicated to St. Thomas a’ Beckett, iu CanterHamilton Hooper in her Paris letter: I was recently presented to M. Ernest
Blum, the author of the triumphantly successHe does
ful melodrama of “Bose Michel,”
not look at all like the imaginer of dark and
dreadful
being a jolly gentleman, be-

j

deeds,

“Tragedy

relate to tho Brooklyn business, but to a legend
of Chilperic, King of the Franks. The picture
is in three compartments, and, from the descriptions, must be sufficiently tragical throughout.
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BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE.

j

Five in Rockland.

RoCiL.AND, May 9.—A building on White &
Case’s wbarf, Allied with lime below and occupied as sail loft by A. C. Tibbetts in the upper
story, was destroyed by fire last evening. Loss
considerable
on building and lime $1500; also
loss on sails stored in the loft belonging to
various vessels.
Incendiarism in Belfast.
Belfast, May 8.—At 1 o’clock this morning
a barn on Bridge street, near the railroad woodsheds, was burned, with its contents of lime
This fire, like three
casks. Loss about $800.
caused
others that have recently occurred,
of whom
i,y incendiaries, for the discovery
One suspected
measures are being taken.
and committed to
person has been arrested
was

jail.

Lnunrli.

Bath, May 8.—Launched today by Goss,
Sawyer & Packard, a bark of 953 tins, named
W. A. Holcomb, built under special French
Lloyds survey, and is owned by the bnilders, J.
I). Drake & Co., Captain H. IC. Dunton of this
and
city, P. L. Taylor & Co., San Francisco,

others. Captain Dunton commands her. She
will proceed to Boston to load for San Francisco.

_

Postal.
Washington, May 9.—The following are the
postal changes for Maine: Postmasters appointed—Abel Purinton, Jr., Bowdoin Centre, Sagadahoc county; Jno. L. Taber, Centre LincolnWaldo county; John A. Bowley, Pea

ville,
Cove, Penobscot county.

WASHINGTON.
Illicit Distilleries.
Washington, May 8 —A letter from Abington, Va., dated May 0th, says a raid on the
illicit distilleries in Newman Ridge and Blackwater Valley, on the border of that state and
Tennessee, has just been made by mounted
men, under Major Jacob Wagner. Sixteen
distilleries, with their contents and large quantities of
mash, beer and whiskey were
destroyed. The iihabitants of the locality
named were bushwhackers during the war and
particularly lawless. Illicit distilling has since
the war been their principal occnpation, and
large quantities of spirits were made by them.
Fight arrests were made at a place where a
number of distillers, heavily armed with car.
bines and rifles, bad congregated.
Tire Treaunry.
Extensive Raid

on

The internal revenue receipts to-day were
$449,297; for the month, $4,007,528; total foi
the fiscal year, $93,7CG,380. The amount ol
bonds held'by the Treasurer as security for

-■

fog bell.
London, May 8, 2

_
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deposits, $10,152,200; national bank notes outstanding, $34,400,201, including $2,438,900 in
national gold bank notes, Tbe customs receipts to-day were $320,359.
Postage to the Continent.

Washington, May 9.—The Postmaster General issued an order yesterday carrying into
effect so far as this country is concerned, the
treaty for formation of general postal union,
New rates of
concluded at Herne, Oct. 9th.
ou aud after July 1st,
posiage will be levied
next, an correspondence to all of the contractin'’ states except France, which does not participate in tbe benefits of tbe treaty till January,
1876.

Mailers.
The President has recognized Jacob Baiz as
Consul General of Salvador in the United
States.
Judge Pierrepont bad a loug conference with
tbe President to day at tbe Executive Mansion.
He will return to New York to-nigbt.
TLe printers who struck recently at tbe
Washington Daily Chronicle office are makiug

arrangements

Various

to

publish

a

daily morning

news-

paper.

Judge Pierrepont will enter upon bis duties
this week.
The Union Pacific railroad case will not be
decided to morrow.
Session of the Claims Court will be prolongnot
ed to tbe first of June. Judge Loring does
Judge Peck would
contemplate resigning.
to
pay
were tbete
any appropriation available
liis salary on tbe retired list, but as there is not,
tbe
of
remainder
the
he will continue during
present fiscal year, and then be succeeded by
Hon. Halbert C. Paine.
...

INDIANS.
on Ifacir Way lo Washington.
Washington, May 8.—The Commissioner of
has received a telegram from
Affairs
Indian
ageut Saville, saying that the delegation of
Indians consisting of lied Cloud, Spotted Tail
and other chiefs, of the Brule Sioux, the Ogal
la Sioux, the Imcapas, the Sanaarx and Minnicorjoux were unnecessarily delayed at Laramie
through the influence of lour of five half bleeds
who want lo come to Washington as interpreters. Ho asked that orders be sent to Bed
Cloud andjLiUle Wound to start for WashingTbe
ton and proceed at once to Cheyenne
Commissioner telegraphed tbe desired instructions and it is presumed the delegation left foi
Washington. A delegation of Cheyenne Indians, consisting of about ten are supposed to
Tbe entire delegation
be already on the way.
with interpreters, will consist of about thirty.

Delegation,

Monsignor Boncettn Ur. Uba!d;, and Count
Mare oocbi, of tbe Papal Embassy, visited the
Legislature at Albany. Friday,after which they
paid their respects to Gov. Tildeu in tbe execu

tive chamber.

p. m. —It is known that
the following persons have been saved from the
wreck of the Schiller: H. Hillers, chief officer;
a seamau; Semke and Balling, stokers; Gouldberry, Wallis and Peck, sailors, Louis ReiderHern,
rere, cabin passenger of New York;
probably Dr. F. J. Kern of Shenandoah, Pa;
Khun, probably Mr. Kuhn, cabin passenger
of New York;
Peste, probably Geo. Weste,
cabin passenger of Philadelphia; and F. Schil*
lerberg, a steerage passenger of New York.
The bodies of two dead passengers have been
Steamers and life boats are still
landed.
searching for survivors or bodies of the drowned. The steerage passenger list comprises 100
adults, 1G children and 4 infants.
Londom, 3p. m.—Twenty-six in addition to
those before reported saved, have landed at
Tescow and Dryer Islands, belonging to the
Scilly group. Among those are the second,
third and fourth officers. The captain is certainly drowned.
G.30 p. m.—The following members of the
crew of the steamship Schiller were saved, in
addition to those before reported:
Blusiner,
Tackendorff, Weisner, Dan Blackhouse, Rbi-

berg, Jensen, Adamson, Hammann, Fabler,
Hoffman, Erast, Pierson, Ziel Kinche and

I)iath op William Boyd.—Mr. William
Boyd, one of Portland's old residents, and for
a long series of years city clerk, died at a quar-

Schwinske.
7p. m.—The following passengers on the
First
Schiller are known to have been saved :
class passengers—Henry Stern of New York,
Geo. Weste of Philadelphia, and Carl Kusin.
Second class and steerage passengers—Silas
Hoester, Chas. Thraw, Carl Dautzen, Marcus
Four
Pammitzer and Chas. Jones and wife.
other steerage passengers were saved, but their
names are not yet ascertained as they are iu a
state of insensibility.
9 p. in.—Up to this hour but 43 of all those
be saved.
on board the Schiller are known to
Twenty sacks of mail have been saved. Several corpses have been picked up near the wreck.
Among them are the bodies of a woman with
a child in her arms.
London, May y, g a. m.—a uespatcn ]usi
received says that Richard Williams and Chas.
Henry Percy, both of New York, steerage pasNineteen
sengers on the Schiller, were saved.
hay, and various
corpses and some bales of
other articles of the cargo have been recovered.
The survivors and portions of the mails recovered reached Penzance and will be forwarded
from that place to Plymouth by the traiD this
(Sunday) morning. Those going to Cherbourg
and Hamburg will be sent by steamship Pommerania from New York, which is expected to
reach Plymouth to-day.
London, May 10, 5 a. m —Fifty six mail
bags, including 27 from New Zealand, were
The steamer Pomersaved from the Schiller.
ania sailed from Plymouth during the night for
without
takiug any of the survivors
Hamburg
Statements made by the officof the Schiller.
ers of the Schiller add nothing to the particuAll accounts agree
lars already telegraphed.
that the panic which followed the striking of
the ship was heatrending and terrible beyond

.DJSKLilJN, luay

crew

and passengers of the steamer Schiller have
arrived at Penzance. Of these 33 have gone to
Plymouth. The remaining ten are too ill to
be moved. The following additional particulars of the disaster have been received: Heavy
fog prevented observations on board the SchilIn consequence of the fog
ler since Tuesday.
the engines were put at half speed, and the
at
o’clock Friday night. At
was
reduced
9
sail
10 o’clock the same night the ship struck the
ledge. A great panic prevailed. Capt. Thomas
is highly praised for his conduct during the
terrible scenes which followed. Two boats
were filled with men who refused to come out.
The Capt fired his revolver over their heads to
drive them out, then fired at them, but without
effect. Afterwards the ship was washed with
her broadside to the sea and all on board these
boats perished. The tackle at the stern was
released too sood, leaving the boats suspended
Three boats then got away, one
bv the bows.
of them a life boat, was so badly injured that
she sunk and eleven of the people ou hoard of
The fog
her were rescued by the other boats.
lifted an hour after the steamer sunk and the
lights were plainly visible. Two of the boats
on the steamer were crushed by the falling of
Rockets and guns were fired from
the funnel.
the steamer until the powder became wet.
The leek house, crowded with people, was
swept away at 2 a. m. The captain gathered
some of the survivors on the bridge, but all
flood tide
were gradually swept away by the
The
which took the doctor and captain last.
rigging, which remained above water, was
crowded with the passengers and crew all
night. The main mast fell at 7.30 a. m., and
being of iron sunk with all who had taken
The foremast gave way soon
refuge on it.
afterwards.
The life boats and wreck stuff
saved the lives of some who drifted miles away.
One man was rescued after being in the water
Two boats from St. Agnes arrived
ten hours.
a short time before the masts fell.
They were
uuable to approach the steamer on account of
shoals, hut picked up the stragglers in tho water. The passengers say Capt. Thomas left the
bridge at 3 a. m. to assist those on deck and
when he reached the deck was swept away by
All concur in saying he exera lmavy sea.
cised the greatest care and was not abed for
five nights previous to the disaster.
The sea began to break over the vessel half
25
an hour alter she struck, and the tide rose
feet before daybreak. Only one woman was
saved. The survivors who were landed at
Tresco escaped in the Schiller’s own boats.
New York, May 8 —The Schiller sailed from
this port with 149 cabin passengers, according
U)
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Williams, Newbury, N. Y.
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uplands at 15fe.

Mobile, May 8.—Cotton is weak; Middliug uplands 15| @ 154c.
New Orleans, May 8.—Cotton dull and easier;
Middling uplands at 154c.
New York,
lands 16|c.
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Havuuu Market.
May 8.—Sugar In good demand at fu’l
prices. Foreign news is regarded as favorable; No iu
to 12 d s at 15$ @16$ reals $> arrobe; No 15 to 20 d s
184 @ 221 reals; Molasses sugar 11$ @ 124 reals; Musfair to good refining at 13f @ 14$ reals ;groceiy grades
at 17 @ 17$ reals; stock in warehouses at Havana
and Matanzas, 380,000 boxes, and 49,000hbds; the
receipts for the week have been 54.000 boxes ‘and
7400 lihds; and the exports for the week have been
37,500 boxes and 13,000 hnds, including 11,000 boxes
and 10,500 hhds to the United States jMolasses buoykeg.
ant; Clayed and Muscovado 7 @ 7$ reals
Freights are quiet and weak; loading at Havana
or ports on the north coast of Cuba for the United
hhd dn 4 25 @
States $j> box sugar at 1 00 @ 1 25;
4 50; loading at Havana for the United States |> hhd
Molasses 2 25 @ 2 50.
Spanish gold at 212 @213; American gold 218 @
219, Exchange quiet; on United States 60 days currency 84 @ 85 prem; short sight currency at 88 @ 89
prem; 60 days gold 112 @ 113 prem; short sight at 116
118 prem. on London 139 @ 149 prem.

European Markets*
London, May 8—12 30 P M.—Consols at 93| @ 93$

Remedy, Try

my7d&wlw

it.

MARRIED.
In Wiscasset. May 6, Cbas. £. Seekins and Miss
Luetta Southard.
In Waldobora, May 4, Athern E. Daggett and Miss
Helen Parsons.
In Waldoboro, April 24, Edw. B. Kubn ot Waldoboro and Miss Sarah Simmous of Bremen.
In Lewiston, May 5, Frank H. Packard of Auburn
and Miss S. Ida Barker of Lewiston.
In Pittsfield, May 3, Uranus Lawry and Miss Nancy E. Andrews, both ot Palmyra.

DIED.

short at 491.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881.123|
United States 5-20’s, 1862, ex-div.116|
118
United States 5-20’s 1864,ex-div.

j
city. May 3, heart disease, Mrs. Jane H.
Pride, formerly of Auburn, aged 71 years.
this
In
city, May 8. Mrs. Sarah M., wife of George
Waterhouse, aged 29 years.
[Services this Monday forenoon at 10$ o’clock,
United States 5-20’s, 1865, old.ex-div.119J | at No. 40 Green street. Relatives and friends are inUnited States 5-20’s, 1865, new. .122
vited to attend.
United States 5 20’s, 1867.1238
In this city, May 10th, at the residence of his son,
123|
United States 5-20’s, 1868.
William Boyd, Esq aged 74 years.
United States new 5’s...*.1152
In Biidgton, April 29, Mrs. Harriet, wife of George
United States 10-40 coupon.1174
Dodge, aged 72 years.
Currency 6’s.1232
In Bridgton. May 3, Mr. John Doe, aged 35 years.
In North Bridgion, May 1, Mrs. Alice C.f widow oi
The following were the closing quotations o
the late Richard Kitson, aged 92 years.
Western Union Telegraph Co—ex div.798
Pacific Mail.444
DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
N Y Central and Hudson R. consolidated.1074
Date.
For
From
Name.
Erie.30J
40
May 11
Erie preferred.
City of Havana.New York. Havana
Scotia.New York. .Liverpool.... May 12
Michigan Central. 71
May 12
Union Pacific Stock. 76J
Cimbria.New York.. Hamberg
Lake Shore. 70|
City of Vera Cruz. .New York .Havana.May 12
Illinois Central, cx-div.105
May IE
Prussian.Quebec.... Liverpool.
Wabash.13
Algeria.New York. Liverpool ...May 15
&c....
May 15
Chicago & Northwestern. 42| Andes.- New York. .Hayti,
May 15
Amerique.New York. .Havre
Chicago & Northwestern preferred.54
Chicago & Rock Island.
1058 City of Berlin.New York.. Liverpool.. May 15
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph. 25j Celtic. New York .Liverpool ....May 15
May 15
Utopia.New York. Glasgow
The following were the quotations tor Pacific RailHenry Cbauncy_New York.. Aspinwall... May 15
road securities:
May 1£
Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool
Central Pacific bonds.103J
Westphalia.New York. .Hamburg—May 2<J
Union Pacific... 1008
Scandinavian.Quebec.Liverpool.. ..May 22
Union Pacific land grants, ex-int. 972
Sinking Funds.922
Miniature Almauac.May 10.
Imports for the week—diy goods, $1,605,170; merchandise. $6,962,665. Custom receipts for to-day I Sunrises.4.44 I High water
3.30 PM
$606,000; for the week $2,050,226; specie shipments
12.15 A M
Sun set s.7.08 | Moon sets
to Europe for the week $3,420,000. principally American gold coin; to Havana $250,000—American and
ot

In this

..

Sid fin Singapore Mcli 20, ship Kendrick Fish, Fish, |
Manila, seeking.
in port Mch 25, baniuc Annie Torrey, Libby, for
Burmali,
At Rangoon Mch 26.
ships Annie Fish, Hoftses;
Harriet S Mcliilvery, Blake, and Storm King, Boyd,
tor Europe; Belle Morse, Whitman, for do: Undo
Tobey, Sinnctt. unc; barque Xeuia, lleynoldst, for
Euroi>e; and others.
At Bombay A pi 5,
ships Carondelet, Stetson, for
London; Majestic. Minot, for Hull.
Ar at Lonoon 7th. brig Kaluna, Nash, Feruamlina.
Ar at Cardiff 7th inst, ship Theobold, Adams, from
Havre.
■Sid Im Buenos Ayres
Race, New York.
Ar at Cienfuegoa 6th

Mch 21st, barque Ada Gray,
ins*, sch Louisa A Orr, Orr,

Boston.

Ai at Havana Apl 25, seb Grace Andrews,Andrews,
Cardiff; 6th inst, barque J E Holbrook, Leavitt, from
Philadelphia; brig Gipsey Queen. Morgan. Portland;
sch Marcus Hunter. Henley, do ; a Bichardsou,
Sbieldsboro; J B Marshall, Marshall.St John, NB.
Ar at Matanzaa 5tli, brig Tubal Cain, Stone, New
York.
Sid 5tli, barque S W Holbrook, Mitchell, North of
flatteras; brig Emma, Bucknam,do; sch Ruth H
Baker, Collins, do.
Ar at Cardenas 3d inst, brigs Lucy, Irving, Portland; 4th, dosie, Pettigrew, New York ; 5th, Faustina. Connauton, do; 6th, Josie A Devereux, Curtis,
New York.
Sid 5th, sch

Carrie Melvin, Andrews, tor North, of

Hatteras.

NPOKEK.
May 2, lat 36, Ion 71 41, brig F I Merrimau, from
New York for St dago.
May 6th, lat 41 11, Ion 64 40, ship Exporter, from
Calcutta for Boston.
Practice versus Theory.
of disease accepted by physicians is,
that symptoms are merely sympathetic indications
of its existence, and have in most instances little or
nothing to do with fixing its locality. Their practice,
however, is diametrically opposed to their theory, lor

theory

The

they

administer medicines which affect

symptoms
only. The remarkable cures of dyspepsia, sick headache, constipation, rheumatism, general debility,
urinarv and kidney troubles, and malarial fevers,
wrought by Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, could never
have been accomplished by remedies which addressed
themselves merely to the removal of any one ot the
manifold and complicatc*d symptoms to which those
maladies give rise. Acting, as the Bitters do, directly upon the stomach and tributary organs, overcoming their irregularities and endowing them with renewed vigor, they control, as it were, the springs of
vitality, purifying them and giving them fresh im rictus, and dispersing all those harassing symptoms
which proceeded from their. misdirection or contamination.

....
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Spanish gold coin._

Rank Statement.
New York, May
bank statement.
increase

in

8.—The following is the weekly

PORT OF

*1..G

585,20J
885,30(1

ARRIVED.
Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York—passenFox.
to
and
mdse
Henry
gers
Sch Globe, Sparling. Gouldsboro—cedar posts aud

G81.12(1

295,900
229,300

shingles

Sch Senator, Grant, Ellsworth—shingles to D B

Boai«n Stock ILint.

Ricker <fc Co.
Sch N Jones,
Deering & Co.

LSales at the Brokers* Board. May 8.
Portland. Saco& Portsmouth R.108$
Union Pacific Sinking Funds 8s.91
Second Call.
Eastern Railroad 7s, 1883. 91$

Eastern Railroad.63$
Boston & Maine Railroad 7s, 1894.1073
Boston & Main* Railroad 7s, 1894.108
Eastern Railroad sinking fund 7s, 1884.— @ 923
Eastern Railroad sinking fund 7s. 92$

& A Allan.
Steamer Falmouth,
Porteou9.

Colby, Halifax,

N

S, —John

Steamship Chesapeake, Mangum, New York—Hen-

ry Fox.

!

forward

The Spencer Investigation.
Montgomery, May 8.—The Spencer investigating committee is still in session here and it
is understood astounding developments will bo
made, showing corrupt us« of money to keep
The testimony of
up court house legis'ature.
Perrin was not given out by any of the committee, as they will not at present make known
The statements telegraphed were
anything.
furnished by Perrin himself.

Rufus

S

Brig Ysidora Rionda, Plummer, Cardenas—Geo S
Hunt & Co.
Sch Jos Oakes, Parker, Bangor—master.
Hunday* Jtay 9.
ARRIVED.
Green,
Sch Connecticut,
Bangor for Providenceleaking 1000 strokes per hour.
BELOW—A large fleet of lumber loaded coasters,
put in tor shelter.

DOME»Tl€ PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 5th, Bbip Corsica, Stetson.
Manila.
i
PORTLAND, O—Ar 28th ult, barque J A Falkenburg. Biown, Honolulu.
NEW OliLEANS-Ar np 2d inst, barque Mignon,
Soule, Rio Janeiro.
Below 2d inst, sch Olive H Robinson, Craig, from
_

Ruatan.

LEAVITT & DAILEY,
Would call special attention to

a

fresh lot of

Imported and Key West Cigars,
Also

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
Jobbers of Domestic Cigars.Tobacco,
Pipes aud Smokers Articles.

Cor, Exchange dc middle Streets,
OPPOSITE POST OEEICE.
sndlw
mylO

SUFFERERS,
DON’T

TO

PAIL

A D A m S ON

TBV

S

BALSAM !

BOTANIC

Only 35 cents* An unfailing Remedy for
Couglis, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness
of the Throat, Chest aud

via Portland.

tion.

$5000 1'OR
Prom

a

INCURABLE

AN

Disiinguisked Lawyer

CASE

of Boston

Mb, Frank Kinsman: Dear Sir—I desire to say a
word in behalf of your Adamson’s Cough Balsam. I
have been a sutterer from a very severe cough from
the first of last November, trying a great many pre.
scriptions without any considerable or permanent
improvement, until the middle ot March, when a
friend brought this balsam to my notice. X tried the
small sample bottle which Mr. Goodwin gave me,
and 1 had no occasion to try any more, for within
twelve hours from taking tire first dose Urn cough
entirely left me. The result seemed little less than
miraculous. I have sent more than a score of sufferers to Mr. Goodwin’s, No. 38 Hanover Ft., lor the
and, so far as 1 learn, in every instance with

remedy,
marked success.

Kespectfull^yours,

Firm Nutter & Squire. Attorney
at-Law, 27 Tremont St.]

aud

Counselors-

Alonzo S. Weed, publisher of Zion’s Herald
35 Bronifield St., Boston.]
Several bottles of Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam have been used in my family with tlis most gratifying results. Wo esteem it as one of the best of

[From

Spring and Summer
OPENING

mat_sn3m*
B
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CORSET I

COMFORT

•-OF—

for I.adies anil Children ever Inexamine it. Also the celebrated

Ki-htlv named—best
vented. Call and

For

GOWELL’S.

B.

s.

SHIRT

OUR STOCK SURPASSES

PREVIOUS SEASONS.

PATTERN*

Yak and Malta Laces

Band, and
special Curved Collar Fitting Neck
these pa.tern
superior shaiied Sleeve and Yoke,
three year
the
a

past
have been tested and proven for
Collar
In this count ry and Kngland. Send us size of
and measure of Breast under the arms in onlering,
7
with price of Pattern 50 cents, and an additional
cents to pay postage.
,,
me
in an
..

We are constantly receiving new goods
different varieties, usually kept iu a Dry and Fancy
Goods Store. Good bargains in

Black Cashmere,
Brilliantines ami Alpacas,
Paisley anil India Shawls.
Always a full assortment of
boys, and a thousand and

and

Tome mid

24?
myl

WOO I. E W81 for
one

men

other articles.

get your THouey’* Worth.

of the best Patterns and Quality from the lowest to
t he very bent of goods.

BUTTONsflttJTTONS!
Our stock is unlimited, and we are able to match
all ot the new colors in New and Nobby Styles.

hosTery

STREET.

MIDDLE

$5000

Special

Dissolution of Copartnership.
The partnership heretofore existing under the
firm name of JOHNSON gs CLOYES BROS., is Ibis
day ilissolveil by mutual consent, Fred. H. Cloyes,
retiring.
Portland, May 1, 1875.

CORSETS I
Our

iior

A fire in San Francisco last night destroyed
to the amount of $100,000.
A special from Egypt to the New York Herald under date of April 8tli, says heavy clouds
obscured the sun ten minutes before the eel ipse.
The crescent was seen like the moon in a mist.
The signet of a steam yacht was cut down to
the water's edge by a collision off Hell Gate,

property

Saturday.

AND

IMITATIONS
The high reputation gained by ADAMSON’S BO
TANIC COUGH BALSAM for the cure of Coughs
Colds, Asthma, Bleeding of the Lungs and Consumption, has given rise to spurious compounds. The
genuine ADAMSON’S BOTANIC COUGH BALSAM is prepared only by FRANK W. KINSMAN,
Sole Proprietor. To protoct yourselves from imposition, examine the bottle and see that the words “F.
W. Kinsman, Druggist, Augusta, Maine,,’ are blown
in the glass of the bottle. $5000 for a better article.
TO TRY IT.
of the names of those who
have used this remedy: Mrs. Gov. Cony, Mrs. Hon.
James W. Bradbury, Anson P. Morrill, ex-Govemor
of Maine, Mrs. Col. Thomas Lambard, Mrs. Col.
Thomas Lan^. Hon. J. J. Eveleth, Mayor of Augusta; Rev. Dr. Kicker, Rev. E. E. Martin, Rev. C. F.
Penny, Rev. Wm. A. Drew, Rev. H. F. Wood, Col.
F. M. Drew, Secretary of State; Hon. J. T. Woodward, State Librarian; Col. Geo. W. Stanley, President First National Bank: Hon. B. H. Cushman,
President Granite National Bank; S. W. Lane, Secretary ot Senate; Warren L. Alden, Bangor; Charles
C. Nutter, Esq., 27 Tremont St., Boston; Wm. H.
Taylor, Beacon St., Boston; Emory Cook and many
others in Providence: W. F. Morrell, Esq., Portland,
and fifty thousand others too numerous to mention.
Mold by all Druggists.
sneodaeow6m
dec4

The following

Pleasant to the palate, cause no pain,act promptly,
require increase of dose, (lo not exhaust, and
and for elderly persons, females and children, are
the bowels
just the thing. Two taken at night move
Warranted in all cases ol
once the next morning.
We promof
the
Rectum.
tne Piles xml Falling
ise a cure for all symptoms of Dyspepsia, such as
Sour
Stomach,
Oppression After Eating,
Spitting of Food,Palpitations; also Headache,
Dizziness, Pain in the Hack and Loins, Y ellowness of the Skin and Eyes,Sick Headache,

Coated Tonoue.Billiousness,Liver Coeplaint,
Loss of Appetite, Derility, Monthly Pains
and all Irregularities, Neuralgia, Faint-

OF

FIRE

UNDERWRITERS
a reward of Five Hundred dollars for
detection, conviction and punishment of the pat
ty or parties charged with the crime of arson, in
firing the premises situate at No. 8 Bradford street,
Portland, Me., being the frame dwelling or Geo. It.
on Hoc. 9th. 1874 ;
Jost, on November 10th, and again
said reward will be paid only on due proof being
furnished tho executive committee of the conviction
and actual punishment of said oriminals, and oxpires
by limitation in one year from this date unless otherwise ordered.
By order of the Executive Committee,
STEPHEN CROWELL, Chairman.
dec23sntl
New York, Dec. 17th, 1874.

Hereby offers

CLARKE’S RUE UITIATIC ELIXIR
cures

Rheumatism and Neuralgia

FIVE

DOLLAR!! OK LESS.

For sale by Druggist and Medicine dealers generally
Price SI per bottle, six for S5. Wholesale by
II. II. nay, and John IV. Perkins At Co.
Portland, Maine.
sndeod&weowtfOt
ecl6

Patrick Regan.
a

I

«v

iiii ?■ aiv

l.

well known
MAKCUIO.VE^
AND

—

—

SCI'I'OKI'EK.

Our piices on thtso Goods

ill compare with tho

w

times.

JEWELRY !

JEWELRY l

Horn, Jet* darnel*, and the new
Also the new
(ielloloid Coral, very stylish.
Our stock excels all previous
darnel*.
Lapiz
seasons, and our Prices ore ihe very Lowe*!.
All

new.

Visit

our Store and see the Sew

Fancy Tics

Goods,

threat variety,

in

Trial Boxes .'to c. large Boxes 60c. sent
mail free of poslnge lo aay address.

ALSO

—

For sale bv E, S. Harrison & Co., No. 1 Tremont
and by all Druggists.
seOsneodly

dough Worn Victims
Whose lungs are racked and tom with paroxysms
which threaten to choke them, find sure and speedy
relief in the use of Dr. Morris’ Syrup of Tar, Wild
Cherry and Horehound. It is a certain cure for
coughs, colds, hoarseness, asthma, and all diseases
tending to consumption. No other medicine acts so
promptly and well in Croup and Wboopiug
Congh. Sold by A. S. Hinds, Preble House; T. O.
Loring, Exchange and Federal St.; C. L.Uolt, C53
Congress St,; C, B. Woodman, Saccarappa; Dr
Keen, Gorham; and E. P. Weston, Fryeburg. J.
oclOeodtf
W. Perkins & Co., General Agents,
C. K. GRANT
Will receive a limited number of pupils iu Oil Paintng, Charcoal Drawing, &c., from life and objects
Apply at Studio, room 8, Casco Bank Building, 91
eetlsneodtf
Middle Street.

—

Neck

Knfflings of all Styles.

KID
The best

GLOVES !
makes in all the

49 1-2

STREET.,

EXCHANGE

LEAVITT.

A

IBT ELECTRIC BATTERIES TO LET. ^3
Repairing promptly attended to by

Shades,

ULONDINE,
BON

IVIAKCIIV,
PBHICEN9,

and other popular makes.

Also

deni*’ iu Colored* Opera and Black of
Ihe celeb.alcd Lemoilleur make at One
Dollar and Seventy-live Cent* per pair.

DAVIS & CO.,
OF TI1E

MARCHIONESS CORSET,
AND

Ladies’

sneod

A full line of Surgical Instruments, Mechanical
Appliances for deformities, Electric Batterit-s,
Elastic Hose and Belts, Trusses, Supporters, Crutches, «&c., &c.. ou hand ami made to orde’*.

new

THOiHSON’M NEAMLE9H,

MANUFACTURERS

Awnings-' Tents, Flags, Boat Sails
Covers, Canvass Letterings,
Decorations, Ac..

DEALERS

Fancy Goods

and

Furnishing

OF

IN

EVERY DESCRIPTION,

BLOCK,

lO CLAPP’S

45i> Congress Street,
MAINE.

PORTLAND,

Ulw

my8

SCKILOTTEKBECK & CO.,
Manufacturers of and Dealers n
SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS.
501 CoiijjreH* Nt.. Portland, Me.
One door above Brown.
apr27-sncodtf

ONLY $5.00 AND $7.00
FOR

—

REAL HAIR SWITCHES
of my ow n make, made of the best French hair and
warranted natural colors. Ladies call and see them.

All kinds of Hair and Wig work repaired at satisfactory prices. Save this advertisement and I’ll allow you 25 cents for it.

J
P
SMITH,
553 1-2 Congress,one door above Oak St.,

—

—

j. p. SMITH.
5531*2 Congress, one door above Oak St.
id y

deod2w*

I

~~

BONDS
Portland
Bath
Belfast

Bangor

...

•

•

...

Chicago
Cook County
Lojisville Ky.,

■
•
■

FOR SALE

SWAN &

G’s
G’s
G’s
G’s
7’s
8’8
7’s
7’s
7’s
7’s
G’s

...

good

a

Dress Suit for
MADE

—

AND

GOODS

—

TOP

TIP

$40,

OF

IMPORTED

STILE.

REIHEinBER THE PLACE, IT IS AT

MATHIAS',

100 MIDDLE STREET.
t blSaod

98

NO.

H.M.Payson&Co.

get

can

Business Suit for $25,

IN

sep24

—

Exchange Street,
where you

BY

BARRETT,

BUT

MATHIAS’,

S.

G’B

....

<*

LEAVE YOUR ORDER

98
•

■

Lewiston
Cleveland 0.,
“
Toledo

THOSE

—

Exorbitant Prices!

VI* STAIRS.

CHILDREN’S "HAIR CUTTING.

PAY

DON’T

Combings Picked Out and Woven.

Maine Central R. R.
E. & N. American R. R. Gold

all their forms. It is sure, sate and cheap. The
worst cases of twenty years standing cured for

a

by

the

in

or

In connection with my Hair Dressing and Hair
work rooms I have fitted a room for Ladies’ and Children’s Hair Cutting, which is entirely separate from
the Gents’ room,

THE

BOARD

they may

pocket, and as an aperient
bexative these Lozenges have no equal.

lew

{$500.00 REWARD.
NATIONAL

rust what they need,
Lozenges
and inodorous that

they

FAIL

are a

_ly.tatian

A scull match for $500 and the championship
of New England is arranged between F. A.
l’laisted of Boston, tho present champion, and

nviu

never

Travellers find the

CORSETS,

MDillE.FOVE’S CORNET AND SKIRT

Surgical Instrument Manufactory.

~

night.

vi*m

the

COST/VENESS, DYSPEPSIA, PILES,

are so compact
as
a carried in the veet

popular

including

Indorsed by a.11 the Medical «Tonrnals as the most Agreeable,
Convenient, Effective unci
Sure Remedy for

ness &c.

*

Wilkes !

ticriiiaii

AMERICAN

EXCHANGE

STREET.
dlmls

mj5

Bankers & Brokers,

32EXCHANGEST.

BARGAINS
—

PORTLAND.

$20,000
To Loan on First Class Mortgages
in Portland and Vicinity
in Sums to Suit.
Real Estate Securities, paying 8 to 10 per
cent, interest free ot Taxes. Investments in Real
B’ctato

tw

Daott

vn

A

vn

Vi/'IVITV’

If

ml i.>i,nial a.

made, are the best and safest modes of employing
First class securities always on band. Interest and principal collected without charge. Guarantees perfect title and ample security in all its
Real Estate InvestReal Estate Loans.
ments and Improvements made on commission
and on shares. Bankable paper bought anti sold.

capital.

«. R.
Real Estate
oc27

BAVIS,

ami

Agency,

Loan

—

CARRIAGES.
r-

Elegant Carriages,
Cheap Carriages !
100 Carriages of different inantactnre much below the builders’
Prices. Cali and see them.

Horse and

BROWN S BLOCK-

2pe<xlly

Maine Central 7 per cent. Conso's.
PRICE 95 AND ACCRUED 1ST.
Statement of the Treasurer for
Radius Dec. 31, 1S74.

the Year

$1,937,701

22

Gross earnings. 2,094,080 55

earnings..

$ 156,379 43

Applications for Bonds may be made to the understate, and
signed, to any Bankers and Brokers in theBoston.
lo Messis. RICHARDSON, HILL & CO.,

J. B. BROWN & SONS,
HANKEtt*. POBTUD*.

dlwt2:iwtt

npr3_
that the

subscriber has

hereby given,
NOTICK
been only appointed and taken upon bimsell
the
of Administrator with the Will annexed of
Is

Carriage Mart,

PLUM STREET.
<I2w

royS

DR. 8.
23:1

Operating expenses.$1,281,681 25
Interest account.
569,1 .'18 47
80,*81 50
Leases, rents, etc......

Net

IN

eodtf

my27

—

In the district court at Yaukton, Dakota,Saturday, the grand jury found an indictment for
murder against Peter P. Wintermot, for killing
General McCook in 1873. He was once fouud
guilty of murder, and the Supreme Court reversed the decision of the lower court, and it
now comes before the grand jury for the third
•
time.
The depot of the Southern Pacific railroad at
Bakersfield, Cal., was burned Friday night.
Loss $20,000,
Richard Moss (colored) was hanged at Point
on Friday, for a murder coma la Hache, La
mitted in Plaquemines Parish in June, 1872.
Ste2mer Falmouth arrived at Halifax last

ami

Also the

w

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The specie on the steamer Schiller ($300,000)
was insured.
Geo. W. Childs and ex-Secrelary Borio are
on a visit to the President.
The body found at Gloucester, Saturday
morning, was Allen Mclsaac instead of John
Mclsaac.
Cardinal McCloskey, who has spent several
days in retirement in Springfield and its vicinity, left for New York Saturday, in compauy
with Bishop Lynch of Charleston, S. C.

variety of Corsets Jnclndes all the best ot

French

niylsniltt

■•roisiTHTic

Notice,

COUNTERFEITS

NEW.

EVERYTHIN*;

HARR ISO N’B

DR.

mc3

OF

BEWARE

PARASOLS ! !

dsntf

F

GOLD.

!

Fancy Hose in all the now stripes tor Ladies and
Children. On these g*H>ds we offer bargains which
will commend them to those wishing the best ot
goods at reasonable Prices.

PARASOLS !

B, GOWELL,

S.

ALL

MODEL

SALISBURY

with

and DesiraUe

21 BONES,

JACQULIAE,

ribs.
the only corset made with pure whalebone
sale at

medicines.

PASCAGOULA—Ar 1st, sch Sarah Hall, Morgan,
West Indies.
NEW SMYRNA. FLA-Ar 24th, sell Maud Webster, Wentworth, New York.
Ar 25th. sch Darius Eddy, Rideout, New York.
PERSONAL NOTICE.—Notice is hereby
SAVANNAH—Cld 6th, barque Samuel Shepherd,
given that all officers, sailors and soldiers,
Evans (from Philadelphia) lor Cienfuegos.
wounded, ruptured or injured in tho late Rebellion,
Cld 6th,. ch Mindora, Bunker. Philadelphia.
however slightly, are entitled to a pension, and
Ar 7tb. fch Agnes, Hodgdon, Boston,
thousands of pensioners are entitled to an increased
f
BRUNSWICK, GA—Cld 5tu, Rennie J Carlton,
rate. Apply immediately through Dr. E. B. JACKCorn—receipts
Butler, Cadiz.
SON, Late Surgeon U. S. Navy, No. 4 New Chambush;
Ar 29th, sch Tim Field, Leland, Boston.
|
home
oc29snly
moderate
bers
St.. New York.
with
more
to
realize
ers
disposed
Cld 30th, sebs Jennie F Willey, Trefethon, and Altrade demand; sales 89,000 bush; 88 @ 89c for Wesmeda Wiley, Wiley, New York.
Yellow
for
89c
89
at
tern Mixed, chiefly
@
88* @ 88*c;
LUNGWORT.—SPECIAL.
CHARLESTON—Ar 7th, sch E A Hayes, Smith,
Western. Oats—receipts 5600 bush; the market is
Baltimore.
firm and in fair demand; sales 72,000 hush att 73*
sell Susanna, Pickering,
WILMINGTON—Ar
C. Way & Co.—
Messrs.
5th,
do.—
© 76Jo for Mixed Western; 75 @ 77*c for White
New York.
1 have used your Compound Wyrup of I.uiiRHay unchanged at 60 @ 65 for shipping. Hops are
Ar 4th, sch H T Townsend, Wilder. Belfast.
ivort, and have no hesitation in recommending it to
^ ^
uuii at au ity ou lor uuw iuw iu uu
Ar 7th. sch A B Perry, Look, New York.
all in need of an immediate and sure cure for
jobbing
gotxl to choice. Coftee is steady and in good
Colds nud Cough..
RICHMOND, VA—Ar 4th, sch John Somes, Mardemand at 16 @ 19c gold for Rio.. Sugar firm and in son, Navassa.
MARCUS WIGHT, Jn.,
good demand at8$@8$cfor fair to good refining:
B1LTIMORE—Ar 5th, brig J B Brown, Bain, Ma42j Exchange St.
Portland, April 30, J875.
83c lor prime; 2129 hhds at 8 15-16o for Porto Rico; 8$
tanzas,
At CO., Proprietor*. Myrtle
C. AVAV
reCld 5th, brig Clytie, Dow, Cardenas.
@ 8$c for Muscovado; 9 @ @ 9$c for Centrifugal;hard
ina?2sn3m*
tSI*.
and
Cumberland
fined firm at 10$ @ l0|c for A; ll@ll$c for
Ar 7th, sch Geo B Somes, Norwood, Calais.
and and in good
Ckl 7tb sch Nellie F Sawver, Getchell, St Thomas.
grades. Molasses—grocery grades
PettoTo Be Let.
Rice is firm and in fair demand.
demand.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 6tb,sch Oliver Ames, Bableum dull; crude at 6$c; refined at 12} @ 13c; cases
bitt, Somerset.
On and after Jan. 1,187S, tho chamber in second
quoted at 19 @ 20c; Naptha at 9$c. Tallow is firmis;
Below, brig Anna M Knight, from Matanzas; sch
story now occupied by F. M. Killer & Co., on the
sales 118,000 lbs at 9 @ 9$c. Naval Stores—Rosin
Wyoming, trom Saco for Camden. NJ.
lower at. 1 95 @ 2 00 for strained.
Turpentine dull;
Ar 7th, seb L T Whitmore, Whitmore. Pensacola.
HENRY D BERING,
Spirits at 34$ @ 35c. Eggs are unchanged at 17c for
Cld 7th, brig Elizabeth Winslow, White, and I) S !
No. 65 Exchange St.
de28sntf
State and Pennsylvania; 16$@ 17c for Western
GilW
schs
Hupper.
Soule, Soule, Cardenas;
Mary
Coal is firm at 5 00 @ 6 50 for Anthracite per cargo. man, Fernandina; C H Spofford, Haskell, tor ProviLeather is dull: hemlock sole, Buenos Ayres and
FISHING TACKLE.
dence; Emily Curtis, Barbour, Matanzas.
Rio Grande middle and heavy weights 27 @ 30; CaliSid 7th, sch E K Dresser, for Baracoa.
Wool is
fornia do 254 @28; common do 25$ @28.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 6th,sch Flora M CrowI have just receive<l a large and lino assortment of
steady; Domestic Fleece at 48 @ 60c; Pulled at 30 @ ley, from Matanzas.
NEW YORK—Ar Gth, schs David Ames. Ames.
50c; unwashed at 16 @ 35c; and Texas at 20 @ 35c.
FISHING TACKLE
Pork is lower; sales lObO bbls new mess at 2190@
Cardenas 9 days; S C Noyes, Bradley, Baracoa; Wm
Also a large stock of
for summer fishing.
22 00; 1000 bbls seller June at 21 80 @21 87$;; 2750
Proviand
G
W
Whitehead, Titus,
Cummings, Bolt,
bbls seller July at 21 85 @ 22 00; 500 bbls seller Audence.
and Sportsmen’s
Guns
trouble
and
Single
Cld 7tli, barque Ellen Dyer, Clapp, Caibarien; brig
gust at 22 10 @ 22 20. Beef is unchanged; Beef Hams
Goods,
Cut Meats dull at 12$c Sarah & Emma.Carter, Richmond; schs Louisa Wilquiet; tierce Beef unchanged:
for pickled hams; 125 boxes dry salted shoulders at
of my own importation, to be sold at low prices,
son. Smith, St Thomas; Mercy T Trundy, Crowley,
wholesale and retail.
8|c; middles dull at 12$ @ 12|c for long clear; 12$c for
Uumacoa; EvaAdell, Ellis, Jacksonville; Oregon,
Stinann Wilminnrtnn
A Gi flakoa IlnlWk
short clear. Lard lower; prime steam at 15g on the
Agent for I>u Pont’* Powder Mill*.
At 7tli, brig Annie It Storer, Adams, Matauzas 10
spot; 750 tes seller May 15gc; 500 do for seller June at
15$c; 500 do seller for July at 15§; 2000 do seller for days; schs B N Hawkins, VVyat\ Boston; Hudson,
GILBERT L. BAILEY,
August at 15§ @ 15 13-I6c; 750 tes seller Sept at 153
Post, and Arctic, hmery, fm Rockland; Georgietta,
48 exchangb; street.
Butter firm at 12 @ 16c for Western ;15
@15 15-I6c.
Jodos, Fall River; Zeila. Hallowed, Mill Rock; Jensnlm
28c
lor
new
20
18
23c
apr24
@
Western; @
nie Rogers, Rogers. Providence.
@ 22c for State;
for do State. Cheese heavy at8@15$c for common
Passed through Hell Gate 7th, schs Nellie Eaton,
iu
at
2
10
to prime. Seeds—Linseed unchanged
gold, from New York for Calais; Seguin, Rogers, do for
GUNS.
time. Whiskey is more active andhrmer; sales 500
Providence; Ned Sumpter, Pinkhaiu, do for Boston;
Rifle.. Revolver, and niniuimition of nil
bbls at 1 20.
Revenue, Ncwburg for do; Charter Oak, Weehawkeu
*
kind.,
i.hing Tnckle for Trout
Freights to Liverpool—market is firmer; Cotton D for do; H H Seavey. Baltimore for New-Haven.
and Pickerel of every description,
Cotton per steam $ @ 5-16d; Corn per steam at Gd;
Sid 7th, barque Harriets Jackson, tor Cardenas;
Poll'* repaired and trimming*
Wheat per steam at 64d; do sail 6d.
brigs Harry Stewart, for St Thomas; Geo Gilchrist,
of nil kind* mode lo order.
tor Sagua; Shasta, tor Cardenas; Atalaya, for Cieuand
C hicago, May 8.—Flour is firm and in fair deMining
Spoiling,
Powder,
mand ; extra Spring 5 00 @ 5 37$; Minnesota Spring at fueeos; Amy A Lane, for Cadiz; sch Mercy T TrunIf InMling
dy. tor Humacoa.
5 25 @ 5 25. Wheat is lower and iu fair demand; No
WIIOlitiMAllVl A,,,Drf*f ^A,loe nn
PROVIDENCE—Ar 7th, sch Josephiuc, Fickett,
1 Spring at 1 05 @ 1 05$; No2 do at 1 10$ on the spot;
Seven Shot Revolvers, and 100 Cartridges, 95.00.
Calais.
1 01$ for seller June; l 06f for seller July; rejected at
Guns reamed to order anti repairing of all kit ds.
Sid
schs
and
P
L
and
Balloon,
No
2
Mixed
T. B. DAVIS,
Carver,
7»li,
Smith, Up72$c
90c. Corn buoyant
unsettled;
ton, New York: G M Partridge, Rich, Hingliam.
Cor. Federal and JempleSt.
on spot; 71§o bid seller June; 77 @ 77$c seller July;
apr26sneod3m
dePAWTUCKET—Ar
sch
fair
Oats
advanced
in
and
6tb,
Mary, Riehardgon,
rejected 69$ @ 69$.
Calais.
mand ; No 2 at 62c on tlie spot; l>3§c for se ler Juue.
TUCKER’S PRINTING HOUSE
Sid till], sch Saxon, Coombs, New York.
Uve and Bariev unchanged. Pork is lower and iu
DUTCH ISLAND H ARBOR—Ar 6th inst, sch ,7 Y
fair demand at 21 60 on spot; 21 60 @ @ 21 62$ seller
Business of the
Gardiner
tor
Wellington,
Norfolk.
15
40
Rich,
Tlie Book, Card and Job Printing
@ 15 42$ on the spot;
for June. Lard steady at
as heretofore,
NEWPORT—Ar 6th. schs Flora King, Pettegrew,
lato David Tucker, will be continued,
15 50 @ 15 55 seller for June, bulk Meats dull and
tor
Hoboken
at
Portsmouth; Richmond, Jordan, New at the Stand,
8$c;short rib middles at 113;
declining—shoulders
York tor Boston
short clear middles at 12$c. Whiskey at 115.
115 EXCHANGE STREET.
BOSTON—A r 7tli, brig Annie Gardiner. Havener,
On the call of the Board in the afternoon—Wheat
Arroyo; schs A Tirrell, Higgins, Elizabethpoit: Caldeclining at 1 033 seller June; 1 06$ seller July. Corn,
All orders, eitho personal or by mail, \vill receive
ifornia, Kaler, Waldoboro; George Savage, Walker,
Oats an<l Pork unchanged. Lard nominal at 15 65.
prompt attention
Receipts—10,000 bbls flour, 92,000 hush wheat, 92.- Bangor.
Ar 8th, schs Tangent, Abbott. Calais; L M Sproul,
000 bush com, 24,000 bush oats, 2,000 bush rye, 7.000
Lotion.
Sproul, Damariscotta; Petnaquid. Fossett, Bristol; ScbHotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle
bush of barley.
and A L Fitch, Fitch, do; SasfuShipments—17,000bbls flour, 17,000 buph wheat 60,- Onward, Harding,
noa. Weeks, Bath.
A safe anti sure remedy for removing Tan,Pimples,
000 bush corn, 8,000 busn oats, 0,000 bush rye, 10,000
from the
C!d 8th. brig Proteus. Farr, St Jolm..NB: schs C 0
bush barlev.
Moth, Blotches, Freckles and Eruptions
to it
E
Alexandria;
MeHalia.
Hall,
Baker,
GeorgeMary
Skin, rendering it soft and fresh and imparting
Toledo. May 8.—Flour is quiet and unchanged.
E
W
WalEmerson, Dorr, Orland; Advance,
town;
a MARBLE PURITY.
Wheat is dull and declining; No 2 White Wabash at
Bangor.
dron,
1 36; No 3 do flt 1 28; No 1 White Michigan at 1 29;
PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.
Amber Michigan at 1 26$; seller June 1 27$; seller for
&
FOREIGN IMUCTM.
Prepared only by A. G. SCHLOTTERBEUK
23;
street,
July 1 30: No 2 Red at 1 26$ @ 1 26$; No 3 do 1and
CD., Apothecaries add Chemists, 303 Congress
At Batavia, Mob 18, barques Wakefield, Carver,
No 2 Amber Illinois 1 28 @ 1 28$. Corn is quiet
ma2Tsndtf
Me.
Portland,
door
above
one
Brown,
weak; high Mixed 77c;seller for July 78$c; no grade and Goodcll, Crockett, unq.

|

on

Temple, Boston,

Lungs, aud all diseases
leading to Consump-

_

Cld 3d, sch Monaduock. Baker, Havana.
Ar 5th, seb Sami E Fabens, Lyman, Ruatan.
Ar 7tb, seb Anna E Kranz, Purvere, Portland.
Cld 7th, sch Olive H Robinson, Craig, Ruatan.
MOBILE—Ar 7th, sch Loretta Fish, Young, Bath

them and tney shall be
healed
ROMM* it A li FI, UK.VI' BLOCK.
He shall lay hands

LOZENOES.

CLEARED.
Steamship Nova Scotian, (Br) Richardson, Liver-

pool—H

Providence Priut Cloth Market.
Providence. May 8.—The printing cloths market
steady at 5 8 @ 5fc for standard and extra 64 x 64’s.
Domestic Markets.

to

market.
Sch Fairview, Boardman, Camden—lime to D I
Fernald & Co.
Sch Concert, Parker. Bath.
Sch Taglioni, Gamage, Bristol.
Sch Mina Boyd, Kingsbury, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Mayflower, Nutter. Steuben tor Boston.
Sch Saginaw, Ryder, Bath for Boston.
Sch Boxer, Greenleaf, Wiscasset for Boston.
Sch Isabel, Thurrell, Wiscasset for Boston.

York Manufacturing Compan.y.1312* @ 130S
Boston & Maine Railroad.119

New York. May 8—5 P. M.—Ashes are quiet and
nominal at 6 00 for pots. Cotton quietfand unchanged:
sales 1167 bales at 16*c for Middling uplands
deliveries advanced 1-16 @ |, except May, which advanced 1-32. Receipts Flour 10,163 bbls; the market
is less active and scarcely so firm, without any decided change in prices, with a moderate export and
limited home trade demand; sales 11,800 bbls; Superfine Western and State at 4 85 @5 15; common to
to
good extra Western and State 5 25 @ 5 65; good
choice do at 5 70 @ 6 00; common to choice White
W’heat Western extra at 6 05 @ 6 07 jcommon to good
extra Ohio 5 30 @7 00; common to choice extra St
Louis 5 70 @ 8 05; including 5500 bbls shipping extra
at 5 27* @ 5 50; market closing quiet, Southern flour
quiet and firm; sales of 750 bbls; common to fair extra at 5 35 @ 6 25; good to choice at 6 0 @ 8 50; Rye
flour steady; sales of 200 bbls at 4 35 @ 5 40. Cornmeal is quiet and steady; sales 450 of bbls Western
at 4 00 @ 4 45; Brandywine at 4 75 @ 4 85. W eat—
better
receipts 24,360 bush; market dull and about lc to
rewith a moderate disposition ou part ot holders
3 Spring;
alize; sales 41,000 bush; 115 ® 117 for No
118 @ 1 21 No 2 Chicago; 119 ® 1 21 for No 2 Northwestern; 1 21*@ 1 23 for No 2 Milwaukee afloat; 1 25
@ 1 30 for No 1 Spring;115 ® 1 25.for ungraded Iowa
and Minnesota Spring; 1 37 @ 1 41 for Winter Red
Western; 142® 1 44 for Amber Western; 1 44 @ 1 48
for White Western; 1 42* for Red State; 145 for
White State; No 2 Milwaukee ottered at 120 seller
for June without buyers. Rye quiet and steady; 8000
bush State to arrive next week at 1 08. Barley is
scaice and firm.
Barley Malt is quiet and firm;
20,30U
sales 10,000 on private terms.
the market opened firm and closed firm hold-

Flynn, Machias—lumber

Sch Chalcedony, Ingalls, Machias,— barrels fora

Sales at Auction.

weather in th9 Middle Atlantic States.

to D B Ricker & Co.

MISCELLANEOUS.

NOTICES.

ROBERT THAYER WTEDE,
THE NATURAE MAGNETIC PHYSICIAN,

riease tell the people that you saw their
Advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000,

DON’T

Increase in Specie....
Increase in legal tenders.
Increase in deposits.
Circulation Decreased.
Reserve Decreased.

TWENTY-FOCB

PORTLAND.

loans..........«>u,iuu.innj

SPECIAL

Costiveness the most Prolific
Source of ill Health.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

..

>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
May 10. |1 A. M.)l
For New England,
and the Middle States stat'ouary temperature,
southerly winds backing to southwest and possibly northwest, aud falling followed by rising
barometer, with fog and rain, except clear

chant, died Saturday.

Kidney Diseases, dropsy and all diseases ol
the urinary organs can be cured by the use of Hunt's
Remedy. Thousands that have been given up by
their physicians to die have been cured by Hunt's

itfew York Stock and Money Market*
New York, May 8—Morning.—Stocks open active
and better. Governments are strong. Money at 3
per cent. Gold at 115|. Exchange, long, at 488; do

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal 1

1

active.

__

t-uo

The warm rain of the past week has ensured
full crop ol wheat in Oregon.
Ship Salvadora,from Savannah for Liverpool,
and will probably be
js ashore near Holyhead,
;ost. Crew saved.
John H. Howard, a N. Y. dry goods mer-

London, May 8—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States|new 5s, 102$. Brie Railway 26$.
Liverpool, May 8—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market is
quiet and easier; Middling uplands at 7gd; do Orleans at8@8$d; sales 6,000bales, including 10t:0
tor speculation and export.

Daily Domestic Receipts.
Receipts of Flour, Grain, etc., by Grand Trunk.—
D W Coolidge 100 bbls flour, Alden & Co 100 do do,
Shaw, H & Carney 100 do do, Norton & Chapman
300 do do, J S Crockett lOo do do, Littlefield Bros
100 do do, Empire Mill Co 200 do do, Messrs Dickey
400 do do, G W True 10 cars corn, Waldron & True
1 do corn, Hathaway & Wood 3 do oats, Jas M Goodwin 1 do corn.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G W
True & Co.

hktiobological
NEXT
HOtJBS.

for money and account.

Flour still remains very firm at yesterday’s quotations. Sugar is strong at lie for the best
lots of granulated. Molasses is in good demand at
from 45 @ 46c by the cargo. Pork and lard show no
change in prices; the demand is still active. Potatoes have fallen oft slightlj and the best lots can be
had for 55c. Butter is dull at 25 @ 30c for good lots.

The mutineers of the Jefferson Borden have
been held for murder and will probably be sect
fo New York.
The Bessimer steamer on her trip to Calais,
Saturday refused to answer her helm, aud
crushed off yards of the pier on arriving at
Calais.
The Czar has gone to Berlin.
The Belgium Chamber of Represent itives
has adopted a resolution endorsing the government’s conduct of negotiations with Germany.
Prince Imperial Frederick William has returned to Berlin.
The wife of Don Carlos has arrived in Paris.
Instructions have been sent to tbe provincial
authorities of Prussia to treat the collection of
money for priests who have been subjected to
legal penalties, as a punishable offence.

THE

up-

Havana.

Portland Wholesale Markets.
general tone of the market is

Halifax, May 8.—William Aunoud retired
to day from the Premiership aud Mr. Vail,
Provincial Secretary, became leader. Auuoud
goes to England shortly as immigration agent
for New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.
Foreign Notes,

BOH ABILITIES FOB

Savannah, May 8—Cotton quiet; Middling
15§.
Gloucester Fisk Market.

Saturday.—The

miership.

P

up-

Gloucester, Mass., May 8.
Gloucester Fish market and arrivals for the week
ending Mav 8th:
Fifty-eight arrivals have been reported, 52 from
Georges Banks with an aggregate catch of 1,104,000
lbs Cod and 134,500 do Halibut; 3 from Grand Banks
with 199,000 lbs Halibut, and 3 from the Western
Banks with 240,000 lbs salt Cod. Georges Cod in
light stock ami fair demand; the stock sold soon as
cured, they keeping the market nearly bare; sales at
5 50 |> qtl; receipts of Bank fish light for the season
with but few on the market at 5 25 Ip1 qtl and firm;
Shore Mackerel in fair demand; good quality selling
at 10 00 and 8 00 $> bbl for l’s and 2’s; Bays at 7 25 @
6 25 P bbl for l’s and 2’s.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

very

Middling

May 8.—Cotton quiet;

lands

Snow fell at Salt Like Saturday.
Delegate Cannon is on trial for lascivioas
cohabitation.
Woods’Musuem has been restrained by injunction from producing -‘The Two Orphans.”

II

28th.
The agents here of the Eagle line say that
Capt. Thomas of the Schiller, was the oldest
commander iu the line; that he was for manv
years in the employ of the Peninsula and Oriental Company, and that he occupied a high
He was with
place atnoDg British sailors.
great difficulty induced to leave the British service to enter that of the Eagle line.
The Schiller was one of the newest and best
boats in the trans-continental service, large
aDd strong, and constructed on the latest pattern.
She was built on the Clyde by Robert
Napier & Sons. Her sister ship is the Lessing.
These two vessels left this port for home densely crowded, being the first to take advantage of
the opening of spring travel to Europe. They
the last two steamers that sailed under
were
the Hag of the Eagle line, which has been consolidated with the Hamburg-American line.
Previous to the departure of the Schiller the
vessels had gone cut with light pas
company’s
ssnger lists.
The Schiller was valued at $700,000, and insured for full value.
Among the cabin passengers of the Schiller
William Leach, German
were the following:
Consul at Havaua; Mrs. Wm. Leach. Miss
Margaret Leach, Mr. H B. Achman, Mr. M.
Wesserman, Mr. Henry Stein, Mr. C. Gregory,
and Master Frank Gegory, New York; Miss L.
Liimock, M. S. Boston, MissE. Greene, Boston;
Miss Caroline M. Crane, Washington, D. C ;
Carl Schmidt, Mrs. C. Schmidt, Mr. W. T.
Smith, Paul Xteiff. New York, Mrs Clara Just
Mrs.
two children and servant, New York;
Marie Hesse and infant, Brooklyn; Mrs. E. S.
Mrs.
Kranblun,
Erbacb, New York; Mr. and
three children and servant, Mr. N. Becker.
Mrs. L. Becker, J. J. Bruner, E Kuhn. New
York; Mrs. Cleverly, Miss Cleverly, Mrs. Ridgetwo
way and servant, Mr. C. W. Walker and
children. Georgetown, D. C.; L, Ecklein, Mrs.
Pauline Forster and infant, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Riedson and child, New York; H. Ornideckritz, Augustus Decknitz, Brook'yn; M. Harrisod, Hawkinsville, Ga ; A. Wallerman, Georgia; Max Cohen, Montezuma. .Ga.; Herman
§prilz, Macon, Ga.; Mrs. B. Cutlow, Shelbyvii'e, 111.; G. G. Leonhardt, Mrs. Mary W.
Leonhardt, Miss Jennie Leonhardt, Augusta,
Ga ; Dr. F. Hearn, Slier andoab, Penn.; John

Keceipts—0000 bills flour, 5,000 bush wheat, 3,000
corn, 0000 bush oats.
Shipments—5000 bids flour,17,000 bush wheat, 1,000
qush corn, 1,000 do oats.
Charleston, May 8.—Cotton is steady; Middling
bush

Mrs. Celia It. Hastings of Manchester was
She haJ
found dead in her room yesterday.
probably taken poison.
Grave suspicions of foul play are entertained
in regard to the death of Mrs. Harrison, found
in a ditch at Caudia.
Daring the thunder storm of Sunday morning, the fourth police station in Providence was
set ou tire and the upper part burned.
Charles Clark,a keeper of a brothel in Hartford, shot and killed, last night, Thomas
Jealousy
Worthington. Both were colored.
was the cau-e.
He
Vice President Wilson is in Memphis.
was received by the city government!
In the convention of Southern Baptists, Saturday, actiou was taken heartily cooperating
with Northern Baptists in in its literary and
theological educations of the colored people.
The next convention meets at Richmond, Va.
Brigantine Phalia, owned by Young, Hark
& Co., of Halifax, was totally wrecked on the
south side of San Domingo, April 2d. Captain
Fudge and cook were drowned.
AtChillon, Minn., Saturday, Geo. Miller
shot John Narris, proprietor of a hotel, and H.
Kuckels, and then shot himself.

Prussiau Diet the bill for the suppression of religious orders was read a second time without
amendment, aud the bill giving the old Cathlics a share of the Roman Catholic church
property passed the third reading, 202 to 75,
Germany and Italy.
Rome, May 9.—In the Chamber of Deputies
yesterday Signor Minghetti, President of the
Ministry, stated the relations of Italy with
Germany had always been excellent. Amotion opposing the ecclesiastical policy of the
government was passed.
From Nova Scotia—Change in the Pre-

description.

Evening—Forty-three survivors of the

674c.

yesterday.

Postmaster James gives the following list of
mails on the steamship Schiller for London: 32
bags of letters and papers for Liverpool, 11 bags
of letters and papers tor Glasgow, 8 bags of letters and papers tor Dublin, 11 bags of letters
aud papers for Cherebourg and Paris, 12 bags
of letters aud papers for Hamburg, 17 bags of
letters and payers. The total number of letIn addition to these ihere was
ters is 36,000.
ou bond the entire regular trans-continental
mail from Australia and New Zealand, which
comprised 62 bags. The latter mail' had previously experienced a series of mishaps and
consequent detentions. Among the passengers
on the lost steamer for whom tidings are anxiously awaited i3 Mr. Dwight Klinckle, deputy
surveyor of this port.
The following additional dispatch has been
received by the agent at Plymouth. The SchilThe first, second and third
er is a total loss.
officers with 40 of the passengers and crew are
Two steamers and life
known to be saved.
The names of the
boats are at the wreck.
survivors are as yet unascertained. Latest dispatch received at the office of Knotb, Nachood
& Kuhore, the agents here from their office in
Hamburg, is as follows:
Hamburg, May, 8.—Keep strong hearts.
More saved.
Kuhoee.
(Signed)
New York, May 8.—The agents of the
Schiller have received the following: Hillar,
first officer, Polamann, second officer, Heutz,
fourth officer, Jarsen and Packendorf, boatswains, and Hersch, sailmakar, are saved; also
passengers Geo. W. Weste, Henry Stern, Mr.
and Mrs. James Pesth, James Dunk. Hexter
Frohm, Carl Kuhn. Marcus Pori ther, Scbellenberg, Jansen, Reiderer, Fehr and Williams,
stokers, Smike and Bulliez, sailors, Gouldberg,
The survivors are exWallis and Peterson.
pected atiPenzance tomorrow merning, when
list.
will
obtain
a
detailed
we
Stevens.
(Signed)
New York, May 9.—A Herald cable despatch gives a few additioual particulars of the
disaster to the Schiller, under date of London,
May 8. The correspondent says: The survivors
and the dead arrived to-day in Penzance as follows: At 8 o’clock there came a boat with seven persons; at ten o’clock two boats with seven
persons, two of whom were dead, and at 11
o’clock there came two other boats; 27 men
and one woman raached Taresco Island iu two
boats. The St. Agnes boat subsequently picked up the bodies of four men, two women and
a little boy.
One man was found at Smith’s
Sound floating on a piece of the wreck. At a
late hour of the day three bodies, one a female,
were found.
Forty-three persons are known to
Nineteen bodies have been
have been saved.
recovered from the sea. A violent sea is still
merciless
shoals and prevents
on
the
beating
the rendering of efficient aid. When finally the
boats reached the neighborhood of Retarrarie
ledge the last mast of the Schiller went overboard, aud scores of peeple who were clinging
to it were drowned after having endured the
most agonizing suspense during the night. The
Maro, trading between Sciliy and Peuzauce,
saved many bags of the mails and several bales
of cargo. No such disaster as the present has
happened on the Cornish coast since the wreck
of the John May in 1855, when 200 lives were
lost.
Prussian Diet.

—

Hugo reigns supreme.
Alma-Tadema has just painted a picture
which some of (he London papers and Mr. ConIt is calltd the
way rave over cousiJerably.
of an Honest Wife,” and does not

bank.

Guerlitz.

—

which Victor

Detroit. May 8.—Flour is quiet and unchanged.
Wheat is firm and in fair demand; extra at 1 314 @
33; No 1 at 1 30; Amber at l 28. Corn is steady; No 1
Mixed 80c. Oats are quiet and unchanged at 66 @

region.
A boy named John Healf was terribly mangled by the fall of a wall on 35th street, N. Y.,

and was codsuI general in 1870. He was sent
He was a native of
to Havana in Sept. 1873.

—

tween thirty and forty years of age, with a very
bald head, and a very full reddish-brown beard.
He occupies a prominent position on the Bepublican newspaper La Bappel, at the head of

supply

rob
Base hall in Hartford—Hartfords 111, WashiDgtons 0. in New Haven—Philadelphias 3.
New Havens 2.
A sou of J. F. Piper of Newburyport, was
thrown from a horse Saturday, and fractured
his skull. There is some hopes of his recovery.
Gov. John M. Thayer of Wyoming, has gone
tv Washington to assist in negotiating for tho
Black Hills region.
A party of men who left Red Cloud agoncy,
April 25th, (or the Black Hills, have returned.
The military say there are no whites in that
a

Mrs.
Caverly’s were traveling in company with
Ridgcno aud her son in-law, Mr. C. W. Walter
and his ehihlren.
Thav reside at No. 15 Eist
43d street. Mrs. Caverly is a daughter ot Juuge
Nathan Crosbv of Lowell, Mass., was living
with him. Mr. P. W. Zack, the German Consul iu Havana,was on board the Schiller bound
He was formerly atto Germany on a visit.
tached to the Prussian legation at Washington,
was vice consul in New York from 1866 to *68,

op

bury.
Says Lucy

accomplished lady.

Milwaukee,May 8.—Flour is qmet and unchaned.
Wheat wiak; No 1 Milwaukee at l 05; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 01 g; 1 0'J @ 1 0o£; 1 03$ for seller June; 1 05$
seller for July. Oats declining and
better;
No 2 at 6i>4 @ 61c. Corn is firmer and inactive; No 2
Mixed nominally at 724c. liye 1s dull and nominally
lower; No 1 at 1 13 @ 1 134.
Harley nominal; No
Provis2 Sluing at 1 30 @ 1 35: No 3 at 1 13 @ 1 15.
ions uie neglected and nominal.
Freights quiet and nominally firm; Wheat to Buffaloed; to Oswego at 8Jd.
Receipts—6,000 obis flour, 66,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—5500 bids dour.6.000bush wheal.

terday.
Bill Wray, a notortous robber, was captured
in Chicago Friday night, while attempting to

for the sake of her daughter’s health. She
well known iu tbe social circles of this city and
an

Shipments—10,000 bush Wheat, 9P,0i0 bush Coin.

19,000 bush Oats.

Rev. Dr. Hall’s new Presbyterian church on
Fifth Avenue New York, was dedicated yes-

forirerly Secretary of
Mr. R. ft. Cavelry
His widow and daughter,
Legation at Peru.
Miss Amy Caverly, were on a visit to Europe
is
as

bush Oats.

Island.

was

Washington

Oats are strong; No 1 at 684c; No 2 at 67 @
704c.
674; Michigan 674c.
Receipts—5,000 bush Wheat, 13,000 bush Corn, 10,-

Papers have been served in the suit of the
United Stales against the Milwaukee & St.
Paul R. R. Co., to recover $27,000 'claimed duo
for unpaid internal revenue taxes accrued between 18G2 and 1872.
The body of John McTsaac, captain of the
fishing schooner Sophronia, was found Saturday morning in the dock at David Low & Co. s
wharf at Gloucester. It is supposed ho fell
overboard Friday night going aboard the ves
He was abJttt forty
sel, and was drowned.
years ol age and belonged in Prince Fdwards

Her crew consisted of 124 men, fueludiug the
»"
officers. She carried six kegs containing.
Co.
000 in gold, shipped by E. S. Ballin &
oi
&
Co.,
Ballin
bankers, of this city, to F. S.
Paris, and 250 mail bags, contain" tbe
continental mail, together with a lar"e Australian mail. Her cargo consisted of general
merchandise, including 800 bales of cotton,
2,573 barrels of rosin, 4000 bushels of corn and
a large consignment of leaf tobacco.
The officers of the company in this city
or
besieged during the morniug by the friends ot
those who sailed in the vessel, and the scene
distress which resulted from tbe confirmation
of the news that the vessel had been lost were
pitiful to behold. Oue man, who had a wire
and two children on boare, fell into a fainting
fit, and loud wailing was heard on all sides.
At the office of the Eagle Steamship Co. this
noon occurred
the following incidents:—Mr.
Joseph Schlitz, the president of banking association in Milwaukee, was among the passengers. A young man came in search of intelligence concerning the fate of the passengers
just before noon, but would not decide to telegraph to the anxious relatives of Mr. Schlnz
until later in the day, aud said he would come
again to inquire. He went away with quivering lips and watery eyes and with the loss of
hope in his face that was expressed by the tone
of his voice. One geutlemau came in hastily
reading the telegraphic slip announcing that
but four persons were known to be saved. He
then staggered bliudly from the counter and
and
dropped upon one of the sofas near by tears.
passing his face he suddonly burst into
this
of
He was brother-in-law of Mr. Korlbum
city, who, with his wife aud three children,
the illfated steamer and were
were on board
lost. His wife and daughter bore him comHe
pany on the day of the Schiller’s sailing.
Conwas bidden a good speed by the German
sul General on board, who then remarked the
predomiuence of female passengers, who hung
Mrs.
over the bulwarks as the ship put off.
Marie Hesse is the wife of Dr. Richard Hesse
of 191 State street, and daughter of tbeiMr. J.
28
Kettel, of tbe firm of Kettel & Co., 25 andand
Barclay street. She was only 22 years old
her child was only one year.
It Is remarked that Senator Schurz and family sailed on the Hamburg steamer Ponermia,
which departed only a day after the Schiller.
But for the dinner and serenade given him iu
this city he would havejchoseu the earlier ves-

FOREIGN.

Art, Music and the Drama.
A Titian of great beauty is mid to bare been
found recently in tbe garret of the Morilzhaus
by tbe new director of tbo museum at tbe
Hague. It was with nearly two hundred other
paintings which had laiu there rotting for near-

EDWARDS,

Trcm»nl

Ntrevl, Bo.i.n,

Successor to the late

Dll. I. CLAWSON

KELLEY.

Will he at the Ail am* House, l*orilnia«l, on
TUESDAY ANI) WEDNESDAY,
the 11th and
t*2th, where there suffering with Pulmonary Consumption. Coughs, Bleeding at tne Longs, Scrofula,
Dyspepsia, Cancer, Diseases of the Liver, Heart,
Kidneys and Spleen, Eruptions of all descriptions,
Dropsy. Tumors, Asthma, Female Complaints, Costiveness, Diarrhoea, Fits, St. Vitus Dance, Nervous

May

Prostration, Rheumatism, I in potency, Bronchitis,
Gout, Neuralgia, Hysterics, Apoplexy, or any other
9

disease, cun consult him krkk
o’clock a. ra to 9 o’clock p. m.

of

charok from

n»y8«12t

trust
the estate of

SALE.
FOIl
ANY QUANTITY OF
HANNAH T. ADAMS, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
Piling, Spars and llackbonds as the law directs. All i»ersons having dt- | Spruce
mauds upon the estate ot said deceased, are required
liiatac Knees, by
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
M.nOINT’OK A LADD,
PERCIVAL BONNEY, Administrator with Will
annexed.
Portland, April 20, 1875,
ap27d1aw3wT

4
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Periodical Depots of Fes-

Brunell & Co., Andrews
y p. Kendrick, ami Chisholm

1!r)9'[

th’e city.

SS^SSt
Biddetord,

out of
of Pillsbury.
Saco of L, Hodgdon,
of J. S. Carter,
At Wat ervillo,
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
French Bros, and
of
At Lewiston,
At

At

“city

Stevens & Co.

AND VICINITY.
Advertisements To-Day.

New

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
City Hall—The Portland Union Band of Hope.
SPECIAL NOTICES
Leavitt & Dailey— Imported Key West Cigars.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Wan ted—E x per Ion ced.
Key found and is at this OlHce.
W Offer to our Friends—H. Talbot & Co.
To Let—A Convenient.
E. C. & C. H. O’Biion.
Now Landing—And for Sale.
Office to Let—One of the.
To Let—Tho Lower,
Duacby’s Advertisements—2.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Choice European Oil Paintings—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Superior Court.
SYMONDS, J., PRESID-

MAY CRIMINAL TERM, 1875.

ING.

Saturday.—Hugh Doherty vs. Hugh Dolan. This
is an action to recover damages for not fulfilling contract.
On August 14,1874, the defendant, by written contract, promised to sell to the plaintiff three brick

231, 233 and 235) on Fore street, and one lot
with blacksmith shop on Union street, for $10,250.
In accordanco writb that agreement plaintiff paid
defendant $1000 as part of the purchase money. On
stores

August 20th, the parties met to execute the papers.
The plaintiff says he offered to pay defendant the
purchase money n ueienuant wouia
clean title, but that defendant declined to
discharge a mortgage which one Duncan held on the
property unless plaintiff first paid the remaining
$9,250. Plaintiff declined to do that and no deed was
remainder of the

give him

a

passed.
The defendant says that he was at all time ready
give plaintiff a clean deed on his paying the full
consideration; that he promised plaintiff to see that
Duncan’s mortgage was discharged as soon as he received the consideration for the deed. Verdict for the
plaintiff for $1000.
Haskell.
Frank.
George W. Rowe vs. The City of Portland. This is
an action to recover for personal injuries sustained
by reason of an alleged defect in the sidewalk on
Congress street in this city in front of the First Par"
to

ish

church

On trial.

Clifford & Clifford for plaintiff.
Reed, City Solicitor, for defendant.
(J. fi. Circuit Court.

Cressy vs. Westchester Insuranre Company. The
Jury returned a verdict for the defendant.
Cleaves.

Webb—Holmes.
was

discharged and the court adjourned
&

to Wednesday next.
Municipal Court.
JUDGE KNIGHT PRESIDING.

Intoxication,
Saturday.—Patrick C. Melody.
Fined $3 with costs.
James Donovan and Charles Clark. For evading
payment of fare on Bostou boat. Fined $5 each
with costs—$125. Committed.
Edward Godfrey. Larceny. Fined $3 with costs.
Committed.
William E. Leonard.

Larceny.

Sixty days.

Brief Jotting*.
There is to be a spelling match at Congress
street vestry this evening.
The Portland Union Band of Hope will meet
at 4 o’clock Monday p. m., or after
Mrs.

Dyer
school hours,

at the Chestnut street vestry.
There will be a grand spelling match at State
Clarence Hale,
street chapel this evening.
Esq., will give the words.
The Resolutes have received a challenge to

the Bates College nine a match game in
Portland on the 22d inst.
The steamer Nova Scotian arrived in the
The
harbor Saturday night about 5 o’clock.
mails were taken out and she sailed at 8£

play

o’clock,

with 15 cabin and 12 steerage passen-

gers.
The steamer Polynesian arrived at Quebec
Saturday night, ail right.
It is estimated that as many as mauy at fifty
this
new buildings will be erected in Deering
season.

Wm. Allen and wife of Deering, were thrown
from their team while riding Saturday, and the

lady was seriously injured.
The steamer Henrrietta will

trips to Harpswell to-day.
Capt. Oliver of the steamer

commence

her

Winslow Morse,

of Bath, thinks he saw a sea serpent Thursday
night, 120 feet in length.
Four employes of the Rolling Mills were
left on Ram Island Friday nirht, by their boat
They
being dashed to pieces on the rocks.
were

rescued Saturday morning.

The S. B.’s of the High School have purchased for the library of the school Charles
Knight’s “Old England,” two volumes.
Another assembly witl be given at Reception
Hall Wednesday night.
The “Regular Army, O,” by Busby and
Dougherty at the Musuem, was one of the hits
of the season. I
The ladies of India street society are to have
a fair at their vestry Wednesday and Thurs-

day.
A. T. Stewart of this city, challenges Wm.
F. Stevens of Bath, to row a three mile race
for $250 a side.
The Itesolutes have au adjourned meeting

for organization this evening.
At the close of a very interesting temperance
meeting at the Allen Mission, last night,twelve
will be a
young men signed the pledge. There
union temperance meeting at the Mission this
evening, beginning at 74 o’clock.
Stumlny School Convention.
The State Sunday School Convention will
be held with the High Street Congregational
Minlc

jf
fv

.'

Church in Auburn, commencing Tuesday eve
ning, May 18, and continuing through Wednesday and Thursday. The following is the
programme:
Tuesday. Temporary organization. Opening address by Rev. Mr. Ecob of Augusta.
Address of Welcome by Gov. Dingley.
Praise meeting,
Wednesday. (morning)
Reports of committees ou permanent organization and executive committee. Question:
How shall we increase the spirituality and
religious effciency of our Sabbath Schools?
To be opened by Rev. J. W. Merrill of Waterville. Question. How shall we extend tbo
Sabbath School Work outside of our churches ?
To be opened by Rev. W. H. Bowen, of I.ew
to secure
iston. (afternoon). Topic:—How
for children the fullest advantages of the
the
social
and
of
meetings
sanctuary service,
F.
church. Opened
of the
by Rev. C.
Augusta. Oriental Customs,
Penney, of
Gardiner.
illustrated by Rev. A. L. Park, of
(Evening )—Topic: Bible Service. Opened by
Rev. G.N. MardeD, of Farmington. Question:
Wbat means shall we adopt to interest the
the Sabbath
masses of our congregation in
School Work? To be opened by Rev. C. S.
Perkins of Portland.
Thursday (morning)—Reports of commitSabbath School'Work in Towns, by Rev.
tees.
John Dinsmore, of Winslow. Sabbath School
Work in Counties, by Rev. C. B. Peckbam, of
Sabbath School Work in State,
Hallowel).
by Rev. A. L. Gerrish,of Pittsfield. Topic:
Xiie Temperance Tieuge in saouatu bciioois.
Opened by llev. A. L. Ladd o£ Biddeford.
(Afternoon)—lteview of tbs work of the convention. __
—

—

Personal.
Mr. Ephriam Hunt, Superintendent of the
Portland Schools, has been elected chairman'of
the Committee of Arrangements of New Eng-

land School Superintendents.
The wife of Mr. George Waterhouse, senior
proprietor of the Preble House, die 1 suddenly
Friday night.
Gen. Dow, Hon, Joshua Nye, and Governor
have been elected Vice Presidents for
Maine of the National Temperauco Associa-

Dingley

tion.
A letter from Augusta states that Hon. Geo.
G. Stacy, Secretary of State, is recovering
from his severe illness and may reasonably be

expected

to

got about|iu

Portlanh Safe

a

short time.

Deposit

Company.—TLe

Portland Safe Deposit Company organized
from the
Saturday under the charter obtained
The following are the direclast Legislature.
tors:—John Mussey, H. J. Libby, E.C. Swan,
Win. HamJacob McLsllan, Win. E. Gould,
G. Davis,
Win.
Brown,
mond, Philip Henry
Prank Noyes,W. H. Anderson, A. W. Coombs,
L. I>. M. Sweat of Portland; Abner Coburn,
Jos.
Skowhegan; Anson P. Morrill, Kc idfield;
Dane, Kennehunk.

The directors organized writh the choice of L.
D. M. Sweat, I’rtsidcnt; and A. W. Coombs,

Secretary.
The

Centennial

Entertainment.—We

trust our readers will not forget the entertainment at City Hall to-night on the centennial
anniversary of the capture of Ticonderoga by
the dashing Vermonter Ethan Allen. The entertainment will be full of variety—and that of
the best sort.
Parish Meeting.—The annual meeting of
the Congress street parish was hold Saturday
evening, and the following officers elected for
the ensuing year:—Molerator, C. A Waldron;
Parish Committee, Adam Lemont,
Bridges and Wm. Montgomery;

rule
Light congregations was the general
yesterday in the churches, the rain of the early

morning and the cold drizzle of all day apparfor staying
entlyjaffording ample justification
at home.
HIGH

STREET CHURCH.

There was, however, a large congregation
for such a morning at High street church,
Professor
largely due perhaps to the fact that
had
Barbour of Bangor Theological Seminary
been announced to occupy the pulpit, showing
the
that people don’t mind so much about
will
weather when they are certain that they
he repaid by a sermon full of fresh and vigorous
Profesthought, such as is always given by
The discourse was a deduction of
sor Barbonr.
the lessons in the narrative found in I Kings,
xxvii-7:
1. And Elijah the Tisliite, who was of the
inhabitants of Gilead said unto Ahab, As the
Lord God of Israel liveth before w hom 1 stand,
hut
there shall not be dew nor rain these years,
according to my word.
2. And the word of the Lord came unto him,

saying,

3. Get thee lienee and turn thee eastward
and hide thyself by the brook Cheritli, that is
before Jordan.
4. And it shall he that thou shall drink ot
the brook; and I have commanded the ravens
to feed thee there.
5. So he went and did according to the
word of the Lord; for lie went and dwelt by
the brook of Cheritli that is before Jordan.
Ami the ravens brought him bread arid
fi.
flesh in the morning and bread and fleslj in
the evening and he drank of the brook.
7. And it came to pass after a while that
the brook dried up, because there had beeu uo
rain in the land.
In introducing his subject, Prof. Barbour
way in wuicn ine new leuiamcuv
treated the miracles of the Old, they could not
Christ in his
be cunningly devised fables.
to the boldreferring
was
constantly
teachings
said tuat tne

est ot these miracles as historical facts; consequently we may take it for granted that there
is much instruction in them. It is necessary to
dwell upon this point because there is a sentiment abroad that the miracles of the Old Testament are well enough to tell the world in its
childhood or to children of the present age—-a
conclusion readied by the same process of
reasoning whereby it was well enough in the
world’s infancy to pray such prayers as these of
and excelElijah for rain, for food or safety,
lent prayers for children now, but as for themwhich
in
world
they
and
the
selves
grown up
too
live, they are too old to pray. He who is from
old to pray is too wise to learn a lerson
maiuElijah and the ravens. Having fully
tained the doctrine of the divine authority and
value of the miracles of the Old Testament, the
the lessons to
preacher proceeded to state that
be derived from tlie passage were various and
attention to
direct
would
he
hut
oniy
simple,
such teatures of this scripture as exhibit
His
servants in
‘■God’s hand in providences for

distress.”

BEFORE JUDGE FOX.

The jury

S»JVI»AV SERVICES.

Cyrns K.
Treasurer,

Adam Lemont; Clerk, Matthew Adams.

First. The first verse contains a useful lesthat it
son, viz., that it frequently happens
takes time to prove the truth of a message
these
raiu
no
he
shall
‘‘There
from Heaven.
years” elsewhere shown to he three and a half.
Both Elijah aud Ahab had to wait to see
whether God answered prayer touching the
providential government of the world.as This
If the rain came
usual,
was a testing case.
Ahab would come to believe that God, who
nature
laws
of
the
didn't interfere to suspend
in answer to prayer, would not trouble a wicked king. But while this drought was going on
Elijah could do nothing. Indeed, for a ioug
time, the king, as his people, probably thought
that it was but the usual drought, but by denation came to
grees as time passed the whole
realize tlie truth that God hears and answers
which
The
terrible
parched
drought
prayer.
up the land burnt deep into the natioual heart
the fact that “Give us this day our daily bread”
is not the prayer of a lunatic, hut the sober
petition of every thoughtful heart. And generally the world needs tlie lesson that God in
His
His providence takes time to instruct.
forbearance and man’s helplessness cannot be
about
tlie
must
Man
in
a
grope
day.
taught
walls of tlie pit into which he has fallen beforo
lie will feel his helplessness and cry for aid.
They who have the truth can afford to wait for
time is working for them.
Second—Tlie next lesson which was drawn
from the narrative relative to God’s providence
is that good men, no matter how important
their lives and work, are reduced to great
straits in their conflict with unbelief. Elijah
He wrought
was the greatest man of his time.
miracles, he was entrusted with thrilling mesthis
from
great spiritual genius
God, yet
sages
went through experiences of want and hardship, for which there was no human retier.
Here was a man whose prayers can command
bread for a nation, made dependent upon the
fowls of the air; ho who oppns heaven and is
the chosen of the King of Kings is obliged to
hide in a cave anc fly from before the meanest
of men, Ahab. The best men need to be reft seems
minded of their common humanity,
a standing arrangement in the divine economy
the
the
character
illustrious
more
that the
more humbling the reminding that men are but
men.

Third—Tha next lesson is that, in His providence, God’s ends are served by the most uulikely means, as is seen in His employing the
The preacher
ravens to feed His servant
noticed the fact that certain translators sought
the rendering
miracle
the
making
to soften
by

Arabians instead of ravens, but this he showed
to be an impossibility. Why does God make
the lower orders of created beings?
use of
Doubtless to remind us of their place in nature,
to impress us that God is over all, He uses
that outcast of the air to keep alive His servant. Yet God had usod the ravens of society—
the Judean robber’s confession of faith on the
cross, and the labors of a Bunyan had been
more effectual under God's providence than the
out
preaching of many holy men. Following
the idea, the preacher remarked that the narrameans
tive shows how for use the thus unlikely
may be changed. For instance, the nature of
the raven was changed. His wings, claws and
which
eyes were the same the first morning on
he carried food to the prophet as the day before
The
in
for
carrion.
flown
had
change
he
when
them was not any change of feathers, beak,
etc., but of instinct. The same may apply to
man, except that his will is consulted. The
chauge in man that we call conversion is no
change in outward appearance, but of the heart
and purpose. The natural man need not wait
for new li ands, or eyes or feet to serve God.
Those which he has are good enough, only use
them for Christ.
Fourth—The next lesson is found in the fith
verse: “And he drank of the brook,” which is
that God does not multiply miracles. Many
come to think that the Bible is full of miracles.
Such is not the fact. There are just as few as
arrangement
possible. It seems a standingafforded
until
that no supernatural aid is
natural aid is exhausted, and it ceases when
with
the
is
in
the necessity ceases. It
keeping
whole economy of divine government, that
what man can do for himself he must do.
What he cannot effect, if God can be glorified
and man impressed, God will do. The prophet
could drink of the brook; it was within his
power. God could have sent water, but as it
was at hand, He hade Elijah go to ir. He could
not get bread and flesh, so God performed a
miracle.
Fifth—There is yet another lesson on providence in the 6lh and 7th verses, the latter
showing that in time it came to pass that the
brook dried up, which is, that when divine
assistance reaches the tried believer, nature
itself will give way before that assistance fails.
The brook gave way before the ravens. So all
through the Bible we are taught that God’s
love, mercy and promises shall never fail, even
when the mountains are temoved. Heaven
and earth may pass away, but not God’s
promises. The brooks of natural refreshments
may ruu dry, but the gift of God in the bread
of life remains. Natural delights may ruu
dry, youth’s feast of the beautiful become a
thing of the past, the sparkle of social friendships, the push of honorable career ma/ bethe quieter glide of the
come subdued, and
brook set in which betokens the failing stream
of life, yet we more and more feel to depend
upon that above, which never fails.
PARK STREET CHCUCH.
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“Romanism in

Amerias a text.

on Mark 11, 30-33,
"Jesus said to certain chief-priests and scribes
aud elders: The baptism of John, was it from
Answer me. Aud they
Heaven or of men?
reasoned among themselves, saying, If we say

from Heaven, he will say, Why then did you
not believe him? Hut shall wo say from men?
They feared the people, for ail regarded John
And they answered and
as truly a prophet.
Mr. Buck
said to Jesus, We do not know.”
said he was led to consider the subject by the
recent events in the Catholic world which have
claimed so much attention from all classes,
To show
Protestants as well as Catholics.
what a prominent place Romanism occupied in
this country, lie supposes a stranger to have
arrived in the past two weeks and to have consulted the newspapers in order to obtain an
idea of our national sentiments and customs.
From the editorial as well as the reportorial
columns, he would surely have drawn the conclusion that the people of the Duited States
If he were informed
were Roman Catholics.
of his mistake aud should then say to those

editors, the state and municipal authorities
and college professors who lent their presence
to these grand ritualistic exhibitions, “This
gorgeous show of ecclasiasticism which you so
zealously parade before tbe public-attention, is
it of Heaven or of men?” they would he forced
motives to give the answeagwhich
the chief priests and scribes gave to Jesus’
know”, and tho general
question, “We do not the
same
The
phrase.
public would reply in
sneaker said that these words implied indifferindifference to the subence cot ignorance,
stantial ami threatening significance of Romanconcealed
by the veil of outward
ism which is
Rosnlendor. With its spectacular display, with
wins the popular acquiescence;

by the

same

manism
from
its nolitical power it wins prudent regard
this foreign powei
the leaders of the people;
of the
allures the people to avoidance
Heaven or of man
main|question, Is it from
We do not
and persuades them to the answer,
It is sometimes safe tc

anion" us

know; wo do not care.
for very
follow the law’s example in not caring
we
little things, but in this centennial season
tba
are continually reminded of little things
J>ul
mankind.
of
have changed the condition
a people rejoicing in the herilage of freedon:
to ignore the ominous increase of a toreigi
despotism in their midst, is to trille heedlessly
with destiny, aud put to hazard the charge en

Ifor

Mr.
trusted to them for other generations.
Buck said lie had no warfare to wage against
Romanism as a rel’giou. Ou general and on
special grounds lie refuses to share in the hostility which it is so easy to arose against Romanism as a religion, and so difficult to arouse
against Romanism as a social factor and politicaljpoi tent, on the general grounds that religious preferences, like other preferences of a
personal character, are matters that are not to
ho profitably disputed; and on special grounds
to he found in the religion itself.
Catholicism
as a religion, is cot so iulerior to Protestantism
Do the
as Protestants are prone to think.
Catholics cherish formalism and symbols? Do
the
offer
they inculcate asceticism? Do they
imposing mystery of dogma? So also do Protestants. In one respect, at least, Catholicism
is more reasonable than Protestantism:—to the
unconverted it threatens purgatory instead of
hell. To the question, “Is not Romanism
absurd with its preteuce of an infallible Pope?”
Air. Buck replied, “Perhaps so, but how stands
To illustrate
Protestantism in that respect?”
tbo Protestants’ position, he related an anecdote of Air. Varley who, in reply to some one
who intimated disbelief in the doctrine of hell,
lesponded, “Say that again, and I tell you that
you call Jesus Christ a liar.”
Air. Buck thinks Air. Varley assumed two
infallibilities: first, that the record which purports to give the words of Jesus is an infallible
record, and preserves his very words; aud
second, that he, (Air. Varley) or some church
couucil which he follows, is an infallible interpreter of those words. To those who ask if
toe Roman Church has not always been the
enemy of learning, Air. Buck replies: It is
true that superstition is always the enemy of
learning, and Protestantism can hardly throw
the first stone at Romanism for repressing
freedom of thought, or for blocking the course
of knowledge with a falso infallibility so long
for removing the
as it auatheinatizes science
last vestige of credibility from many of the
legends contained in Jewish literature, such as
the fall of Adam, the arrest of the sun, the
story ot Jonah, &c.
Romanism, then fore, as a religion, should be
welcomed to an equal footing with other religions, but as an interloper in public affairs it
should he jealously suspected and vigilantly
watched. The chief difference between Protestantism and Romanism appears to be this:
Protestantism, if it may be called in any sense
a body, is a body without organization—a tody
whose parts so loosely cohere that through the
chinks the light of the present century freely
penetrates. On Ilia other hand, Romanism is
compactly organized, so that it is comparatively
impervious to contemporary influence. Roman
ism holds back, resisting the ousweeping tide
of progress, and by force of organization resists
successfully. Protestantism also holds back,
hut, for lack of organization, resists unsuccessfully, and is borne on, in spite of itself, scienco
by its side. In this difference between the two
_1
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of Romanism; its organization gives it power,
uot alone to resist surrounding influences, lut
And
to support them by influences of its own.
organization ensures a perpetual identity. All
that it gains remains. By its coherent organization it is enabled to be its own heir from
generation to generation; and itsjproperty accumulations arising in that way constitute a
most serious damage to American society. And
for these reasons—because, by virtue ot its organization it remains a strong conservator of
ancient superstitions, because it is a secret, patient and far-reaching plotter against republican institutions, and because it is fast acquiring
a dangerous
predominance in the power of
wealth—for these reasons. Romanism in Amorca should be watched, and when it puts its hand
to secular affairs should he withstood.
NEW JERUSALEM CHURCH.

observed at
Yesterday
Children’s Sunday. There
was

fine display

of

baptisimal font

flowers in
was

this church as
was an unusual
The
the church.

literally covered with

raro

Five children were
beautiful flowers.
baptized at the morning service. The pastor
and

gave the children a very interesting address
In the evening the
upon the life of Samuel.
lecture was continued.
SECOND PARISH.

The Sunday School anniversary of the Second Parish church took place last evening and
very interesting occasion, showing
couraging interest.
was

a

an

en-

Gorham Seminary Anniversary.
The anniversary exercises of the Gorham
Seminary occurred last Friday afternoon in the
Congregational church. The exercises consisted of declamations by the young men, and
compositions by the young ladies. The trustees

offered two gold medals for the greatest excellence in declamation and reading. The judges
were A. J. Blethen, Esq., of Portland, M. P.
Hatch, Esq., of Cliuton, and Dr. Cobb of Staudish. The following is the programme, exclusive of a half dozen pieces of music;
Appeal in behalf of the Greeks-Lacey,
Charles R. Cressey
Little Jim—Anon.MaryE. Whittier

The Gladiator—Jones.Charles A. Meserve
The Polish Boy—Stephens.Clara C. Sawyer
Exract—Henry.Marshall E. Moulton
The Leper—Willis.Miriam M. Boothby
Starving Ireland—Prentiss.Herbert A. Johnson
Legend ot Bregenz—Henians.Fanuie K. Porter
The Foundation of National Character—Everett,
Oliver L. Webb
Echo—Saxe.•.Abbie S. Bragdon
H. Files
.Fred
Honor to our Heroes—Andrew
The Sacrifice ot Abraham—Willis.Eva F. Paine
R.
Thompson
The Black Regiment—Baker-George
Painter ot Seville—Wilson.Mary E. Aldon
Leonidas—Kellogg.M yron H. Goodwin
Making Poetry—May.Lillie B. Keen
The New Casabiauca—Anon.Everet E. Files
The Famine—Longfellow.Carrie E. Pennell
Charles Sumner—Schurz.Fred W. Hall
Curlew shall not Ring to-night—Anon,
Mamio A. Rolfe
A school girl’s Lament—Anon.Florence G. Paine
Trial of Hastings—Anon.Charles H. Beman
Before the Wedding—Anon.Mary E. Martin
The Roman Soldier—Atherstone,
Henrv H. B- Hawes
Lizzie J. waterman
Religion and Doctrine—Hay
En el sexta aniversario de su Revolution—Yaro,
Patrecio Greek
Little Gok’enhair— Wilson.Lizzie Roberts
The Vagabonds—Trowbridge.Eugene C. Carl
Early Rising-Saxe....Julia F. Cressey
Icilius—Kellogg.Elbridge M. Wilson

The committee found it a no easy task to settle the question of who should have the prizes,
but concluded that Miss Merriam M. Boothby
of Bridgton, has fairly won the first prize for
reading. A large number of parts were admirably executed, but those of Misses Rolfe of

Gorham, Pennel of Westbrook, Alden of Gorham, are especially worthy of mention.
The first prize for declamation was awarded
to Henry H. B. Hawes of Deering. It is said
that the committee found some difficulty in deciding between the merits of this speaker and
George Thompson of Gorham, a colored boy,
whom Col. ltobie brought from the South, not
then knowing a letter of the alphabet. Much of
the success of this young man is due to the patient instruction of Mrs. ltobie, who has the
satisfaction of knowing that her toil is being
rewarded. If the audience bad awarded the
prize, Thompson would have won. Among
others who were lap in the line of aspirants
Master Fred H. Files and the Spanish hoy
Greek. A gentleman in the audience an.
nounced a special prize, which was unanimously awarded to Thompson. Chandler, with several of his best performers, furnished the
were

Goudy,
gauist.
Davey,
Congress Square church—Wm. G.
B. N. Gree y,
teuor; Mrs. Merrill, soprano;
L. Quimby,
basso; Mrs. Flint, contralto; G.
organist.

C.

Cathedral of Immaculate Conception—B.
Miss
Donahue and Mr. MoGonnigle, tenors;
H.
Donahue and Miss Mercier, sopranos J
Tobin
Golden and T. F. Donahue, bassos; Miss

and Miss Bums, contraltos; Wm. Hodgkins,
35 female
organist. There is also a choir of
voices.
First Baptist church—J. B. Hudson, Jr.,
S.
Mrs. Weatherbee, soprano; W.
tenor;
Beckett, basso; Miss Mattie Beckett, contralto;
Ira C. Stockbridge, organist.
tenFirst Parish church—Will Stockbridge,
J. E. Shaw,
or; Mrs. Weatherbee, soprano;
Kotzschbasso; Mrs. Norton, contralto; H. M.
mar, organist.
Miss
St. Paul’s church—Mr. Patten, tenor;
soGreene,
Mrs.
and
Miss
Graham,
McCobb,
Dow, baspranos; Messrs. Libby, Abbott and

Boot,

sos; Mrs. Boot, contralto; W. Winthrop

organist.

ludia street church—E. N. Greely, tenor,
Mrs.
Miss Walker, soprano; A. Pearson, basso;
Weeks, contralto; E. G. Pennell, organist.
New Jerusalem church—L. F. Piugree (bariVirtone) leuler; Carle Webber, tenor; Miss
ginia D. Piugree, soprano; G. W. Schumacher,

basso; Mrs. Coffin, contralto.
this
St. Dominick’ church—The music at
lachurch is furnished by a choir of 20 young
Sabesdies, Mr. T. H. McCann is leader; sister
tian is organist.
CaSt. Luke’s cathedral—The music at this
and a
thedral is furnished by two male voices
Fred Cloyes is tenor,
chorus of 25 boys.
Bichard Ball, basso, and Walter Goold, organSt. Stephen's church—ChariesPearce, tenor;
Miss Alice Leavitt, soprano; Geo. Thomas,
basso; Miss Annie Leavitt, contralto; Mr.

Farnsworth, organist.
Pine street church—Congregational singing;
A. Nickerson, leader, William Richardson, or.

ganist.

church—Congregational singing;
Mr Jones, leader; Mrs. J. L. Shaw, organist.
Congregational
Congress street church
singing; John M. Stevens, leader; Mrs. Eva
Plummer, organist.
St. Lawrece street church—Congregational
singing; W. L. Fitch, organist.
Second Parish church—Congregational singing; Miss Lizzie Howe, organist.
Casco street

—

Chestnut street church—Mr. D. H. Chandler
leads the singing with his cornet; Dr. Files is
the

organist.

Plymouth church—This church also has a
cornet, played by Mr. Tyler; Mr. Gilman is organist.
Park street church—This church expects to do
away with quartette singing the coming year
and have choral music by the children of the

parish.
Free street church—Mr Stetson, tenor;’Mrs.
Hawes, soprano; Mr. Guptil, basso; Miss Hattie Weeks, contralto; Mr. C. K. Hawes, organist and director.
High street church—Henry

F.

Thompson,

tenor; Mrs. Warren Chase, soprano; Samuel
Thurston, basso; Miss Hill, contralto; Mrs.Geo.
O. Gosse, organist.
Criminal Notes.—Simon Ifatzemstein was
arrested in Providence on Thursday evening by
officer Swan of that city on a charge of stealing
a horse and carriage. The thief was about shipping a horse and carriage to New York when
arrested. The prisoner was brought to Boston,
and from the appearance of the team detective
Ham, who had charge of the man suspected
that he had stolen it hero. Word was sent to
Marshal Parker, and he and Mr. Clay, from
who the team was stolen, started for Boston.
The man and team were at once recognized and
Marshal Parker brought the man to this city
He says that he drove around in
this vicinity for several days and then put the
team aboard the cars at Saco and went to Boston, and from there to Providence. He is a
hard looking character, and is thought to beHe is very anxiou3
to a gang ot thieves.
settle the matter.
A young man about 18 years ot ago was arrested yesterday by Deputy Bridges for stealing $30 from the captain of a vessel in the harbor. He acknowledges taking $5, but says he

long
to

has spent that.
Cape.—Tho schooner Dray,
Capt. Lockhart, of Boston, on her way from
that port to Bangor, went ashore on the southwest end of Cape Elizabeth, yesterday, and
Wreck at

the

wrecked. The crew, consisting of three
men, were saved. Tho fog was dense at the
time and tho vessel had drifted near the shore
When her
before the crew were aware of it.
situation was discovered the anchors were let
go, but the sea was running so strong that the

was

Then
chains were snapped like pipe stemf.
the men took to the boats and were conducted
to a safe landing by the keeper of the Cape
Light, who put off from the shore in a small
skiff. It was a risky undertaking, but he performed the feat well and saved the three men
It is not
The men are now at the lighthouse.
known whether anything can
the vessel or not

be

saved

from

Something Substantial,.— For two or three
days a large number of people have been looking into the window of Mr. Gilbert L. Bailey
on Exchange
street, at a silver brick, with a
button of gold on its top, all of which with
3000 lbs. of lead, was o Rained from four tons
Tho silver brick is about
of Newburyport ore.
the size of an ordinary brick, and weighs
210.99 ounces, and is valued at $272.41, while
the gold is worth $23. This thirteen pound
specimen is proof positive that there is silver
in New bury port, and doubtless other mines
will bo found in New England. We forgot to
mention to sportsmen that this is about the
time for them to be looking after the appropriate apparatus, and that Mr. Bailey keeps a
very choice stock of everything in that line.
Art Notes.—There are now on exhibition
at Hale’s three noticeable paintings by B. F.

pieces.

Reinhart.

Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Monument Association.

One represents a sleeping child upon a couch, with a dog reaching up and licking
the hand of the child. The child’s face is exoelleutly done, and the attitude of the dog is
Another picture also represents
a child, over which the shadowy form of the
dead mother is bending. A third, a charming
very natural.

thing, is entitled '‘Welcome Home,” and pic-

The executive committee of this Association
and a aaumber of the prominent citizens met at
Rossini Hall. Citv Building, on Saturday evening, to bear tbe plan proposed by Gen. Geo. F.
President of tbe Association, of erect-

tures the glad greeting of two children. Grant
has a tender httlo painting of a young girl
pacing a leafy avenue, which has a story to
tell.

ing a Monumental Hail instead of a single
statue or monument in memory of those brave
lives in demen of Portland who gave {tbeir
fence of tbeir country in the late war. The
is that a suitable building shall

Y. M. C. Association.—This organization
has secured the seivices of Mr. A. F. Palmer,
as General Secretary, for the coming year. The
Mission Committee has been instructed to
make efforts to increase and perfect the mis-

be erected that will contain a ball, on tbe walls
of which shall be tablets on which the names
of all who were killed or have died from the
effects of the war shall be inscribed.
This hall shall also contain portraits, busts,
and the commissions of prominent officers of
the army and navy who went from this city. A

sion work.

Sbepley,

plan proposed

of mementos, such as battle flags,
swords, &c., is to be collected and deposited
museum

here.
It is hoped that the Public Library, tbe
M. L. A aud Army & Navy libraries may bo
brought here in different room's, also that tbe
Natural History Society will find rooms here,
where they will not be in danger of losing tbeir

valuable collection from fire.
It is tbe intention to make this building fire
proof, and to be of such style of architecture
as to be an ornament to our city, and one that
met
every citizen will be proud of. The plan
the hearty approval of all present, and the
Committee on Design were instructed to have
a plan drawn aud presented at tbe next meeting of the Executive Committee, at which
meeting tbe committees of ladies that have
been appointed from the different churches arc
to be present.
Tbe meeting adjourned subject to the call of
the

president.

Signal Service IvEruKT. Tbe following is
the report of Sergeant Thornett for April:
Highest barometer, 30.40; lowest. 29.44; highest temperature, 59°; lowest 20°; monthly
range39°; mean maximum temperature, 48 2;
—

—

daily
minimum temperature, 33.4;
range of temperature, 44.9; total rainfall 3.16
inches; prevailing wind, {north-west; number
mean

mean

of

cloudy dags, 3; rriny

or

snowy days, 8; au-

rora, 1.

interested in the work of the Association should
be present.
The Museum.—This evening Miss Chippendale’s benefit conies off at the Museum. The
bill is “Fauchon,” which will positively be

presented for this night only. It is hoped that
a packed house will welcome this deserving
actress, and show her that her. efforts to please
There aro
are appreciated by Portland people.
still excellent seats to be 'obtained on
tion at the box office.

applica-

The Poistland Bank.—Little has yet been
made public concerning the affairs of the Portland Bank, which suspended payment last
week. Mr. G. is making up a statement which
will probably bo presented to the creditors
It is, however, announced on good authority that Mr. Goold will not be able to fully
discharge bis liabilities.
to

day.

Catholic Union.—Tomorrow evening Bishop Healy will visit the meetibg of the Catholic Union. He will bo welcomed by a few
remarks from the president, to which it is exChandler’s band
pected that he will respond.
will be present and will render several pieces of
music appropriate to the occasion.
Business Changes.—The following business
changes in Maine are reported the past week:
Portland—William Shea, iunk, sold to .las.
White,
Johnson & Cloyes Bros., gro. and prov., dis;
F. H. Cloyes retires.
Bangor—Blake, Dale & Brown, planing mill
Mrs. C. B. Brown.
dis,;
Smith & Campbell, flour, dis.
Bath—Thomas,A. Brown, gro., sold to A. G.
Brown.
F. G. Knight, books, &e., sold to G. P. Danow

Serenade.—After tbe spelling match Friday night, some of tbe Bowdoin students went
At
round towu aud serenaded tbeir friends.
on
the residence of D. \V. Fessenden, Esq
State street, they were invited in and hospitable entertained. Tbe music by tbe students
rewas very nice aud was appreciated by tbe

cipients of

At the monthly business meeting
this evening, delegates to the Richmond con
v3ntion will be chosen, and other important
business introduced, and all members who are

tbe sereiiailers.

venport.
Brunswick—P. K. Blown, gro., sold to Saw-

yer Bros.
Gardiner—Towner & Dunham, boots &c.,
dis.
Itichards & Co., paper mfrs., dis; W. F.
Richards retires; others continue old firm style.

LINCOLN COUNTY.

Bath, May 8.
The Conference opened at 9 o’clock.
A petition from laymen was presented reto arrange the conference
into two instead of three districts. Referred to
a special committee of five to report during this

questing the Bishop

conference.
J. R. Wiiliams, J. Hayden, C. W. Averill
and J. Nixon were admitted to full connection
and elected to Deacou’s orders. J. F. Woodmau, J. Lidstone, Win. F. Marshall and C.
W.

Perry

were

elected

to

local Deacons or-

ders.
Took up the secoud question—“Who
mitted

ad-

are

trial?’’

on

After examination, G. C. Andrews, C. W.
Bradley, Sylvester Hooper and M. C. Baldwin.
Monday morning at 10 o’clock was fixed as
the time for memorial services for deceased
members of the conference during the year.
Dr. Pierce, editor of Zion’s Herald,addressed
Bro.
the conference in behalf of that paper.

resolution commending
Zimmerman offered
Zion’s Herald and its editorial management,
a

which

adopted.

was

Bro. Magee addressed the conference in behalf of the interests of our Sabbath School
Union ani Tract Society.
Deacon Lattimer of the Boston University,
was introduced and addressed the conference.
Mrs. Wittermeyer was introduced and spoke
in behalf of the “Ladies’ and Pastors’ Christian Union.” Her remarks were of thrilling in-

terest, going to show the wretchedness and igexisting even at our very doors, and
the easy possibility of relief through this or
ganization.
norance

The

Bishop announced that we
finally adjourn by Tuesday noon.

possibly

may

The committee appointed to communicate to
Dr. Webber and H. B. Abbot the kind sympathy of the conference on their being laid
aside from the active ministry by age and de-

clining health, reported.

The report

was

adopt-

ed.
The committee ou the

National

Centenary

committee of arrangement, to be appointed by
the Bishop. Report was adopted,
Bro. Muuger was appointed to preach the

centenary

sermon.

Dr. Vail presented resolutions that our supernumerary and superannuated preachers might
be appointed to work with what strength they
have, and for a return to our old circuit system,
instead of cutting our work up into feeble stations.

He

dency in

earnestly protested against

the ten-

societies to throw our mature men
out of all responsibility, when they are about
fifty years of age, and go for the young and
The resolutions were
inexperienced men.
our

adopted.
Bro. Perry reported for the committee on
family worship. Report adopted.
Resolutions in favor of the church enterprise
in Freeport were adopted.
The trearurer of the Preachers’ Aid Society

reported. Report

was

adopted.
reported,

The committee on tracts

which was

adopted.

On the

evening of

the 3d inst. the saw shin-

and Smith, both

sick.
Voted that when we
on

adjourn

of whom

Monday morning.

In the afternoon an educational meeting was
Remarks were
Rev. S. Allen presiding.
made by Dr. Lattimor, Dr. Torsey and Mrs.

held,

Trafton.
The evening a temperance anniversary
held and much interest was manifested.

Can be found at

Fisk & Co’s.

uy

large audience, after which the followings
persons were ordained to the office of deacons:
Charles E. Bisbee, George It Williams, Chas
W. Merrill, James Nixon, John F. Woodman,
James Lidstone, Wm. F. Marshall and John
Wherry.
In the afternoon Prof. Lattimer preiched an
eloquent sermon on the glorious relations of the
Christian’s life and hopes, compared with the
man of the world, after which the Bishop ordained thefollewing persons as Elders: E. K.
French, F. M. Pickles, Delano Perry, Frank
Smith and David Church.
Missionary meeting in the evening, at which
interesting remarks were made hy Kevs. John
C. Perry, W. S. Jones, Mrs. Whittemeyer and
Mrs. Traftou.
Wesley church has been packed all day, notThe pulpits of the
withstanding the |rain.
Congregational, Baptist and Free Will Baptist
churches, have all been filled by clergymen of
W.
the conference.

Business Motes.
W. K. Boynton started a crew of twenty-two
men on Mud brook in Medway last Tuesday to
drive out one million feet of logs cut last winter. W. K. Powo is up the East Branch getting down a drive of six hundred juniper knees.
He will raft them in the Fisk dead water.
The steam mill in Aina, which has been run
by the Aina Steam Mill Compauy, is about
shutting down for the season, having used up
all the logs they had on hand.
The Hallowell Granite Co. are dispatching
by vessels a vast amount of granite, both rough
and finished, that has been accumulating on
and about their wharves during the past winter. Immense quantities are also sent by rail
all seasons of the year.
The pretty and lively little village that has
been built up at South Gardiner shows thegood
results of manufacturing rightly developed and
judiciously carried forward. The saw mill oi

Men’s Suits,

12.00

Son, of this city, have, manufactured harnesses
and gig-3addles, and have established an enviable reputation. They make all kinds of harnessts; but their specialty is the celebrated
“Portland harness,” which is favorably known
to the trade throughout New England. Tlieii
work is of excellent quality, receiving the personal supervision of Edward H. Dunn of the
firm. Their factory is located as 272 Middle
Street, where they employ 50 hands constantly
and turn out about 2,000 sets of harnesses pel
year, all of which lind ready sale in Boston,
Portland, and other New England markets.

-AT

FISK

_&

3.50

AT

—

I

FISK

CO’s.

Jc

Overall

and

WEDNESDAY,
$2

&

75c, $1

Working Pants,

Our $3.00 Iron Clad Suits can’t bo beat
for rough usage.

Buy Them

Them !

Try

!

The 21st of April,

50c

Jumpers,

The finest Assortment of Woods,
in Quality as well as Quantity,
Hamburg Edgings and Insertions,
Worsted Work in all varieties,
Real and Imitation Laces,

Wimps, Ornaments,
Fringes, New Braids.
Finest Jewelry in Warnet,
Buttons in all sizes,
Imported Back Combs,
Hosiery, Wloyes,
Corsets, etc.

C. D. B. Fisk & Co,
One Price Clothiers,
It is
all the

MIDDLE

233

of any annoyance to make it notice able
A milliner of that village went to Boston tc
buy goods, but taking the measles with her
was detained a week. She should have patron
ized Portland.
The Bridgton News says that Mr. John Doe
after an illness of two years, died of consump
tion on Sunday last,at his home in that village,
He was a sailor in the last war and it wa:
while serving his country that he contractec
those physical ills which eventually caused hi:

Another of the buildings connected with Til
den’s lobster factory was nearly destroyed Fri
day morning by tire. It is understood that the
properly is well covered by insurance in Wes
tern oftices.

GOODS !

ATTENTION!

seen as

—

Fancy
Skirts,

Hoop

Grtnie or .oil of aoy kind «■ be r.
moved from il by the u»e of map mod water
without a (feeling the calors which are war

raated permanewt.

of all descriptions seme of them
very rich

Plain Cotton Hose,
from 6 cents to 68 cents.

Trimmed with real Lace

Ladies’ Emb’d Balbriggan Hose,
from 513 cams lo 91.5*3.

from 8 ceill* to $1.00

Please Examine

Gent,’ Gauze Undershirts,
from 38

cents

lo

Ladies’ Suu Umbrellas,
from 73 cent,

to

Ladies’ All Linen Hdkfs.,
from 6 cent* to 75 cents.

5*5 cent,

to

55 cent*.

my 10
from

PLEASE TELL THE PEOPLE

50 cents to $1.48.

whore

Kid Gloves,
8polled, 5*5

cent*

per

THE BENT TWO NEATED WAGON

from SO ceil, to 81.00-

—

Styles ninl Prices.

only 30 cents pel-dozen,

apr26

Our Stock of

Dealers and Shippers ot
Pressed Hay and Ntraw,Elour, Grain, Ac.
Always on hand.

full and complete which we
guarantee to sell as low as the lowest.

is

No. 300 Commercial St., Portland, Me.
dtf
D»yl0

LADIES’ AND CHILDREN S APRONS,

HOPJG

TOWELS, VEILS,
PARASOLS, SUNUMBRELLAS;
EDGINGS, BUTTONS,
PERFUMERY, SOAP

published.

terms to

EVER.

Agent*.

Send for circular and our extra
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.

Philadelphia Pa._
Now LilBdiBR

my 1014 w

Fitzgerald’s,

Ofllcc io Let.
of the best

ONFin Portland,

located and mrst desirable ofllocs
the lirst floor. Apply 10
spaHROW & PECK,

in poruam., on

dtf

j

Straw Sewers on old work; alw
hands, must l»e used to a needle anc

TTIXPEUIENCED
few
nuick.
1

new

fflLLMAN

& MORRILL,
98 & 100 Cross Street.

mylo

KEY

:

Found

au«l

is

at

this

Office.
\

To
FIN-

I
annua
hereby notified that the
t*
at the office ot A. E. Ntevens
meeting
3 o clock p. ni
Co., on WEDNESDAY, May 12th,at
tb *
for the purpose oi settling their Agent s account,
ot any otlie
choice of otneero, anil the trauBaeliou

properly

betore said

Portland, May 4th.

d3t

roylO
A

A

a re

business

i;KAM, Clerk.
ray6distd

Pare from Portland or Westbrook Junction to
New York and Return,

11 DOLLARS.
State Rooms on the elegant Steamets City of
Boston and City of New York, can be secured in advance, at the Treasurer’s Office, 91 Middle street,
from 9 a. m., to 1 p. m., and at the Depot, from 2 p.
on the
m„ until train time, and of the Conductor
leave New York from Pier 40, North
River, foot of Canal St., at 5 p. m., counseling at New
London with Steamboat train leaving at Sa. m., and
arriving in Portland at 1.1ft p. m.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction
with'tralus ol the Maine Central Road to and from
the East.

TURNER.

W. H.

Nupt. P. * It. ft. R.
mvl

5.

W. CLARK & CO.

No- 17 Market Street.

The past long cold wiutrr favoring the
culling and storage of lau uuu.nnlly 1m gc
stock o< ice, <ve oiler It to our customers

followiug

CONVENIENT tenement for a small Sfamily
;6 OAK STREET.
Inquheat
dtf

To Lei.

JtgrK

THE lower part of house No. 41 Lincoln St
or six
rooms, tit ted with gas. Sebagi

atm] Five

for IS7-5, for Fnnailirt and
OflccM.

10
15
20

118. daily, from June to October 1,.$5.00
««
•*
««
44

14

**

44

44

JBSLwater, and good repair.

mylOdlw

“.7.00
44. 9.(1)

MONTHLY PRICES.
Monthly rules apply to all not taking lee
the whole season, or four mouths.
10 lbs.
15 »4
20 44

month,.$1.30
daily,
•” per
4.
44
44
2 00
44

44

44

N. B.—Customers supplied
at proportionate rates.

2.50

for the year

apl3dlatf

ICK

Let,

mylo
s

RATES:

REDUCED
fteasou Price*

194 Middle street.

Wanted.

3

THELAND
CO.,
will be held

Between Portland and New London.

change of Cars

AND

mytOdtf

Annual Meeting.
stockholders of THE TKMISCOUTA

YORK,

NEW

arriving there early the next morning in amide time
for morning traius South and West.

al the

for sale very low 100,000 feet dry pine outs,
100,000 feet dry spruce beards.
RUFUS DEEKINO & CO.
Hobson’s Wharf, May 8, 1S75._m> 10’lw

Cor.Congress & Myrtle Sts. ,
niy,r>

ing with the Steamers of
evening for

New Loudon, connectthe Norwich Line same

AGENTS WANTED
ever

anal nil lYolions usually kept in a Fane]
Good, Store may be found in great rari
ety and abundance nt

ME.

M.

daily, Sundays excepted, for

Agent* Wanted for Bent Welling “Stereo*
nr o pic View*,” Chromo*, Itlap*, Charts anti
Family Bibles. Take no Agency till 9011
*ee Unr Circular.
Address. 19. I a* tnuernney
Fab., Concord, IN. H.
_mylOMw

—

PORT!.AND,

BAKER,

C.

JACOB

P.

2.3 0

"steamers

successors to

ZR-IIBIBO 2>TS

J.!

and

E. C. A C. H. O'UltlON,

The Camden Herald learns that Mr. W. I)
Clark of Rockland, formerly of Camden, ha:
recently fallen heir to $100,000 by the death ol
a brother in Western New York.

OXFORD COUNTY.

Nleigh wood works for Nale.
ADAMS.
JOHN
eodlf
NACCARAPPA. MAINE.

Carriage

Express Train

leaves Portland at

—

Nhifliug Top Bench Carriage, Jau>p Heat
Carriage, Grocery and itxprtm, Wagon.
warranted in every respeet for the least money.

Muslin Neck Ruches,

ALSO

OB

A Steamboat

No

Concord style business wagon in the State,

Ladies’ Silk Neck Ties,

All

they

CAN BUY THE BENT

Pnir.

KNOX COUNTY.

The Methodist society of East Denmark liavi
struck a new entertaiumeut—a "custard festi
val.”
L. F. Dudley of South Waterford, inform:
the News that there has been twenty-five snow
storms the past winter and spring with an ag
gregate fall of 1071 inches—about 9 feet.

Block.
Clapp’s
__(^w

No. 6

Ladies’ Cuffs and Collars,

& Co.
Marrett,Bailey
apr2_dis2m

the best Goods at the

LOWEST_PRICES.
H. TALBOT & CO.,

85,00.

Having been appointed agents in Portland for the
above, we respectfully invito the attention
ofjtbe public to its extraordinary merits.
sale of the

Portland & Worcester

to 50 cents*

ceniN

cases of small
are all doing

An Irish laborer and his wife recently re
turned to Camden from a visit to Fredericton,
N. B., having walked all the way—200 miles

keep

We

Ladies’& Children’s Lisle Gloves,

Can be placed upou the wall foroae fourth
the coni of frr.ro Painting ia Oil.

PURCHASING.

BEFORE

43 cenu to 81.00.

lO

our

Stock

SI .OO.

Ladies’ Gauza Vests,
from

Antique.

and Point

Gents’ Merino and Cotton Hose,

Kid Gloves,

Covers Defects In the Plastering
which no Oil Painting will do.

IS PEREECTLY WASHABLE.

OF ALL KINDS.

from 14 cents to Sl»00.

from

Fresco

by Dampness.

Is not Affected

SHALL WARES

Balmoral Striped Hose,

from

perfect Substitute for
Painting in Oil.

A

—

quote.

We

fy competition.

and

Something New.

It

Corsets, Bustles and all kinds of
Fancy Goods.
We snbmit list of prices and de-

diatm

MAIM THIS

Buttons, Gloves,
Hosiery, Underwear,
Corsets, Embroideries,

series of wire

Peering Block.

OIL PAINTED

Fringes, Gimps, Braids,

pulling known only to the initiated, in purchasing for Cash, mag-

COUNTY.

The Waterville Mail says there are no mort
pox at Benton, and the patient!
well—some of them, indeed, art
able to be out.

very full assortment of

Housekeepers
FITZGERALD

all the articles. I invite
not, to call and examine

TO OUR FRIENDS

AND CUSTOMERS
a

or

T. LOBENSTEIN,
ap!3

and

name

KE8PF.CTFULLY,

No.4

Heads of Families

—

HANCOCK COUNTY.

to

NO CARDS.

d3m

WE OFFER

death.

The newsy News says that the ponds anc
streams are now clear of ice. Eli Plumme:
started with his canal boat Monday for Stan
dish, and made the trip without difficulty.
The steamers, however, can not be run unti
the logs are driven down through the Sougo
Freeman W. Plummer has driving the im
mense borly of logs into
Long Lake southward
to Songo Lock.

impossible

ladies, buying
goods and prices,

BARGAINS!
BARGAINS!

Striped Hosiery,

ON

—

ap12

nificent lines of Plain and

—

Spring Fancy Goods.

AND

a

OF

—

I WILL EXHIBIT
—

Economical New Food.—25 cents will buy
a package of Se? Moss Farine.made from pure
Irish moss, whicn will make 50 kinds of dishes,
such as cakes, pies, puddings, etc., or 10 quarts
of custar s, jellies, creams, Charlotte Russe,
blanc mange, etc. Sold by all Druggists and
Grocers.
aprldeod dawly*

by

Opening

CO’S.

Children’s Suits,

myiOd&wlw.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

supply

Exchaugc St., Portland.**

Grand

—

Children’s Iron Clad Suits, $3.00

Ladie*’ Underwear,

KENNEBEC

Commission Merchants,

8

Boys’ Suit,

my8tf

—

Suits, $5

Iron

Boys’ Sheet

The gales of Araby are not spicier than the
which the fragrant SOZODONT imparts to the breath. Nor is the heart of the
ivory nut whiter than the teeth that are cleaned
daily with that matchless fluid.

Has succeeded

AND

At Private Hale.
M. & Co. are agents for the sale of'Herring 8l Farrell champion Safes, “Wiegands” Patent Sectional
di»** *
steam Boner, "naskins" steam linemen,
Patent Steam Pumps, and “Little Giant" CUenica!
Fire Engine.

Fisk & Co’s.

aroma

NEWS.

The Bridgton News says that a boom containing nearly 100,000 feet of timber, belonging
to Rufus Gibbs, was broken by the ice in Highland Lake, and the logs were scattered in all
directions, causing much labor to collect then:
again.
There is a large supply of measles in Bridgton.
It is a smart towu and requires an active

d3t

No. 18
auld

.A.T

The Oorticelli sewing silk is without doubt
superior to any introduce! ior hand or machine
sewing. It is safe to say it has no rival.

at

the Lawrence Brothers has fairly built up the
place. Neat dwelling houses are multiplying
and there is apparent prosperity on every baud,
For the past twenty years Henry Dunn &

BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer.

AlJCTIOUfJEE RS

8 TEMPLE STREET.

a

STATE

found

—

SUNDAY.

luieeese

a

ings by European

was

Maine Conference prayer meeting at halfpast five o’clock this morning, love feast at
nine o’clock. Bishop Andrews delivered an
Interesting and powerful discourse of one hour
and twenty minutes duration, this forenoon,
wmcn was nsteucuio wnu micuse

$8.00

_

cheap

day,

collection of fine original Oil PaintArtists of celebrity. Among them
may be
specimens by Veron, Leonarett, De
Grailly, Kasson, Pierce, G. L. Brown, W. W. Brown,
Russell, Ac. In offering this collection, we feel that
good judges and lovers of the Art cannot fall to sea
that no better collection has been offered for sale in
this City for many years. Open for examination
Monday and Thursday, 3rd, and 4th, previous of
shall offer

we

F. O.

paid.

Rines Bros.

each

—

mylO

Suits,

Men’s

Notice.—One and all will please take notice
that Dr. Swift, 1 and 2 Fluent Block, can be
seen at his office from 9 to 12, and from 2 to 5.
Other hours engaged to outside practice.
at

AT

MORGAN k CO.,

are

it be to 8 o’clock

Clothing

Summer

A large surplus has already been accumulated,
and will be divided among those whose policies
mature at the end of ten, fifteen or twenty
years. The following is an illustration:
Policy No. 45,103, for $10,000, was issued in 1809.
Annual premium
$ 2§1.70
Total amount paid in five z ears,
1,408.50
725.33
Accumulated cash surplus,

uiy8-tf

13tli,

176 FORE STREET,

that the Tontine
policies issued by the Equitable Life Assurance
Society, have produced such favorable results.

Sunshades

12th and
—

oruiuju.

cstreei,

Over 50 per cent, of the'amount

May

AXD

learn

to

AUCTION.

II A. Ifl.,and .** P. YI

Al

& Wilson Sewing Machine Rooms.
J. L. Hayden, Gen. Agent for Maine,

Head so thick—that you cannot see from
your eyes, hear from your ears, or breathe from
your nose. You have catarrh, that is the truth,
and it will kill you—that is to say, unless vou
are wise euough to buy a box of Raeder’s German Snuff-costs only 35 cents.

Dudley

SPRING

power.
The highest awards over all competitors at
the last annual Exhibitions of the American
Institute, 1873 and 1874
Those in want of a Refrigerator should not
fail to call and examine them at the Wheeler

pleased

Exhibition with Catalogues,

on

ON TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY,

of nature; for below this point, even
one degree of temperature, all vegetable life
will be destroyed, and every degree of temperature added above that point, only deducts so
much from the efficiency of the preserving

are

C HO ICE

BY

provision

myltt

MONDAY, May 10th, at 3 o’clock p. m.,wo
shall sell the house ami land No. 281 Cumber
lund street, opposite the High School Building, be ng
the most central anti desirable situation on Cumberland street.
The house is in good repair, contains 12 rooms well
arranged, Qas ami Sehagn throughout the house,
also a never tailing well of water on the
premises,
lerms at time of sale.
E. O. BAILEV At
CO.,9 A iiciioiieer**
myl
d6f

Now

The Alleoretti Icebero.—The “Iceberg”
is the only Refrigerator scientifically constructed so as to secure the one absolutely preserving
temperature which nature provides in its supply of ice; namely, 32 degrees Fahrenheit. No
invention of man can ever hope to excel this

Bros. Randall, Jaqucs and Allen were chosen
committee to utter a protest against the
steamboat excursion advertised for Sunday iu
Augusta, to attend the conference.
Voted to take up a conference collection for
Bros.

Endless Variety

A Pleasant Home.—The house on Cumberland street, opposite the High School buildiDg,
to be sold at auction at 3 o'clock this afternoon,
offers a rare opportunity to secure the best location on that street.

ety.
a

AN

PISCATAQUIS CCUNTY.
Thr Brownville people are hoping for a railroad this summer.
A survey will be made as
soon as the condition of the ground will admit.
Only §10,000 of the amouut necessary to secure
a railroad is wanting.
There is a reform club organized at Monson
with 150 names on the pledge.

zo'J anuuie

on

ON

•

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall,and D. Wentworth, 553 Congress, corner of Oak street.

Bro. Colby reported a donation of $100 from
Mrs. Moore of Madison, and it was voted to
fund the money with the Preachers’ Aid Soci-

Desirable House aud Land
Cumberland street
AT AUCTION.

gle mill on the Eberhorse stream, owned by
Walter Haynes and A. W. Scott of Chester,
and Ivory A. Hodgkins of Bangor, was burned
down. Loss from §7,000 to §10,000,
Mr. Joseph Grant, a highly respected Christian gentleman of Erankiort, committed suicide Thursday evening by hanging himself
from an apple tree in his orchard.
Mr. Herbert White has leased the Bangor
trotting park for the season.

We

AUCTION SALKS]

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

The Whig announces the state convention of
Reform Clubs to be held in Bangor, Wednesday, the l'Jth inst.
Private building enterprises are not nearly so
numerous in Bangor as they were a year ago.

FOURTH DAY.

Saturday.

Miss Clara
excellent music for the occasion.
Munger sang in a charming manner, several
The past year has been a most successful one
for the school, Mr. Wilson proving an energetic
and skillful teacher. There were 140 pupils in
attendance the past term.

[Reported for the Preps.1
Maiiie Methodist Conference.

Church Music.
for muThe following are the arrangements
ensuing year.
sic at the several churches for the
Pennell, tenState street church-Albert E.
basso;
Beckett,
S.
W.
or; Mrs. Fogg, soprano;
or
Mrs.
contralto; Ira C. Stockbri ge,

CARGOES OF

PURE

I C E
^Vanished aad Shipped by
N. O CRAM.
1st!

He examined them in detail, the
and stamps; after that said to me,

POETRY.

was

Ephraim Blodgett;

not

specially

re-

Except as champion speller, in all the country round.
Orthographical aspirants were apt to fare quite slim,
At any spelling-match where they encountered Ephraim.

spelling-book lie had by heart, and eke the dictionary;
And science at his tongue’s end, laid its queer vo-

The

cabulary.
The dubious monosyllable he’d floor with perfect
ea e.
so

And

through words sesquipedal
t hrough a cheese.

like

lightning

Yon couldn’t weavs a spell, with any common alphabet.
By which to capture Ephraim,or put him in a sweat;
And his admirers frequently remarked of Kphe, that
he
Could spell the China glyphics from oft a chest ot
tea.

The peoplo ceased to And in spelling-schools their
wonted fun:
What show was there against this orthographic uat-

liDggun,

That mowed down all before it wifh a rattling fusilade
Of consonants and vowels punctiliously arrayed?
Just at the culmination of Ephraim’s renown
He took part in a spelling school in an adjoining
town.
Full soon the sole survivors of that ortbograpic war
Were Ephraim aud a school-girl, liis sole competitor.

equal ardor, ’twixt these two, raged the uncer-

With

tain fight.
Where victory might

nite.

With equal

nerve

placed

The insidious

perch, at last, was quite indefi-

they

came

time, and accurately

to

silent letter, and the diphthong, Jan-

us-iaceu.

vain tlie weird and mystic spells upon that girl
we cast.
The cabalistic letters dropped from her lips so fast;
Vain, likewise, lor a long time, was the effort to supIn

press

Ephe’s “airy tongue that syllabled” tough words
with such

success.

The audience was excited, “Stick to him, Sis,” some
cried.
And “(io it, Epbe,” bis partisans defiantly replied;
But Ephraim was the hero of a hundred spelling-

sthools,
tne whole,

And,

on

his

the pools.

prestige made him favorite

in

laying for Ephraim; he

fact, though, they
got
The word, at last, that dropped him as it he had been
shot;
The word that choked the Welchman when mortar
In

were

from

a

trowel

Contused his tongue.
vowel.

Babel!.

A

word without

a

ashen hue crept o’er his face when Ephraim
heard her spell
“D-m d-r-k-gg m-c-k-11.”
“Spell-bound upon a ragged edge of consonant!*
gapped Epbe.
They buried him with hia spelling-book, and a feeling of relief.

An

Translated for the Press from the French of Erck

mann-Chatrian.]

Tlie Brigadier Frederic.
The Story of

n

Frenchman Ilnnted by the
tiermnnii.

CHAPTER XII.

Tlie path of the exile Is long, George, and
the first steps we take on the road are very
heavy. He who said that we cannot carry our
country in the soles of our shoes knew human
suffering. And when you leave behind you

child; when you think you hear still as
grandmother saying to you, adieu;
when from the top of the mountain which
your

you go

sheltered you from the wind and covered you
with its shadow, to the last turn in the path
before the descent, you turn and look at the
valley and the little house and orchard, think
ing you will never see it again, it seems then(
George, as if the earth held you, as if the
trees stretched out theii arms to you, as if
the child cries in the distance, and grandmother is calling you back in the name of
God! Tes, I felt all that on the Berlingen
mountain, and I tremble still. -To think that
such worms as we dare to

impose such

suffer-

their fellows! May the Almighty God
ings
have pity on them. The hour of justice will
come!
I went down the mountain with bowed
head and the dear country faded slowly in
the distance. Ob! what I suffered, what
forgotten thoughts came back! The woods,
on

iVin fi

I.
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out of sight.

I drew near Schoenbourg aud began to
descend the second slope, absorbed in my
dreams and despair, when suddenly a man
not

fifty

steps from me, his gun in his belt,
came out of the forest and stood watching

sight of him withdrew me from
thoughts and I looked up. It wa
Kepp, the old brigadier'whom the Prussians
had hired, andwho alone of us all had taken
me.

are

right

all

D-m-tf • r-k-KK-iu-c-k* 11.

nowned,

“You

now, but to-morrow at day break
you must be on your way.,’
After that the landlord was not afraid to

The Spelling Match.

His name

signatures

The

give me something to eat, and the auberge
being full of Prussian officers, he gave me a
place in the barn where I slept op a bundle
of straw. It was freezing cold outside, but
the barn was near the stable. It was wairn
there. I slept well, overcome with fatigue.
Sleep George, is the consolation of the unfor"
tunate.

goodness

of the

speak

If I were to

God, I should say he that he calls us every day for some hours near to Him to make
The next day a kind
us forget our miseries.
I started
of calm replaced my depression.
with a firm step hurrying across the plain in
order to reach Ratliau. The thought of Jean
returned to me. Perhaps he had followed the
What joy it
same rout, it was the shortest.
I should find some newsofhin on the way,
and send it to Mare Rose. What a comfort
in our misfortune. But we must not hope so
many others had climbed from Rotbeau to
Proveucheres, Frenchmen and Germans,
strangers to whom no one would have given
of

a

ou with a quick step I admited the beautiful forests of this mountain,
the iinense firs which bordered the route, and
which recalled to me those of Felsbury near
Saverne. The sight of these touched me.
It was like old comrads who go with you for
a few hours on yor journy before the last

goodbye.
The exercise,
ains. the

warm

bracing

the

air of tbe mount-

reception of these brave men,

hope of finding again my guard general,
M. d’Areuce, and above all, the wish to keep
up while my daughter and grandmother had
so much need of me, all inspirited me, and I
said to myself at each step, “Frederic, courage! All the French are not dead! Happy
days will, yet return, perhaps. Those who
despair are lost, the poor little birds that the
the

winter drives from their nests, and who go
far away to seek the grain and insects which
make their life, suffer also, but the spring-

brings

time

They ought

again.

them back

hill

to serve as an example to us. One
and you will be on the plateau. From' Pro
vencheres you will have only to descend.”
So climbing, clinging and encouraging myself, tired as I was, I reached Provencheres
at noon, and halted there. I drank a good
glass of wine at the auberge of Deux-Cles
and there I learned than M. d’Arence was at
Saint Die, as inspector of rivers and forests;
that he also had command of the national
guard in these last events. This news gave
I started again full of
me great pleasure.
hope, and in the evening having reached
Saiute Marguerite, in the heart of the valley,
I bad only to follow the national highway to
the city, where I arrived so fatigued that I
could hardly stand erect. I halted at the
first little inn on the street Faubourg Saint
Martin, and had the good luck to find a bed
there, where I slept still sounder than in the
more

barn at Shirmeck.

trumpet of the Prussians awakened
One of their regiments occupied
me early.
The colonel lodged with the bishthe city.
The

op, and the other officers and their soldiers
The
were quartered cn the inhabitants.
requisitions of fodder, straw, meat, flour,
wine, tobacco etc., followed in their train as
everywhere else. I took from my bundle a
clean shirt, and put on my uniform, for I re-

membered that M..d’Arence had always paid
to the appearance of his men.
Character does not change. One is at fifty
what one was at twenty. Then I went down

great attention

lodgings of the inspector of forests. A good old
woman, mother Ory, who kept the auberge,
into the bar room and

told

me

inquired

that he lived at

great bridge

at the

left,

for the

the corner of the
on arriving at the

station.
The weather was clear and cold. The principal street which leads from the station to
the cathedral was white with snow as well as
There
the mountains around the valley.
were a few German soldiers in their long dirtcolored cloaks and flat caps moving away in
the distance. Before the mayor’s house were
a cart load of provisions and two or three servants
filling their buckets at the pretty
little fountain of Meurthe. No one else was
Near the inspector’s door I stopped for
I was going up

the Prussian oath.
“Ha!” said he much surprised, “is that
you, Father Frederic?”
“Yes,” I answered, “it is I,”
“But where are you going so early this
morning, your bundle on your shoulder?”
“I go where God wills. The Germans

tall, handsome man, wearing the
pantaloons of an hussar, an embroidered
coat, a green cap with silver lace, tipped a
little on one side, came down the stairs. It
was M. d’Arence, always erect, with brown
whiskers, and complexion as fresh as at thirty years. I lecognized him at once. Save
his gray hairs, he had not changed. But he
did not recognize me at first, and only when
I recalled to him his old guard Frederic, he
cried,

going

to earn my

living

elsewhere.”
He turned pale. I stopped a moment to
breathe.
“How!” said he, “they banish you at your
age I you,

au

honest man

forester, a good chief, an
who never wronged any one!”
old

“Yes, they will not have me in the country. They give me twenty-four hours to
quit old Abacs, and I am on my way.”
“Aud Marie Rose—and grandmother?”
“They are at Graufthal, at the house of
Ykcl, and mother is dying. Other people
must bury her!”
Kepp, his head bowed and his eyes on the
ground, raised his hand murmuring, “What
misery! What misfortune!”
I did not reply, but wiped my face covered
with perspiration. A moment after, without looking at me, he said, giving a little
cough,
“Ah, if I had been alone with my wife!
But I have six children.

I am

their father.

leave them to die of hunger.
You have saved something. I, I had not a
single cent.”
Then, seeing this man in office, for he w'as
a German brigadier forester, seeing this man
excusing himself before an unfortunate exile
I said,
as I, I knew not what to answer.
“God secs—each has his own burden. Well,
well. Au revoir.” He would have been
glad to shake hands with me, bat I turned
I must

not

continuing my journey, thinking,
“This man, Frederic, is more unfortunate,

away

His chais still more miserable than you.
grin is terrible, he has sold his conscience to
the Prussians for a morsel of black bread! you
at least,you can look all the world in the face;
you cm say In spite of your misery, I am an
honest man! and he did not dare to look at
his old comrade. He blushed and dropped
his eyes! They have taken advantage of him
because he had six children.”
Thinking
thus, I took a little courage. I had done

right
place

spite

of

and in

everything,
Hepp’s
1 should have hung myself doubtless
somewhere in the woods. What will you?
we are content to have chosen the better part
when we had only the choice of greater misin

ery.
1 must tell you that in all the villages, aud
the smallest hamlets where I
even in all
passed the poor people seeing me en route at
my age with my bundle on my shoulder received me kindly. They understood that I
was one whom the Germaus had banished beThe women at the
cause I loved France.
doors with their infants in their arms, said
with feeling “May God take care of you.”
In the little inns where I baited from time
to time to rest, at Lutzeibourg, Gabo, Viche,
they were not willing to receive any pay. As
soon as I said, ‘T am an old brigadier forester. The Germaus have banished me because
I would not serve in their ranks.” I had the

respect of every one. Naturally 1 did not accept their kind offers. I paid, for in these
times of forced levies no one had anything
to spare.

AH this country was loyal to the Republic,
and the farther I advanced towards the High
Vosges the more they talked Gambetta, of
Chanzy and Faidherbe; but the requistions
were larger and fbe villages infested •with
laniluiher. At Scbirneck where I arrived the
same day towards eight o’clock in the evening I saw on entering the aubetge a feldevebel, a preceptor and a commissary who
drank and smoked surrounded by a number
of their men sitting at the table with them.
They all fumed their heads, and began to inspect me rs I asked for a night’s lodging. The
commissary ordered me to show my papeis.

they would impose more levies.
Beware of such great imprudence.”
Then knowing that she was right, I lost at
I scarcely had
a single blow all my joy.

wh.en

a

You my poor Frederic!

“How is this?

Really,
“No, I

we are do

lot and

courage to write to Marie Rose that I had
arrived in good health and received some little assistance from my old guard general. It

much, and I was afraid that a
point or a comma even would be a sufficient
pretext to those scoundrels to intercept the
seemed too

letter and to drive me still farther away.
Ah! what misfortune not to be able to send
a word of hope and of consolation to those
whom we love, in moments of so cruel anxiety ! What a barbarity to make it a crime for

cheering words to his
child who is watching by a dying mother!
(To be continued.)

the father to write

REAL ESTATE.
Estate

0. Patterson’s Real
BULLETIN.

F.

Money to Loan.
class Real Estate Seeuiity, in Portland,
vicinity—Rents collecled, taxes paid, &c., on
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON. Dealer In Rea] Estate. Office 3711)
Congress St., Williams’ Block, between Myrtle and
Pearl Sts,oca lil

ON

lirst

An

Elegant Suburban Residence
for Sale.

House has 11
from Hor8e and Steam Cara.
rooms,
room,with all modern improvements,Bathingfurnace.
warmed
house
by
hot and cold water, gas,
First class stable with cemented cellar, 7 acres of
land, a portion suitable for early gardening, and a
choice variety of fruit, apples, pears, plums, cheiries.
The buildings
grapes, aspberries and cranberries.
on this property cost $7500,and could not be replaced
a bargain as
sold
at
bo
for that sum to-day. Will
the owner is to leave the State. Apply to F. G.
in
Real
Estate, Williams’
PATTERSON, Dealer
Block, second east of City Hall.ap29d3w

for

Naples. Maine,

House

young, and

not

was

these

last

up,” baid he, “we

“Let us go
more at our ease.”

same.

and entered a

And

large,

we

can

talk

weut up stairs,

library. The blinds
office a good fire was

dark

closed, but in his
burning in the grate.
Having asked me to be seated
for a long time of the country. I
were

we

talked

told him

of all our miseries since the arrival of the
Germans. He listened to me with comhis elbow resting on the edge of

pressed lips,

the secretary, and said to me, “Yes, it is terrible ! So many honest men sacrificed to the
of-a few miserable men I We ex-

egotism
piate cruelly

our faults, but the Germans will
have their turn. But while waiting, that is
not the question. You must need money.
You are doubtless at the end of your resources.”
I told him the truth; that I roust leave
something for the family, and that I wanted
work. Then he quietly opened a draw and
said that I had a right as the other brigadiers
of Alsace to my last quarter, that he would
advance it to me, and I could pay him back.
I have no need to picture to you my satisfaction in receiving some pieces of a hundred sous in a moment of such pressing need.

It touched me so much

that tears came into

my eyes and I knew not how to thank him.
my face what 1 thought,
and as I endeavored to thank him, said, “All
right; that’s all right, Frederic. Do not speak

He

saw

quickly in

servant

of it. You arc a brave man, a good
of the state; I am glad to render you
vice.”
But what gave
all else beside, just

a ser-

greater pleasure than
as I was rising to go he
of the guards of our injoined the army of the
me

inquired if many
spection had not
Vosges. In a moment tue iuea oi jtau
I thought that perhaps he had
came lo me.
In spite of that I mensome news of him.
tioned at first tall Kerr and Donadieu, and
then the last one, Jean Merlin, who had
doubtless followed the same route as I by
Sehirmeck and Rothau.

“A tall, compact fellow with hrown moustaches, an old house guard, is he not?’’ he
asked.

Hotel situated at

of the finest

one

summer

on

bathing,

direct line of Lake Sebago Steamers and daily stage
to Portland. Is offered for sale iu season for the
summer travel.
Large two story house, good cellar,
water, &c- Shade trees in abundance. Large stables.
An excellent opening for a livery and sale stable,
there being none in the villiage. Price $3500. Terms
and Gage,
easy. Refers to J. P. Baxter, Esq.. Strout
Cbas. F. Libby, Esq., County Attorney, Wm. Allen,
Jr., and many other well known citizens of Portland.
A ply to F. G. PATTERSON. Healer in Real Estate,
Portland, Me., or to N. A. CHURCH, Naples.

ap29___
tor

CONSISTING
trees—small

Sale at Cumberland
Centre.
of good two Btory house, eight

forty acres of land, orchard of
wood lot, soil clay and sandy loam.
200
within c ne mile of Depot,
is
Bitnated
This property
and five minutes walk of clinrch, post office, and
Price
easy. Apply
Institute.
$3*00—terms
Greelv
to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, PortmyGdtf
land.
rooms, and

some

A House for $3500!
NEARLY new 1} story house, in the western
part of the city, eight rooms, gas and sebago,
cemented cellar, sink and water closet connected
with sewer, new furnace; gas fixtures and furnace
Sunny location and convenient
go with the house.
to horse cars. A pply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer
in Real Estate, Williams Block, second building east
of city Hall.ap8dtf

A

For Sale.
house No. 8 Dow

two

This

streot.

story
THE
property is pleasantly situated having the
Cemented Cellar, good Sewerage, Sebago;
all
sun

day.
also good

well Water. Lot large enough for another
honBe. A large portion of the purchase money can
remain on a mortgage. Apply at the house on the
afternoon of any business day.

Portland, April 6,1875.ap7dtf

Real Estate for Sale in Deering.
NEW two story house, situated at Woodford’s
Corner, arranged lor two tamilles, with stable,
hennery and garden, 4 aero of land. Terms easy.
For further particulars aptly to F. G. PATTERSON,
Dealer in Real Estate, Williams’ Block, second
building east of City Hall.ap27d2w

A

House for Sale.
2J story house In the Western part of the city,
nearly new,12 rooms,arranged for two families,

A

Sebago and water closets, on both floors, cemented
cellar, house warmed by furnace. Price $4800.
House rents for $512, per annum. Terms $500 cash,
balance on time. Apply to F. G. PaTTERSON,
Dealer in Real Estate, Williams Block, second buildap7dtf
ing east of City Hall.

Small Houses for Sale.
«n Munjoy Hill in a good neighborhood, just completed, 11 story house, 7 rooms,
lot 36x100 for $2,000. Terms $900 cash, balance on

SITUATED

mortgage at 6 per cent. 11 story house, 7 rooms,
xerius ipouu casu, Uiuttiac
lot 4JX8U, price
H story house, 9 roomp, lot 37x105 for
6 per cent.
$2,000. Apply to F. 'G. PATTERSON,dealer in Real
Estate, Williams Block, second building east City
Hall.
™

and the directions necessary to reach Tours.
If you are anxious about him, rest assured,
he has joined the army. He is at his post.”
We reached the bottom of the stairs. At
the door M. d’Arence shook hands with me,
then left, crossing the bridge, and I went up
toward the station, happier than I can tell
you.

I

saw

beforehand the joy of Marie Rose.

grandmother thank God on
to me
hearing Ure good news. It seemed
that our greatest miseries were past, that the
sun shone
for us across the thick
I heard the poor

clouds.

again
along

I went

full of

glad thoughts

and as I entered into the bar room of the

said,
something pleasant has

Lion d’Or, Mother Ory, looking at

me.

“Ah, my good man,
happened to you.”
“Yes,” I answered, laughing, “I am not
the same man that I was yesterday evening,”
and I told her what had happened. She
smiled, hut when I asked for some paper in
order (o write all the news to Grauflhal, she
said, clapping her hands,

Lands

Farm

Cheap

IN

—

SUITABLE

ONLY 9 HOURS FROM ST. LOUIS,

$4 TO $15 PER ACRE.
SUMNER CUMMINGS,

LAND

it,

SHERMAN.

NEARLY BLIND.
R. Stevens: Dear Sir-In expressing my
thanks to you for benefits derived from the use of
Vegetine, and to benefit others. I will state:
When eight or nine years old I was afflicted with
Scrofula, which made it3 appearance in my eyes, face
and heacl. and I was very near blind for two years.
All kinds of operations weie performed on my eyes,
and all to no good result. Finally the disease principally settled in my body, limbs and feet, and at times
in an aggravated way.
Last sum ner 1 was, from some cause, weak in my
spine and kidneys, and it was at times very hard to
retain tbe urine. Seeing your advertisement in the
Commercial, I bought a bottle of VEGETINE, and
commenced using according to directions. In two or
three days I obtained great relief. After using four
or five bottles I noticed it bad a wonderful effect on
I
the rough, scaly blotches on my body and legs.
still used Vegetine and the humorous sores one afall
and
were
until
gone,
ter another disappeared
they
I attribute the cure of the two diseases to Vegetine
and nothing else.
If I am ever affected with anything Jof the kind
again 1 shall try Vegetine as the only reliable remedy. Once more accept my thanks, and believe me
AUSTIN PARROTT,
to be. Very respectfully,
No. 35 Gano St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Dec. 1 1872.
—
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A GREAT OFFER! S25SSS
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the best unde, The touch clastic, and a
flue singing lone, powerful, pure and even.

are

WATERS’ Concerto ORCAKS,

or

DISTILLERY FOR

~~

of any desired
Magazines and
tern or order.

lay but write at once to

_F.M.REED.StiiST..NEWvQBS
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5rt0 Agents Wanted for Genuine Edition

LTFK AND LABORS OF

LI VI Xti ST ON K.

CHAMBLISS, who from his personal urritinas (including ihe‘ Last Journals,” unExecutor’* Sale of Beni & Personal Estate.
bit
Grand
folds
vividly
Achievement*, also the
HEREBY offer at private sale the homestead of
curiosities, Wonder* and Wealth of that marCharles Moxcev, late of Yarmouth,deceased, convelous
country, ■>ruit*, Mineral** Reptile*,
sisting of about two acres of land on the westerly side
M>5 pages, 100 rare
ItenwiM, Savage*. &c
of Pleasant St., in Yarmouth, lower village, with
Ill's. Only $3.00. Rich in Interest, Low
Also
tbereon.
and
bam
outbuildings
house, shops,
in Price. Outsells everything. 3000 first 3 weeks.
i
1-16 of Sch. Casco Bodge: 3-16 of S h. B. W. Pierce,
Address. HUBBARD BROS., Publishers, .'3
If not previously
and 1-16 of Sloop M.D. Sawyer.
j Washington Street, Boston.
api29d4wt
sold I shall offer said property for Bale at public auction. on the above named premises, on Tuesday, J one
FOR
1st, 1675, at 10 o’clock A. M. PEREZ B. LORING,
Executor of the Will of Charles Moxcey.
Yarmouth, April 20, 1875._apr20*lm
Rev. J. E.

I

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

PUT UP ONLY IN RI.ITS BOXES.
A TRIED AND MURE REMEDY.
Sold by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Mass.
<Hw‘
ap29

Works known as the Portland Machine
Works are offered for sale. This property ocCom
an acre of land on tide water on
about
cupies
large
mercial St., in Portland, and comprises a Bol
er
Machine Shop, Foundry aDd Pattern Shop.
Is a fu.l compleShop aud Blacksmith Shop. There
ment of fowls for heavy work arid general Machinery
and a large assoriment of palterps.
The concern having been long established bqss
m
large aud constantly increasing list of customers on
New England, and Canada, and is now running
lavoiable
opportunity
lull lime on orders. A more
for investment Is seldom offered. For farther particulars apply to the proprietor at the Works.
W. H. FESSENDEN, Proprietor.
dtf
ial2

Free! Free!! Free!!!
THE PIONEER.
A handsome illustrated newspaper containing information for everybody. Tells how and where to
secure a home cheap. Sent free to all parts
OF THE WORLD.
It contains the new Homestead and Timber
Laws, with other interesting matter found only in

For Sale!

this paper.

Send for it at once!
It will only cost yon a Postal Cabd.
New number for April just out.
O. F. DAVIS,
Address,
Laud Commissioner P. P. It. B
apr29d4wtOmaha, Neb.

mHE subscribers wishing to relinquish the Baking
X business, ofler for sale tliclr entire business consisting of their two story Brick Building on Union
Street, wilh all the Tools, Machines, Horses, Carts.
Steam Engine, etc., in fact everything usually lound
is located
In a first class bakery. The above property
In the business part of the city,and is a very desirable
to
access
location lor business on account of its easy
all the Railroads and Boats from all directions. Any
find
will
in (he business
person wishing to engage
this a rare opportunity, as the business is well established. A duress or apply to,

JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.
the Steamship
further notice
P. S.—Until
“CHASE” will leave Portland for Halifax on Tues-

days at.

_oct28dtf

4 p.m.

"MAIN E-

earthly

dering

TIIE

STOCK

SPECULATIONS.

Conducted by us in every foim, on Commission only.
Puts and Calls, on best houses and lowest rates. Cost,
$100 to $200, and often pay $301)0 PROFIT.
Pamphlet, explaining how Wall Street speculations
Send ior a copy.
are conducted, sent free.

j
apr29dlwt

l* Wall (Street, N. Y.

GEO.

L. BAILEY.

The Cordial Balm of

Syri-

CO

and

cum

Lothrop’s

NEW

TO

Steamers

YORK.

Eleanora, Franconia
and Chesapeake

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland every MONDAY, THURSDAY and SATURDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 Fast River,
New York, every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, Just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with tine accommodations for passengers, making this
the most convenient and comfortable route for travellers between New York and Maine. These steamers
will touch at Vineyard Haveu during the summer
months on their passage i.o and fiom New York.
Passage in State Room- $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
IrtSf-Freight taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, K. R.. New York.
Tickets and State rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.

CYRUS GREENE.
dtt

EnulnAH.

days.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac,
Amherst,'Pictou, Erederickton.
{^“Freight received on days of sailing unt»l 4
o’clock, p.m.
A. R.

SAVE THE ADVANCE ON ICE

man.

In all Styles, Grades and Sim.
Largest and Best Assortment in the State,
combining all the latest Improvements, called
The

THE PEERLESS.

to the
AND

hg.
Salesroom 333 Fore St,, J. F. ME RICH. E.
Manufactory, Rear of No. 10 Cro** St.
PORTE AND, MAINE.

may26dtf

HAVE YOU TIMED

quires

more

.

—

AND

exertion reany
feel capable of

try JVRiBKBA, the wonderful tonic
on the
and iuvigorator, which acts so
secretive crgans as to impart vigor to all the vital
forces.
It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
sjiort time, on'*y to let the snfferer fall to a low.i
depth of misery, but it is a vegetable tonic acting directly on the liver and spleen.
It regulate* the BSoweln, quiets the nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system ae
to soon make the invalid feel like a new person.
It* operation i* not violent, but is characterized by great gentleness; the patient experiences
no sudden change, uo marked results, but gradually
bis troubles
“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,
And silently steal
'J'hi* i* no new ami untried discovery, but has
been long used with wonderful remedial results, and
is pronounced by the highest medical authorities,
“the most powsiful tonic and alterative knowu”.
Ask your druggist for it.
For sale by GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.,Boston. Mass.

beneficially

away.’’

ap12Mw

\ invested in Wall street
-|
^
m
"• often leads to fortune
A 72 page book explaining everything, an l copy of
Street
Review
Wall
the
EIUBB
JOHN HlfKLINCt
OXill 1 rXtijEi. At CO.. Bankers and
Brokers, 73 R HO AD WA V NEW YORK.

Providence
WED-

every

'LvwJw

from the Judge of ProCounty, I shall sell at
(if
public
previously sold at private Bile), on
FRIDA Y, the 21st day of May, 1875, at two o'clock
P. M., at the dwelling house on the premises, the
homestead farm of Silas A. Coffin, late of Freeport in
said county, deceased, described as follows, to wit:
68 acres, more or less, with the buildings thereon, lying on the northwest side of the Marsh road, so
called, leading from Yarmouth to Freeport Corner,
and the same that Thomas Winslow, Marianne Coffin and Annul Winslow, conveyed to said Coffin by
their deeds dated Aug. 2, 1861, Nov. 28th, 1861. ami
Feb. 5, 1866 respectively. The same will be sold subject to a mortgage to Horace B. Soule, to secure the
payment ot a note of $40u, dated Feb. 7, 1868.
Also 23 acres particularly described in tbo deed ol
Colby Welch to said Coffin, dated Oct. 17th. 1853. Also 27 acres, more or less, lyiutr on the northwest side
a

license

of the old road from Yarmouth to Freeport, ami the
same that Cushing Mitchell conveyed to said Coffin
Both of the last deby deed dated April 2, 1860.
scribed pieces will be sold subject to a mortgage to
A. H. Burbank, to secure the payment of a note of
$858, dated Oct. 25, 1873.
Also an acre of salt marsh lying on the cast branch
of Cousins* river, the same conveyed to said Coffin by
Beza Blanchard, by deed dated Aug. 20, 1847.
Said farm nossesses superior advantages for hay
Situated near the sea-shore, dressing In
raising.
abundance can be had with little or no expense save
Wood enongh to maintain the fire.
the hauling.
Hnu&e and barn nearly
Land of the best quatity.

CHARLES HUMPHREY', Adm’r.
Yarmouth, April 20, 1875.
apr21deod&w4w

new.

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.
To Merchant* ami

Shipmasters.

hereby notified that on ar.d after 1he first
day ot September, 1874. the new regulation
prescribed by the Government of the Republic erf
Spam in regard to Consaiai tees will take eflect.
The fees for clearance of vessels are as follows:
are

rOU

Cargo*
§15.00
of Health. 4.00—§19.0
For VmM'lii without Cargo:
Certifying Manifest.§7.00
Bill of Health.
4.00—§11.0
THOMAS LOZANO,
e2dtf
Spanish Consul
For Vessel* with

Certifying Manifest.
Bill

MESSENGER KNOX.
further notice, Messenger Knox will

stand

UNTIL

at the stable of Lewis J. Brackett, South
Windbam, Maine. Terms fifty dollars for the season,
cadi or note at time of service. Messenger Kn»*x
Sire
is ei ht years old, stands 16.3, weighs 1100 lbs.
Genaral Knox, dam Lady Grev by James Jack’s
Prince, by Lowell Horse by Quimby. Messenger by
Winthrop Messenger; second dam Fanny by barren’s Eclipse.by Young Eclipse,by American Eclipse;

by Young Eclipse, by

third dam Annie

Eclipse.

American

In the Gr ml Stallion race at Oakland Park, 1874.
Messenger Knox won the Gold Medal in si might
beats, 2.32, 2 334, 2.32f. The best straight beats recorded by aDy Stallion in Maine.
G. & L. P. WARREN,

Invested in Stock Privileges in Wall St,
leads to many ihouMaad* of dollar* profit*.
Comprehensive explanatory circulars, containing
detailed statements and quotation prices of all stocks
dealt in at the

Yew York Stock

Body

_deodly

ma26

APERHANGING

WILSON & FENIMORE,
manufacturers,

BAKING PAN

Wcd’s’y & Sat’d’y

B. NAHPSON, Agent.
TO Long Wharf, Boston.

JSTEAMEES.
ARRANGEMENT.

Price $2.r0. Large size, $5.00. Each package
the Cordial Balm contains one box of the Tonic Pills,
wuicli may a'so bo bad separately at 50 cents per box.

rich and

the weight;

I

have used the

throp’s Tonic

Pills

as a

preventive

and

cure

for the

niA

In hA without. t.hP.Ttl.

JACOB MESERVE.
Tipton. Doc.3, 1874.
We take great pleasure in informing you of the
surprisingly beneficial results from the use ot your
English Remedy, The Cordial Balm of Syricum and
Lothrop’s Tonic Pills in a case of great Nervous Debility and Prostration, by a member of our family
who nad been uuder treatment by different doctors
for nearly three ) ^ars past without any apparent ben-

efit therefrom ; but your medicines have produced
most wonderful change for the better, and the patient now enjoys comparatively excellent health.
MRS. HARRIET STURGISS.
P. s.— We tell ail with whom we are acquainted
who are similarly afflicted to try your medicines.

a

WHOLESALE

DEWITT

__

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
and INDIA
Daily, at 7 o’clock P. HI
WHARF, BOSTON, daily at 7 P. HI
(Sunday* excepted).

FAKE

$1.00.

that they secomfoi table night’s rest and avoid the exin
Boston late
of
and
inconvenience
arriving
pense
at night.
York
the
to
New
via
varioup
Tickets
Through
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
as
usual.
taken
Freight
octlS74
J. B. CO YI.E, J IS..General Agent,.

Passengers by this Line are reminded

cure a

Norfolk, Baltimore

&

Washington

c,vi

<»«

iv.’im

roar 13-dt

For Sale.
Trustees
Pine Street M.E. Chnrch
sale the church building
THE
standing
of
to be removed
first

offer for
thier

of

on

now

lot,

day

May,
1st,). Also organ, car,»ets, settees, cirnirs, furnace,
stove, dost!s, etc. Parties desiring any of the above
named property can get particulars by enquiring ot
CHAUNCEY BARRETT.) Committee
for
N. S. FERNALP,
!
A. J. PETPENGtLL.
) Trustees.
on or

before the

mar29____dtf
Notice.
undersigned respectfully informs Ibe Public
that lie lias opened an office for the sale or I rans-

THE
fer ot Real

Estate, and all kinds of merchandise. I
have on hard now several lots and houses for sale in
the most desirable location. I have also the finest
Parties in
and for building or plastering purposes.
need of the same will please call on

a

week.

Boyd Block,

Fir*t Claw* Stcainnhip
WM.<3BA N E
GEORGE APPOLD.
RomIou direct every
TUESDAY
and SATURDAY.

From

WM.

AND

—

KENNEDY.
BLACRSTONK.
and McClellan.

Providence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Noriolk to Wa-bingtou and
Alexandria by btvamer Lady of the Lake.
and
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg
to all places in
Richmond, and Ya. and Term. R. ILWashington
St..
24U
W. M. Chirk, Agent,
the

From

rALCOTT BROTHERS, Hartford, Conn.

Fob* Sale by Druggists generally

South,

ami South Can lina,
BTo°a!i points nr North
Railroad and Atlautii

Everywhere.

I.lne
Roanoke
boanl
Boston.
i: H K.-ilb Agent, 222 Washington street,
Baltimore*
Ohio
the West by
R. R., C. A. t'bipley, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,
1
Through bills ot lading given by the above named

anil

bo consulted professionally
Address

G- EDGAR LOTHROP, M. D.,

<i[*

Coajt

.1mlronli polnt.il.

Afnlssage

$t5.00. Excursion Tickets#25.
For freight or passage to NorlolK, Baltimore, WashInformation apt ly to
oilier
or
ington,
*
K. SAMPSON, Agent.
53 Central

143 Court Sirwt,

Job

Wharf, Boston,

E. II. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence, R. I

no2dtt

a,y

by Sea-

Prill! eg of every docriplion
this Otlice.
a

ly executed

*

n

a!,

Cor.

aprl3

Middle and Erehange.
dCmlwto

pIuier

JOHNS BOPK TNS.
\VM. LAWRENCE.

—

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portland, Me.

marts

CINE

im

mm

public.

Leaving

LEY, WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, Mass.
GEORGE L CLAFLIN & CO., Providence, R. I.

MASS,

111 ui-viaut’

h. 1 ON(bi

MAN BROTHERS, CARTER, HARRIS & HAW-

BOSTON,

HOUSE,

ranged especially with a view to the wants
of the commercial and pleasure seeking

FOREST CITY AND JOHN BROOKS,
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:

STEAMSHIP

& BIRD, SMITH. DOOLITTLE & SMITH, GIL-

t|pJLV/»

Prices—

LKWISTOK, ME.,
Corner Pine and Park Streets,
II. H. WING, Proprietor.

AGENTS:

GEORGE C. GOODWIN & CO., RUST BROIHERS

Dr. Lothrop may
mail free of charge,

month.

oc25lj_

k

of ardent spirits and habitual Intoxication, and
1 regard
find them actually specific in such cases.
them as most iuvaluable medicines, and nothing

a

while being the best makes of copperas for dyeing are also the best didnfectants known, better than
Cblo. Lime, cheaper and odorless. Use in solution.

TESTIMONIALS.

FREW8BUBGH, Nov. 12, 1874.
Cordial Balm aud Syrlcum and Lo-

cost in

COPPERAS.
Pillar Copperas Co.Verniont Copperas Co.
Sold by all dyestuff dealers throughout theU. S. and
in lots to suit by
IlOWE A GOODWIN, Gen’l Agent*,
Importers and dealers in Indigo, Cochineal, Dyewoo<b% Chemicals and dyes ufts generally, 11, 12, 13
N. Ii.—The
India St., and 52 Central St., Bouton.

a

use

saves

8 in. by 12 in., bakes 8 lbs., §2; 10x14 bakes 12 lbs
§2 50; 10x!6 bakes 16 lbs.. §2.75; 11x16 bakes 20 lbs.,
§3 23; 12x16 bakes 25 lbs., §3.50. Sent express paid,
on receipt ot the cost, to any town east of the Missis; full directions accompanying. Agents wanted
sippi
and State and Couuty rights lor sale. Send for a
J. A. LOCKE.
circular.
32 Cortland St.. New York.
aprlG<18w*

above

/t

Dementia aud Melancholia.

tough
Poultry tender,
flavoiy; makes splendid bread, in-

even

creases

The Superior Sea doing Steamers

Removing Morbid Sensibility, Depression of Spirits,

MOBAN’8
Received the Diploma of the American InstiMeat and
tute. Makes
juicy,

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,and Soutn
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE TEE DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to

SUMMER

PA.

Samples FurnishecL
'2awF«&M3m

feb26

Wharfage.

jn23-ly

—

Exchange,

mailed free to those desii ing to speculate. Address
ALEX. FUOTH1NGHAM
CO.,
bankers and Brokers.
Opp. N. Y. Stock Exchange. 12 Wall St. N. Y

PHILADELPHIA,

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
insurance one half the rate of

Debilitated!

ho (.languid that
of an effort than you

d4wf

For Reed Organs. For Piano. For Violin. Usoful cheap, Instructive Books with Exercises and
attractive Airs for practice.
Sold by all the principal music dealers. Sent postpaid for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y
numerous

—

Four time*

Then

apt 23

Clarke’s Dollar Instructors

BOSTON

YOU

making?

Strata**’ Diiuue ItluMic. Violin and
Finno.
$1.00
Winner’* Party Dnuce*. Violin and
Piano.
.75
Winner** Violin^nud Ftnte Datl*.
1.00

Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO„ Oen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware A venue Philadelphia.
anil ly

Leave eaeli port every

to the Mind

Vigor

r»ntihl iniliiAH

unsurpassed
Simplicity, Fane of Mannuemenl, Durability, Dryne** and Puritv
of Air and ECONOMY of ICE.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers’ Prices.
Cheaper than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a better article by buying of manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact *>efore buy-

or

Philadelphia

to ana
direct communication
mm Portland and all other points in Maine, with
to
rates
are
and
Through
given
beyond.
Philadelphia
Philadelphia and all points reached oy the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R’s., and to a
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission for forwarding.
Full im formation given by D. D. C. MINK
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE,

BOSTON

in

yon

Organ Companion.

A valuable, useinl and brilliant collection of Exercises, Airs, Songs and Pieces tor Reed Organs. Price
$2.00.

AND

Iron Line of Steamers

They impart.

Refrigerators

Weak, Nervous,

2 50

PHILADELPHIA.

Every placed before the people, and are warranted
o be the most Powerful Alterative ever originated by

RECENT

Are

STUBBS, Agent

Steamship Line.

Medicine

Blood

Strength

Plans and specifications can be seen
plumbing,
at the jewelry store of H. H. McDuflee, corner of
The right is
Union and Middle Sreets, Portland
reserved to rejtct any or all bids.
GEO. L. LITTLE.
Portland. Mav fi. 1875.
mv7dlw*

ARB

Clarke’s Eeed

WEEK !

On ami after MONDAY, March
29, the Steamer New Brunswick,
Capt. D. S. Hall, and the Steamer
City of Portland, Cant. S. H.Pike,
will leave Railroad Wharl foot oi
State St., every Monday ami Thursday at 6.00 p. in.,
for Eastport ami St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

mar24dtf

§1.30

Clarke’* Or gnu Voluntaries.
Batiste’* Organ Voluntaries.

ARRANGEMENT S.

TBSPS~PER

TWO

E.

JURUBEBA

NalionalHpn&Tufle lol

flnlnia nn«l St. John. Dinbv
Windsor nu«l Halifax.

&J?T11NG-

eic.

It is

JUST PUBLISHED.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Running between

SEALED

Dry

Hampden.

ami

Returning will leave Bangor every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday mornings at 6 o’clock, touching at the above named landings, arriving in Portland at 5 o’clock P. M.
Steamer “City of Richmond” connects with stages
at Rockland, and oilier landings, for neightiormg
towns. Connect* at Roeklaud with the Knox and
Lincoln R. IL, at Belfast with B. & M. K. It., Bangor with E. <& N. A. and other Railroads.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Ag’t.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State St., Portland.
dif
Portland, April 17th, 1875.

PHILADELPHIA

Contractors and Builders—Proposals.
proposals will be received for matcilal
and the erection of a dwelling house at KenneYork
Co., Maine, near Boston «£ Maine Railbunk,
road, until the 20th,. Proposals will be received tor
the whole or different parts of the work; stone mason, carpenter and joiner, plastering, painting and

Air

The fast Steamer, CIT1’ OP itiniTio.flD.
C’npl. €. Kilby, leaves Railroad Wharf every
Romlny, Wednesday and Friday Kvrning**, ni In o'clock.
Foi Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport

ocldtf_

very best

—

!

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

bate for Cumberland
1>URSUANT
sale
not

NESDAY and SATURDAY gives

Medicines unrivalled for their wonderful properties
and remarkable cures of all Nervous Complaints.
Their efficacy is equally great in the treatment and
cure of Cancers, Nodes, Ulcers, Pustules, Pimples,
Tetter, Fever Sores, Ringworm. Erysipelas, ScaldHead, Barbers’ Itch, Scurvy, Salt Rheum, Copper
Colored Blotches, Glandular Swelling, Worms aud
Black Spots iu the flesh, Discolorations, Ulcers in the
Throat, Mouth and Nose, Sore Legs, and sores of
every character, because these medicines are the

To

j

CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gcn’l Ag’t.
marL'Ot t
Portland, March 5,1*75.

tate.

TKI-WEEKLY LINE

Clyde’s

PROPOSALS.

j

Portland.

to

No

I have this day sold out to Messrs Perry & Foss,
who will coutihue the Produce Commission Business
at the old stand. No. 9 Moulton Street, Head Loug
Wharf. In retiring I hereby return my thanks to
the public for their patronage, and ask a continuance
of the same to my successors, whom I can cheerfully

I

Portland

my 5

STEAMSHIP

Portland, April 21,1875.

recommend.
apr22

ing

Administrator's Sale of Heal Es-

same

GREAT

ENGLISH BEMEDY

under the firm name of PERRY
purpose of carrying on the Produce
Commission Business at 9 Moulton Street, Head Long
EBEN N. PERRY,
Wharf, Portland, Me.
MAYHEW F. FOSS.

USE

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,

style ot Binding or Ruling. Music,
Periodicals of the day bound to pat-

dlwteod3w

FOR ALL.

x\. Sold by Agents. Address, G. S. WALKKK,
Erio, Pa.ap28t4w

iron

with an excess of
or limey sediment,
indicative of waste of brain anil nerve substance, frequent palpitations of the heart, loss of memory, and
marked irresolution of purpose, and inability to carry
into action any well-defined business enterprise, or
to fix the mind upon any one thing any length of
time
There is ereat sensitiveness to impressions,
though retained but a short time, with a flickeiing
and fluttering condition of the mental faculties, renan individual what is commonly called a wbiffle-minder, or tickle-minded man. There must of
necessity be in each individual different, symptoms,
according to his peculiar organization, habits, pursuits aud temperament, which alJ seive to shape the
manner of the manifestation of their nervous disturbances. constituting a difference as marked as are
their physical peculiarities dissimilar and peculiar to
themselves. These ditteiences, in the manner and
form of their manifestation, do not indicate any
necessary difference to be followed in tho treatment
of any case where disease has its origin in physical
injury; the same remedies being alike applicable to
the weak as to the strong; to the sturdy as to the
and durasickly, varied only in degree of
tion in the use of them in order to overcome the
disease. Nervous Debility, or what is generally
regarded as such, is as protean typed in its peculiarities as are the dreams of the shipwrecked mariner
who, in his struglies for safety, lies down exhausted
for a moment’s sleep upon the wreck upon which he
floats, with all the elements of destruction in mail
commotion around him, when the first instincts of
Ins nature are a longing for a something solid upon
which he may find a standing place.
In some cases of this disease tiiere are paroxysms
or exacubations, with extreme debility apparent in
everything; often conditionaof hectic in all its stages;
also all of the general symptoms enumerated, with a
local manifestation of it more frequently apparent in
the facial nerves, though it may be iu any other part
ot the body, such as the thorax, abdomen or limbs,
with pains of a shooting, lancinating character. For
this condition an explanation is found in the fact that,
as the vitality of a structure decreases by age, overexertion or too frequent excitement at improper
limes, its nervous sensibility increases; and it the
diminution is the result of irritation, as by disease or
local injury, there is a general decrease of vital
stamina or power; the least shock or irritation may
act as a secondary cause, the inherent or primary
cause being some one or all of those already mentioned, In causation, however, there are a great
many others on the list, such as scrofula, malaria,
blood and wasting diseases of all kinds, fevers, sexual
excesses and the many forms of pelvic ami all chronic
diseases, where there is great irritation; this, being
reflected to the spinal marrow, produces a depression
of that great nervous centre, from w hence a corresponding degree of nervous debility is distributed to
all parts of the system; a weakened condition follows, impeding, obstructing and paralyzing the
functional operations of every organ, muscular and
mental, necessary to carry on the essential duties,
business or pleasures of existence.
This condition ot the individual, distressing as it is,
may, with certainty, be cured by

THE
nersbip
FOSS for the

yonradiSninples free. P^ScndBon
t dodress on postal card.

FOR SALE.

urine,

Tonic Pills,

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day formed a copart

F0R AGENTS IN OUR

AGENTS WANTED.

Valuable Iron Works

characterized by a general languor or weakness of
the whole organism, especially of the nervous system,
obstructing and preventing the ordinary functions of
nature; hence, there is a disordered state of the secretions; constipation, scanty and high-colored
Is

The favorite Steamship “FALMOUTH” (built expressly fo it he
route) w. A. Colby Commander
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
I
State St., every SATURDAY at
5 30 p. in. for HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, hv Windsor,
Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou. and steamers
for Prince Edward Island; also at New Glasgow,
N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Breion, and
at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns, N. F.
fl^RETUliNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 8.30 p. m.
No freight received alter 10 a. m. on day of sailing.
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or

and

MANUFACTURE OF BLANK BOOKS

ap21

Daily to Agentt. 85 new articles and
the best Family Paper in America, with
AM. M’FG CO.. 300
$5.00 Cbromos, free.
ap28t4w
Broadway, N. Y.

By

Nervous Debility

connection* to Prince Edward Inland, 1'npe Breion and Nt. Jolinn, N. £r

Willi

the

NO. 35 PLUM STREET.

two

apr20dlm

feelings,

of

on

will leave Machiasporf every Monday
5 oVIoi lt, touching » al>ove. arrivsame night, usually connecting with
Pullman Train, ami early morning Trains lor Boston ami the West.
For further particulars inquire at Railroad Wharf,
1
m
jVIoruintf
in

tional, Social

DIRECT J
It is of the highest importance, then, that individuals should be able to judge for themselves by tlieir
own
if and to wbat extent they are attacked
by this insidious enemy to ill-healtb, comfort, and
even life itselt if left to run its course unchecked, by
the early and prompt application ot curative remedies.

BAILEY,

EDW. SMALL.

apr27_

of valuable land, title perfeet ami guaranteed.
The J. G. True <& Co. New England Rum Dlstilcry will be sold on moderate Terms. Including all the
rights and good will of this well established house.
HENRY T. CARTER,
Address:
or UPHAM & GARDINER, 73 Exchange St..
Portland, Me.

jn»r23dtf

I

ibearest anti
Send for our exPUBLISHING
apr!5t4w

Men or women. $34 a w eek.
Proof f urniBhed.BusiuesB pleasant and honorable with no riskA16 page circular and valuaWt

&

copartnership under

a

clilvi'port.
Returning

PORTLAND

Notice.

name

T ** H 11 •** •* A *

every

HVKIVIA'O, AT t n (tTh'lf « -I'or ljwhhm.l,
Castiuo, 1>, er Isle, Sedgwick, So. AV. and -' ir riartsirs, tMt. Desert,) Milibridge, Joucs|>oit and >la-

Now ready
Adapted lor Opening and Closing
Schools and Seminaries, for Cong»egaand Home Singing. 128 pages, 200
choice tunes. 340 hymns. Price but 40 cents. §3.3.10
per Hundred.

Halifax, Nova Scotia,

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,
Particular attention will be given to the

How made—n° capital required.
Address, Lohmax & Co., Laramie City, Wyoming.
t4w

A

nr

\

Exercises in

Binding Business

Book

JD X ten New Novelties Just out;
every house; sample and circulars free by
B. WHITE & CO., Newark, N. J.

A FORTUNE

City,

at
Pftiirt

for the purpose of carrying

apr27t4w

For sale. This diet illsry Is capable of producing from
5< the smallest) lo 40 (the largest number) barrels of
Rum per day. The building is of brick, has good boiland
ers, engine, pnmps, &c., &c., all in good repair
ready to put in operation immediately. There is a
bonded
waiebouse,
new brick and stone fire proof
with a capacity of about 12H0 barrels on the premises.
Tleoty of pure water of the best. quail'y for distilling,
from an artesian well in the Engine Room.
The Distillery la situated on the westerly portion of
Commercial Street, the principal business street of
the
contiguous to the Railroads, Steamboats and

to go

nllev.

undersigned have formed

SiflALL

Chang Chang sells at sight. Necessoap. Goods free. Chang Chang Mf’g
apr!614w

Jjl) iliUl’
needed in

“Portland Maine New England Rum”
DISTILLERY

lnno

the firm

apr174wt

We ofler the well-known FirBt Class

SJIABDON, SCAMMAN & CO.,

The

OU

dfe TifYlltJ I? V

SALE^

MAIL LINE TO

—

_apr!6t4w

H.

permitted

slrppl-

Copartnership

Boston._

mall.

Nervous Prostration.

COPARTNERSHIP.

Of any and every kind. Send stamp
for Catalogue. AadieBB Great Western Gun
and Plitol Works, PITTSBURGH, PA.

The house can be seen every Thursday
Friday from 3 lo 5 P. M.
For terms, etc., inquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real
Estate Broker. 205 Middle Street, or WM.H. MORSE,
jal5dtf
coiner of Pearl and Middle Sis.
sale.

shall be

onw

and pay a sum not less than five dollars
than ten dollars, to be recovered by complaint before the Municipal Court, one-half for the use of the
complainant and the other half to the city.
The above Ordinance will be strictly enforced.
GEO. \V. PARKER, City Marshal.
d6w
ap20

SHOT-GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS^. REVOLVERS,

for
and

CITY

CITY
CITY
CITY
CITY

JO HI IV «, DALE, Agent,
15 Broadwav, New York.
itl. H. EREAGJI, A»l. for IN. E. Stale*.
102 State St., Boston.
&pr5d3m

nor more

/in

— sw

each

etc.
instant communication with the stewards by elec
trie bells.
The steamers of t his Company adopt the Southerly
Route, thus lessening the danger from ice and logs.
Rates of Passage—.$*0 and $100, gold, according to
accommodation, all having equal saloon privileges.
Round Trip Tickets—$14"> and $175, gold.

aprlStfw

as

com-

dwelling

day

EVERY

AGENTS.
sary

State street

THE
containing abour.12000 teet of land, with
house in good repair, is offered
modious

dog

in

Ordinance.
City Marshal’s Office, 1
Portland, April 19,1875. I
Cow kept in the City shall at all times
wear a strap around the neck, of not less than
three inches in width, with the name of the owner
and place of residence legibly painted or printed
thereon, and for every cow found ruuning at large
without a strap, the owner of said cow shall torfeit

cannot be excelled in tone or benuty; they defy
competition* Tbe Concerto sttop is a line
Imitation of the tilIIillII11 Voice.
Agents
Wanted.
A liberal discouut to Teachers, minisspeters. Churches, Schools, f.odges e*c.
cial inducements to the trade. Illustrated

Mass.

apr!5_dtf
Valuable Keal Estate for Sale.

large, or

loose.
travelled
in
this
or
wav. or in any uninclosed
city,
public place
until the owner or keeper of such dog, or the head ot
the family, or the keeper of the bouse, store, shop,
office, or other place where such dog is kept or harbored, shall have paid to the City Marshal two dollars for a license for such dog to go at large.
2. The City Marshal shall grant a license to any
citizen for his or her dog to run at large on the payment of two dollars; which license stall expire on
the first day of May next after the same is given.
The above ordinances will be strictly enforced.
The City Marshal will be at his office on the third
day of May next from 9 to 12 and from 2 to 5 o’clock,
to grant licenses.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.
apr27-d6w

NO

Ac SONS,481 BROAVIVAV,NEW YORK,
u'ill dispone of lOO HANOS and ORWANS
of first claw, maker, including WAT HRS, at
EXTREMELY Lon PRICE* formal.'
■>I KI>i; TUI. MONTH, or pnrt cash,
and balance in omall monthly payment.

Co.,

Office, I
J
April 26, 1875.

City Marshal’s

T?T? 1?T? SAMPLE to Agents. JLadies ComX Xl/XiXi bination Needle Book, with Chromos.
Send stamp. F P. Gluck, New Bedford,

THE

premier.

Ordinance.

AGENTS WANTED

For Sale.

the

deep, the Stone to be delivered on the Street
required by the Commissioner of Streets.
The right to reject any or all bids is reserved.
CHAIRMAN,
Address proposals to
Committee on Streets, Sidewalks and Bridges.
did
5
1113
inches

as

by all Druggists.
d4wt

fastest gelling Bible ever published.
NATIONAL
tra terms to Agents.
CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

two story and a half house corner Bramhall
St. and Western promenade, with 10 finished
cellar and gas. Good stable and
cemented
rooms,
plenty ol yard room. Veiy pleasantly located and
convenient to horse railroad. Apply on the premises
or at 64 Commercial St., to J. W. V EATON.

received until

(300,00U) more or less,
good haid burned best quality Sidewalk bricks, to be
delivered from time to time, and at such places as
may be required by the St'eet Department.
Also, for the delivery of three thousand lineal
feet,more or less, of Granite Curbstones to be cut six
(0) inches top “six (0) face and two and a half (2$)
back” end joints kept lull at least eight (*) inches
down, and to be from sixteen (16) to twenty (20)

apr!5tlw__

my4_dtf

However obscure the causes may be which contribute to render nervous debility a disease so prevalent,
atteciing, as it does, nearly one half'of our adult population, it is a melancholy tact that
by day, and
year by year, we witness a most frightful increase of
nervous a flections from the slightest neuralgia to the
more grave and extreme forms of

of

quantity*

will bo

AGENTS’ PROFITS per WEEK.
Will prove it or forfeit $500. New
articles just patented. Samples sent tree to all. Address W. H. OH1DESTER, 267 Broadway, New York.

For Sale.
Cape Elizabeth, 1J story House,

Portland.

Wednesday,
PROPOSALS
May 12th,mst.,at 12 o’clock m.,for the delivery of
of
three hundred thousand

Diseases of the Kidneys, Bladder, etc., are always
and at times they become the most distressing and dangerous diseases that can affect the
human system. Most diseases o‘" the Kidneys arise
from impuritit s in the blood, causing humors which
settle on these parts. Vegetine excels any known
remedy in the whole world for cleansing and purifying the blood, thereby causing a healthy action to all
the organs of the body.

dt»

of

City

unpleasant,

y[yf) i

small stable,
and two acres land, 2} miles from City Hall,
on main road to Ocean Hou6e, three minutes walk
from Baptist Church, two Stores, Primary and High
School, and Town House, very pleasantly situated in
For terms apply at store of J. L.
an Oak Grove.
Parrott, near the premites, or E. C. Itobinson at C,
E. Jose & Co’s., 140 Middle St., Portland.

on

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

AGENTS. Teachers. Students, men and
women, wanted to sell CENTENNIAI, GAZETTEER OE THE U. s. Shows grand results of too VEAKS PROGRESS. A whole
■library. Boston Globe.—Not a luxary. hut a
Inter-Ocean.— Bed selling booh
necessity.
published. Good Pay. Want Gen. Agt. in every
of
Address, J. C. IIcCIIRBF Be
10,000.
city
apr!5t4w
CO.. Philadelphia, Pa.

For Sale or to Let.
SMALL house, stable and about 11 acres of land
in Deering, near Woodford’s Corner, will be
sold for a bargain. Inquire of J. H. REED, Ocean
St., Woodford’s Corner.iny6d2w»

THE

may read them.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4
Bultincli St. (opposite Revere House), Boston, Mass.
N. B. The author aud consulting physicians can be
consulted on all of the above named diseases, and all
diseases requiring skill and experience.
no2
eodly
ous

1,000

CO.,

my6dim

well-known Deane property

for Everybody.
The Peabody Institute has also just published a
treating
exclusively of NERVOUS AND
new;book
MENTAL DISEASES, more tbau two hundred royal octavo pages, twenty elegant engravings, bound u
substantial muslin, price §2.
Either of the above books are sent by mail to any
part of the world, ctoseiy sealed, postage paid on receipt of price. Or all three books sent to oue address
Here is ofat the same time on receipt of only §4.
fered over eight hundred and fifty pages of the ablest
and best printed and bound popular medical science
and literature, on subjects of vital importance to all,
It
for only §4—barely enough to pay for mailing.
sliould be borne iii mind that these great Medical
Works are published by the l*«-abody Medical
luNtilufe, an honored institution, established with
large funds for the sole purpose of doing good.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordinary works on Physiology ever published. There
is nothing whatever that the Married or Single of
either sex can either require or wish to kuow, but
what is fully explained, and many matters of the
most important and interesting character are introduced, to which no allusion even.can be found in any
other works in our language. All the Neio Discoveries of the author, whose experience is such a* probably never before fell to the lot of any man, are given
in full. No person should be without these valuable
books. The press throughout the country, the clergy
and the medical faculty generally highly extol these
extraordinary and useful works. The most fastidiBook

A

thecompiaints

wanted.

Agent,

85 and 87 Broad St., New York.

IN

Pathologically, in health and disiologically
ease, from Infancy to Old Aae. 3o0 pages, bound in
beautiful French cloth. With the very best prescriptions for|prevailing diseases. Price §2.00.

H.

wir

Hypochondria,

-**

AND LIVERPOOL,

OF LONDON
OK L1MKRIUX,
OK MONTREAL
OF NEW YOKK
OF PARIS
CITY OF RICHMOND
Passengers will find these steamers tastefully fitted
uj>, whilo the State-rooms are light, airy and roomy.
The saloons are large and well ventilated,the breadth
of the vessel, and situated where there is least noise
and motion. Smoking rooms, Ladies’ Boudoirs, Pianofortes and Libraries, Bath-rooms, Barber’s Shop,

CITY OF ANTWERP

The Steamer I.EWIStlinrlu.
TOIX, C «p«.
DrrrinK- will leave Kaile1-.*rnml Wharf, foot (.» StateSt.

.....

„jj

fc=.

STEAMERS

Sailing from New York on SATURDAY
week, from Pier 45, North River.

and

H. R. Stevens, Esq,: Dear Sir—1 have been badly afflicted with Kidney Complaint for ten years;
have suffered great pain in my back, hips and side,
with great difficulty in parsing urine, which was often. and in very small quantities, frequently accompanied with blood anil excruciating pain.
I have faithfully tried most of the popular remed es recommended ior my complaint; J have been
under the treatment of some ot the most skillful physicians in Boston, all of whom pronounced my case
incurable. This was my condition when I was advised by a friend to try the Vegetine, and I could
see the good effects from the first dose I took, and
from that moment I kept on improving until I was
entirely cured, taking in all, I should think, about
six bottles.
It is indeed a valuable medicine and if I should be
afflicted again in tbe some way, 1 would give a dollar
a dose, if I could not get it without.
J. M. GILE.
Respectfully,
361 Third Street. South Boston.

is Sold

Debility,

Gloomy forebodings. Mental Depression, Loss of Energy, Haggard Countenance, Confusion of Mind ami
Loss of Memory, Impure State 11 the Blood, and all
diseases arising from the errors of youth, or the
indiscretions or excesses of matuie years.
It is, indeed, a book for every man, young and
middle-aved men in particular. 300 pages, bound m
beautiful French cloth, illustrated, price only $1.
A Book lor JKvery woman,
Entitled. SEXUAL PHYSIOLGGY OP WOMAN,
AND HER DISEASES; or, Woman treated-o/Phys-

PRONOUNCED INCURABLE.

Vegetine
my5

Physical

and

Nervous

v/i
1 A of the “IOO Choice Selections,”
il vr# A At is ready. Price 30 cts. The “Series’
now contains ONE THOUSAND of the Iaies
and best tilings lor Declamations, Humorous Recitations, Family Readings, etc. Capital for Granges,
Teutpernnre Societies, and l.yceums. Also
“Excelsior Dialogues,’’ aud “Model Dialogues.” Circulars free. Get of your bookseller, or send price to
We
P. Gariett & Co.. 708 Chestnut St, Phila., Pa.
make the celebrated PENN GETTER ROOK
for copying letters without press or water. Agent

for culture of all kinds of fruits, good
wheat lands, well watered and timbered, unsurfor
sheep aDd stock raising, mild climate.
passed
40,000 acres of choice lands immediately on the line
and Pacific Railroad,
Atlantic
of the

PACIFIC

iiumj mucu

my

Nervous Debility.

A

QUEENSTOWN

CITY OK BERLIN
CITY OF BRISTOL
CITY OK BUOOKLYN
CITY OK BRUSSELS
CITY OF CHESTER

and Tonic Pills.

cum

a new

East Marshfield, Aug. 22, 1870.
Mr. Stevens: Dear Sir—I am seventy-one years
of age; have suffered many years with Kidney Complaint, weakness in my back and stomach. I was
induced by friends to try yonr Vegetine. and I
think it the best mediciDo for weakness of the Kidneys I ever used. I have tried many remedies for
tnis c •mplaiut. and never found so much relief as
It strengthens and invigofrom the Vegetine.
w*

The Cordial Balm of Syri-

published by

JUST

KOYAL MAIL

WEEK

L INE, PORTLAND-^ BANGOR.

INMAN
FOK

Book for Every Man.
the Peabody Medical Institute;
edition ot the celebrated medical work enIt treats upon
titled SELF-PRESERVATION.
manhood, how lost, how regained and how perpetuated. cause and cure of Exhausted Vitality, 1muotency, Premature Decline in Man, Si>erraatorrhcea, or Seminal Losses (nocturnal and diurnal),

x

I* E It

TRIP

OWE

___«Ry

English Remedy!

AKKANCE.UENT,

SPKI^C

Tickets procured at depots of Boston * Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins *V Adams I'i Exchange St., and W. J). Little A Co., 4')} Exchange St.
D. >s- BABCuCK.
L. \V. FILKiNS.
President.
(Jen. Pasewrei Ag’t. New York.

Restored*

A victim of youtlifnl imprudence, causing premature decay, nervous
etc., having tiied in
vain every known remedy, has found a simple Beltcure, which he will semi free to his fellow suilerers
Address J. H. REEVES,78 Nassau street New Yor k
feh2d&wCm
P. O. Box*5153.

31T. DESERT & .31AU BIAS.

OTHER*.

checked through.

THE GREAT

MANHOOD WOMANHOOD AND
NERVOUS DISEASES.

Kidney Complaint.

system. maul»

rem-

debility,

There is no remody known to medical science which
has proved Itself more valuable iu cases of Kidney
Complaints than the Vegetine. it acts directly
upon the secretions, cleanses and purifies the blood,
an t restores the whole s.stera to healthy action.
The following extraordinary cure of great sufferers,
who had been given up by the best physicians as
hopeless cases, will speak for themselves, and should
challenge the most profound attention of the medical
faculty, as well as of those who are suffering from

and I believe it to be good for all
for which it is ecommended.
Yours truly,
JOSIAH If.

with most

bottle; large botUes much the

a

Manhood
<

rates me winue

anl^I

of the varied forms of Kidney

Catalogues mailed.nprI5t4w

MISSOURI,

ATLANTIC &

no complaint that afflicts the huwhich is so little understood at the pres-

is

some

case

cheaper.
SETH W. FuWLE & SONS, Proprietors, Boston,
Mass. Sold by dealers generally.
e<-deow&weow4
ja25

Boston. May 30,1871.

popular
resorts in the State with ample faciliTHIS
the
ties for
sailing, fi*biDg, and gunning,

Farm

wrapi»er.
50 ris.

There is no disease which causes such acute rain
or more alarming in its results than when the kidneys fail to secrete from the blood the uric acid, and
other poisonous substances, which the blood accumulates iu its circulation thtough the system.
If from any cause the kidneys fail to perform the
functions devolving upon them, the cumulations are
takeu up by the absoibents and the whole system
thrown into a state of disease, causing great pain and
suffering,and very often immediate death. Hence the
importance of keeping the kidneys and blood in a
healthy coudition, through which all the impurities
of the body must pass.

Sale.

I answered, in the

greatest
“Yes, monsieur,
trouble, “he is my son-in-law.”
“Ah, well,” said he, “this brave fellow
passed through here. I gave him the means

system,
timo, as
Complaints.
man

ent

is the

by a timclv resort to this standard remedy, as is
proved by hundreds of testimodials it has received.
None genuine unless sigued “I. BUTTS on tho

Kidney Complaint.
Probably there

behind, as

cause

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED

and room for engine and boiler.
A spacious
shed and good dry houses attached. The lot is nearsouaie.
MATTOCKS
feet
300
FOX,
ly
183 Middle St.
mySdtf
room

THE BEST MEDICINE.

>0

Elm

building is three

leave the

Alili

Steamboat Expree."1 trains leaves Boston irnm Bneton & 1 roviilcuee li. K. Depot daily, except Sarnia,
at 5.;}0 1*. M. connecting at Stoningtou with Hie enIsland, every
tirely new and superb Steamer Rhode
Monday, Wednesday and Friuay, and with the clegaut and popular Steamer Stiniiugtnn every Tuesday,
in New York ulThursday and Saturday, .uriving
!i«*t‘*. Baggag
wnyM in advance of all other

edies, bu* loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays irritation, thus removing the cause of the complaint

manufactory. The main
stories high, 60x75,‘with counting
a

1L f *T K

YORK,

Tliis is the only inside route Avoiding Point JudMIi,

at

speedily and permanent ly
cured by tl.e use ot DR.
Wistar’s Balsam oiWild Cherry, which does not dry up a cou.h and

buildings formerly occupied by Stew
on West Commercial St.
An

art it Melclier,
THE
excellent cliance to start

DP

AHEAD

ami every
THROAT,
chest, are

and

lungs

to Let.

or

FOR XKW

in the 4'heMt

Bleeiiiat;

PAIN IN THE BACK.

or

longer youog.”

months bad made me still older. I knew it
well. But he was glad to see me all the

ANEW

For Sale

NT©* 8 * GTOSI

<oiishH.€old».RrAncliitiN, More Throat,
Influenza,
(ronp,
Whooping Lougli,
IloarHenesM, Liver
‘'oiuplnint, S'aiiiM or

two story French Roof House witti all
modern improvements, situated on Cumberland St., between Green and High St., Portland.
Terms easy. Apply to
JORDAN BROTHERS,
No. 11 Danfortb St.
my8dlm*

STEAMERS.

STEAMERS.

MEDICAL.

MEDICAL.

ESTATE.

House for Sale !

such a letter

a

moment or two to reflect.

I am

letters,

_apr3dtt

stirring.

REAL

are

that it is their best means of spying us, and that they seek every occasion to
make requisitions on the city ? Even for
the

thought.
While walking

my sad

banish me.

you thinking ol ? To write that
your son-iu-law is in the army, that he received assistance from M. d’Arence on the
way ? But the inspector would be arrested
to-morrow and you also, and your daughter!
You do not know that the Germans open all
“Wliat

KNOX.

Nlnlliou will atmul at Codin'. Ntnbl) ». on sionlh Street, until Ms, I Alh. ipn.
hups longer). For further inforuiuliou n pply nl the Mlubl or nl my Mhoe Stlore. 4.T0
Miildlc Nl.
M. (i. FfldlKK.
it prlllt
deod2w
This

Knox

Stallions,

Lightfoot

and

Hiram.

Knox Stallions, LIGIITFOOT AND HIRAM.
will make the
THE
of 1875 at the stable of
LOVEITT
Portreason

& RECORDS, No. 10 Plum Strict,
land, Me. If or further particulars address JOS. W.
LOVEITT or EBEN G. PERKY, Box 1541,Portland,
Me.
ap23dtt

Freedom Nofire.
this day given my
I HAVE
time to act and trade for
claim
of IiIa
none

earnings,

contraction after tins date.
E. J. WHITNEY.

or

Erwin D. Dill, his
himself, ami 1 snail

son,

pay »«v debts of his
CYRUS E. Dll.I*.

Doering, May c, 1875*_my icodlw
Notiee.
PERSONS requiring work dove please apply to
•
W.C.
A., No. 1C spring St., plain
Home” of

1

•nil family sewing, dress-makiug.
& o„
ery and fancy-work in wools.

copying, embroidvmf
Ac.

